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A bstr a c t

A novel type of phased array, called a symmetric-pair array, is 
described. Its antenna elements are arranged in pairs around a common 
phase centre, which yields easy-to-process biphase output signals from 
each pair. Symmetric-pair arrays are attractive for applications such as 
direction finding and beam forming and, due to the nature of the pair 
output signals, it is also possible to achieve gain with isotropic coverage on 
reception.

The properties of symmetric-pair arrays are examined, both for ideal 
conditions and in the presence of phase and amplitude errors. Graphical 
representations of the pair output signals are introduced to aid in the 
understanding of the properties of this type of antenna array.

The necessary algorithms and techniques to perform unambiguous 
direction finding with symmetric-pairs are developed. A detailed outline 
of a symmetric-pair direction finding system is given, and different 
options to process its baseband signals are discussed. The performance of 
the direction finder in low signal-to-noise environments is analysed using 
the mathematics of random processes, and the probability of detection as a 
function of false-alarm rate and angle of arrival is evaluated.

Beam forming techniques for symmetric-pair arrays are explained, 
and it is shown th a t this type of array allows savings in the control 
hardware due to its inherent symmetry. The problem of gain with 
isotropic coverage for reception is discussed, and it is demonstrated how it 
can be achieved with symmetric-pair arrays.

Computer simulations and experimental results are used throughout 
the thesis to confirm and support the presented theory.
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1 In t r o d u c t io n

1.1. BACKGROUND

Phased arrays are nowadays well established work-horses in 
surveillance and com m unications and have undergone rap id  
development in their ra ther short history. Despite the fact th a t the 
scientific and engineering basis for the field of microwave transmission 
had been developed in the 1940's, the first microwave phased arrays did 
not became available until a decade later. This was due to the fact tha t 
electronic phase shifters and computers, two key components for a phased 
array, had previously not been available [Sta 74].

A phased array consists of a group of spatially distributed radiators 
which are fed from a single source and therefore coherently excited. For 
beamforming purposes, the phasing of the individual antenna elements is 
such tha t their contributions add constructively to a plane wavefront in a 
chosen direction. By controlling the phase and the amplitude of each 
radiator, it is possible to steer and form the beam pattern of the array. The 
direction and shape of the beam can therefore be electronically 
manipulated a t microseconds speed without actually physically moving 
the array  structure, which provides considerable beam agility. The 
antenna elements of the array act as interfaces th a t transduce guided 
waves into free space waves and vice versa. The theory of phased array 
beamforming and signal processing is well covered in the literature, and 
standard array structures have been established such as linear, circular, 
planar or conformai arrays ([Sta 74], [Mai 82], [Rud 83], [Hal 90], [Hay 92]).

Most phased arrays are periodic arrays with equally spaced elements, 
which makes it easier to devise design procedures. Periodic arrays with 
omnidirectional elements usually have spacings of d < 1/2 to avoid grating

22



1.1. Background 23

lobes. They also suffer from the effects of mutual coupling, which is 
caused by the close inter-element distance and changes the effective 
element pattern. As a result, the gain, driving-point impedance and 
effective aperture taper of the array can be a function of the scanning 
angle. All these effects have to be considered in the design. The cost of any 
array  is approximately proportional to the number of elements, which 
means th a t the cost for a linear periodic structure is proportional to its 
length, and grows with the square of this quantity for a two-dimensional 
periodic array.

The second category of phased arrays are aperiodic or thinned arrays, 
which have unequally spaced elements. It is usually difficult to devise 
design procedures for this type of array, except for the class of random 
arrays [Ste 76]. A special case of random arrays, whereby the elements 
are uniformly randomly distributed w ithin a sphere, has received 
considerable attention in the past, and Ender and Wilden actually 
constructed and characterised such an array which they called the crow's 
nest antenna ([Wil 90], [Wil 87], [End 81], [Lo 64], [Dze 78], [Lev 79]). The 
objective of any aperiodic array design is to reduce costs by thinning 
without sacrificing key array param eters like the mainlobe width or 
average sidelobe level. Due to the reduced number of elements, there are 
fewer degrees of freedom for the designer and hence less control of the 
radiation pattern, which makes it  harder to meet the specifications. The 
hazard of grating lobes in aperiodic arrays due to inter-element distances 
of more than  half a wavelength, is avoided by unequal spacing of the 
elements, and the larger inter-elem ent spacing reduces the effect of 
m utual coupling.

The type of phased array investigated in this thesis is called a 
symmetric-pair array. Dependent on the application, this novel type of 
array belongs to the category of aperiodic or random aperiodic arrays. 
(However, it should be noted tha t certain periodic structures could also be 
treated as symmetric-pair configurations, but these special cases will not 
be considered here.) Aperiodic symmetric-pair configurations are used for 
direction finding, and random aperiodic symmetric-pair arrangements 
can be employed for beam forming and have significant attractions, if 
gain with isotropic coverage on reception is to be achieved.
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1.2. OBJECTIVES

The concept of symmetric-pair arrays and possible applications of it 
have only recently been reported by Benjamin and Griffiths [Ben 89]. Such 
arrays consist of pairs of antenna elements tha t can be arranged in three 
dimensions around a common phase centre. Each of the antenna pairs 
can be regarded as an independent sub array, which substantially 
simplifies the analysis. Symmetric-pair arrays have output signals tha t 
are easy to process, and are therefore a ttrac tiv e  for mobile 
communications and any kind of application where versatility  a t 
moderate hardware expense is required. The pair concept also allows the 
matching of the antenna configuration to the structural constraints of a 
building or vehicle.

The objective of this thesis is therefore to investigate the fundamental 
properties of symmetric-pair antenna arrays, both under ideal and 
imperfect conditions. Having established an understanding of this novel 
type of array, its potential for direction finding (DF) is examined in some 
detail. This leads to the development of a symmetric-pair DF system and 
the discussion of its predicted performance. Two possible applications of 
the symmetric-pair concept in communications are also investigated in 
this thesis. One of them is beam forming, and the second is gain with 
isotropic coverage on reception. It will be shown that the latter could not be 
implemented with other array structures.

L a STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

The substance of the thesis is contained in the next five chapters. The 
properties of sym m etric-pairs, different ways of processing and 
graphically representing their signals as well as the effects of phase and 
amplitude errors are covered in chapter 2. This lays the foundations 
necessary for the understanding of the different applications of this type of 
antenna array and is therefore essential reading.

Chapters 3 to 5 are devoted to direction finding with symmetric-pairs. 
The basic techniques used for direction finding with symmetric-pairs are 
outlined in chapter 3. To focus on the key principles, an idealised world
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with a single infinitely strong CW carrier as received signal is assumed 
in this chapter. In chapter 4, realistic signals with a certain bandwidth 
and finite signal-to-noise ratio are introduced. After solution of the 
associated problems, a symmetric-pair direction finding system is 
developed, and different methods to process its baseband signal are 
discussed and compared. The performance of the proposed DF system in 
low signal-to-noise environments is assessed in chapter 5. This is done by 
taking the m athem atics of random Gaussian noise a t the antenna 
elements into account. Expressions for the probability of detection of the 
direction finder as a function of false-alarm rate and angle of arrival are 
finally derived in this chapter.

The applications of symmetric-pair arrays in communications are 
covered in chapter 6. Different beam forming techniques as well as the 
concept of gain with isotropic coverage for reception are introduced here. 
A summary and recommendations for future work are contained in 
chapter 7.

An additional note on the citation of references. All references can be 
found in a block before the appendices and they are grouped by chapters. 
In the text, they are referred to with the first three letters of the first 
author's surname and the year of publication. Since all references are 
(just about) from the 20th century, the digits representing the century 
have been omitted.



2  P r o p e r t ie s  o f  S ym m etric-P a ir s

2.1. DEFINITION OF A SYMMETRIC-PAIR ARRAY

Symmetric-pair arrays consist of a number of antenna pairs of 
arb itrary  inter-elem ent spacing, arranged around a common phase 
centre in a two or even three dimensional configuration as shown in Fig. 
2-1. The centre point of the two elements of each pair is called the phase 
centre of a pair. In principle, it  is possible to use any kind of antenna 
elements for this type of array. The only constraint is that the elements of 
a pair must be identical and point in the same direction.

Common 
phase centre

Figure 2-1: 3D array o f random symmetric-pairs

Due to the common phase centre, each pair can be treated as an 
independent sub-array, which simplifies the calculation of the radiation 
pattern of the array and allows us to use the superposition principle. This 
applies only as long as no mutual coupling has to be taken into account. 
In the case of m utual coupling, possible simplifications depend on the 
symmetry of the array geometry.

26
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2.2. PROCESSING OF THE SIGNALS OF A SINGLE SYMMETRIC-PAIR

To make full use of the information contained in the symmetry of the 
signals of each pair, processing on a pair basis is necessary. The two 
methods introduced in the following sections describe the fundamentals of 
symmetric-pair signal processing and are used in one way or another in 
all applications of this kind of antenna array.

2.2.1. Sum and difference processing

Because of the pair symmetry, an incident wavefront will always 
encounter one member of the pair, say Ml, with a certain time (and hence 
phase) lead before that front reaches the phase centre. The other member, 
M2, will be excited with an equal phase lag (Fig. 2-2). With a definition of 
the angle of incidence 0 as the angle between the element axis of the pair 
and the direction of propagation, counted clockwise from the reference 
element M l, the two elements will be excited at phases -<j) and +(J) relative to 
the phase centre:

()) = ^^co s0
 ̂ ...(2 .1) 

where X is the wavelength and d the spacing between the elements.

The vector sum of the signals of a pair, obtained with a lossless 
power combiner, is given by:

V, = i  + Ve''”*'*’ ] = V2V cos* e'"*
V2^ ’ ...(2.2)

where V is the amplitude of the excitation of each element. The resultant 
is a real signal with positive or negative sign, dependent on whether the 
sum signal is in phase or anti-phase with the reference phase a t the 
phase centre.

The vector difference of a single pair is:
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= V2Vsin(|» e'j(o)t+iV2)

...(2.3)

This signal is orthogonal to the reference phase and can also be of 
either sign. All the sum outputs of an array of symmetric-pairs are either 
in phase or anti-phase to each other, and so are the difference signals.

wavefrontArriving

Phase
lead

Phase
centreM l

(Reference element 
of the pair) Phase

lag

M 2

Z = A+B A = A-B

Output:

Figure 2-2: Symmetric-pair with sum and difference processing of the
signals

A very simple way of testing whether signals are in phase or within 
±7c/2 of the reference phase is to use a power combiner and to add the 
output of a symmetric-pair and the phase reference signal. (The latter can 
be provided by an extra element at the phase centre.) If their phase 
difference is less than ±k!2 the combined signal will be larger than the 
reference signal alone, otherwise it will be smaller. In the case of the 
difference signals, a 90° phase shifter has to be inserted, to account for the 
orthogonality of the difference signal.
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The standard device for generating the sum ÇL) and difference (A) 
vectors is a 180° hybrid. Hence, the two vectors of equal amplitude and 
unknown phase at the elements of any pair can be converted into two 
vectors of unknown amplitudes but known phases (except for the sign 
ambiguity) at the sum and difference outputs of the hybrid. There is no 
power wasted, and the combined power of the output signals is 2V^, as 
expected.

Before the sign of the sum or difference signal changes, the 
corresponding amplitude shrinks to zero. The angles of incidence at 
which the sign changes occur are called phase transition angles. The 
sign bit of the E output changes, if the phase difference ((>2 between one 
element of the pair and the phase reference is:

mj; > n > 0

where n is an integer and mĵ  = dfX - 0.5 rounded dovm to the next integer. 
The phase transition angles O t̂ for 0° < 0 < 90° are now defined as follows:

Bj-t = arccos X/4:4- n X/2 
d / 2 ~

= arccos ^0 .5 +n^
d /\

mg > n > 0 ...(2.4)

Since the E pattern  of a symmetric-pair is symmetrical about 
boresight and the element axis, the phase transition angles for the other 
quadrants are easily calculated.

In the difference pattern, the sign changes for:

2tc
T  ’

m^ > n > 0

where n is an integer and m^ = dfX rounded down to the next integer. For 
0° ^ 0 ^ 90°, the phase transition angles 0^t of the difference pattern are:

0̂ t = arccos
nX/2
d/2

= arccos(n X  
{  d

m A > n > 0 ...(2.5)
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Figure 2-3: Measured and calculated sum pattern of a symmetric-pair 
with 2X spacing
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Figure 2-4: Measured and calculated difference pattern of a symmetric- 
pair with 2X spacing
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This pattern  is also symmetrical about boresight and the element 
axes and has a phase transition at 90° and 270° irrespective of the element 
spacing. However, the polarity of the sign zones is now anti-symmetric 
about boresight.

The phase transition angles coincide with nulls in the amplitude 
pattern of a pair. Because of the symmetry of both patterns about the 
element axis, no phase transition can occur at 0 ° or 180°, but there may 
well be zeros in the antenna pattern, dependent on the element spacing 
(for the sum pattern: d = odd multiple of X/2 , difference pattern: d = 
multiple of X).

The calculated and measured sum and difference amplitude patterns 
of a symmetric-pair with 2 X spacing are shown in Fig. 2-3 and Fig. 2-4 
respectively. The prototype consisted of two monopoles on a ground plane 
with 2  X spacing a t 10 GHz. Fig. 2-4 demonstrates tha t the difference 
pattern has, as expected, nulls at 0° and 180° for a spacing of 2 X. The two 
neighbouring grating lobes a t each of the endfire positions therefore have 
the same sign.

2.2.2. Equal and opposite phase shifts at the elements

As in any antenna array, it is also possible to process the signals of 
symmetric-pairs with the help of phase shifters. However, to retain  the 
symmetry of the arrangement and to keep the location of the phase centre 
of each pair unchanged, the phase shifts applied to each element of a pair 
must be equal and opposite (see Fig. 2-5) ([Fra 67],[Gly 6 8 ]). The output 
of a pair w ith such phase shifting networks and subsequent sum 
processing is equal to:

+ = V2Vcos(i|) + A(|)) e'

where ±A({) is the applied phase shift at each element.

j(0t

. ..(2 .6 )

Eqn. 2.6 shows tha t the output signal of a symmetric-pair after the 
use of equal and opposite phase shifts is still bi-phasal, but phase
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transition will now occur at different angles of incidence. The condition 
for phase transition is then:

. X X "|2tu > n > ni2

where:

nil = ^  -  f 0 .5 -  —  , rounded down to the next integer
X \  K J

m.2 —
-d 0 . 5 - ^

K J
, rounded up to the next integer

(|) is the phase difference between one of the elements and the phase 
centre and A(|) is the phase shift applied at the reference element Ml of a 
pair (see Fig. 2-2). Due to the phase shifts, the symmetry of the phase 
transition angle pattern about boresight is lost, whereas the symmetry 
about the element axis still remains. The above values for n define the 
phase transition angles for 0 ° ^ 0 ^ 180°:

Geot = arccos
X/4 + n X/2 -  Acj) X/(2n) 

d/ 2
= arccos

V
0.5 + n-A(})/7C

...(2.7)

where n is again an integer number between m^ and m2 .

Phase centre of the pair

Output: A

Figure 2-5: Symmetric-pair with equal and opposite phase shifts
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Equal and opposite phase shifts with -90° at the reference element of 
the symmetric-pair yield the same pattern of phase transition angles as 
difference processing. The only difference is th a t the bi-phasal output 
signals are now still in phase or anti-phase to the reference signal and not 
orthogonal to it, as is the case after difference processing.

If the applied phase shift a t element Ml is positive, the pattern of the 
phase transition angles for 0 ° < 0 < 180° rotates clockwise, and the pattern 
for 180° ^ 0 ^ 360° rotates counter-clockwise. For negative phase shift at 
element Ml the directions of rotation are reversed. These relations can be 
easily visualised with the help of the graphical representations introduced 
in the next section.

It is convenient at this point to give a general formula for the phase 
transition angles (i.e. nulls) and the maxima of a symmetric-pair pattern 
that covers all types of processing. The conditions for a maximum can be 
derived by considerations similar to the ones for the phase transition 
angles. The respective values of n yield nulls and maxima for 0 ° ^ 0 ^ 180°:

0 = arccos
d/X ...(2 .8 )

where:
m  ̂= — -  a , rounded down to the next integer 

A,

-dm.2 = ——  a , rounded up to the next integer 
A.

Processing technique Values for a 
Null I  Maximum

Z processing

A processing

Z processing with equal 
and opposite phase shifts

0.5

0

0.5- A(})
K

0

-0.5
A(j)
71

Table 2-1: Values of constant a for the calculation of maxima and nulls

The value of the constant a is given in Table 2-1  and depends on the 
processing technique and whether the location of nulls or maxima is
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calculated. It should be noted th a t any integer could be added in the 
definition of a, since the values for and m2 would be automatically 
adjusted, so tha t eqn. (2 .8 ) would still be correct.

2.3. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE SIGNALS OF 
SYMMETRIC-PAIRS

In the last section it has been shown th a t the output signals of 
symmetric-pairs are essentially always ju st in phase or anti-phase with 
each other. Since this is very important for symmetric-pair applications, 
two ways to represent this property graphically are introduced. For the 
sake of simplicity, the patterns of the antenna elements are assumed to be 
isotropic.

2.3.1. Single symmetric-pair but variable an^e of arrival

This first representation is in its 2  dimensional version a cross 
section of the sign bit pattern of one symmetric-pair. Fig. 2-6a shows the 
cross section of the sum pattern of a pair with 4X spacing, and Fig. 2-6b, 
represents the difference pattern of the same pair. Both pictures show 
clearly the symmetries of the two patterns about boresight and the element 
axis. It should also be noted that the sectors around boresight are rather 
narrow, whereas the sectors in the endfire areas of the pair are very 
broad. Each of the sectors contains a grating lobe of the amplitude pattern 
with a maximum in the middle of the sector and nulls a t the borders. 
However, the sectors around the endfire area may just contain a fraction 
of a lobe dependent on the spacing of the elements. The endfire lobes do not 
exist a t all for element spacings tha t produce a null in the endfire 
direction. It can be seen that for 0° < 0 < 180° the sum pattern consists of 
2m + 1 lobes of alternate sign (Fig. 2-6a), and the difference pattern of 2m 
such lobes (Fig. 2-6b). Whereby m is defined as follows:

Sum pattern: m = àfk - 0.5, rounded up to the next integer
Difference pattern: m = àfk, rounded up to the next integer
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Broadside beam

Element
axis Endfire 

pencil beam

Figure 2-6a: Cross section of the sum sign bit pattern o f a symmetric-pair 
with 4 X spacing

Element 
axis ^ Endfire 

pencil beam

Figure 2-6b: Cross section of the difference sign bit pattern of a symmetric- 
pair with 4 X spacing

Element 
axis \

^  Endfire 
pencil beam

 1-,_l—

Figure 2-7: Cross section of the sum sign bit pattern of a symmetric-pair 
with 60°equal and opposite phase shift and 4 X spacing
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The impact of equal and opposite phase shifts on the sign bit pattern 
can be seen in Fig. 2-7. As predicted, there is no longer symmetry about 
boresight.

The actual 3 dimensional radiation pattern would be generated by 
revolving these fan patterns about the axis of the pair (Fig. 2-8). Thus, the 
sum pattern usually comprises one broadside disc, 2 (m-l) hollow cones, 
and two solid-cone end-fire beams, all with common apex. The difference 
pattern has no broadside disc, and because of the nature of the difference 
signal, the two endfire cones are always of different sign.

Element axis

] = in phase (+)
I = anti phase (-)

Figure 2-8: 3D E sign bit pattern  of a sym m etric-pair w ith  4 A spacing

The broadside disc and the hollow cones cover the same solid angle Q.:

rQ = 2 k  \ sin8 d0 = 27[(cos8  ̂-cosGg) = 2 k X

...(2.9)

where 0 ^̂ and 02 are two neighbouring phase transition angles calculated 
with eqn. (2.4), eqn. (2.5) or eqn. (2.7), and the sphere is assumed to be a 
unity sphere. In the 3 dimensional representation of the signs of a
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symmetric-pair, the phase transition angles cut the surface of a sphere 
into slices of equal thickness, which are centred on the element axis as 
shown in Fig. 2 -8 . Equal and opposite phase shifts just move these slices 
along this axis but do not change their thickness.

2.3.2. Fixed angle of arrival but arbitrary symmetric-pair configuration

The idea behind this second representation is to consider the 
wavefield in the direction of propagation as composed of a sequence of 
positive (+) and negative (-) zones of width X/2. This has the advantage that 
it is possible to detect for a certain angle of arrival the sign bits of all pairs 
of a symmetric-pair array simultaneously. If the array is 3 dimensional, 
the positions of the elements have to be projected in the considered 
wavefront plane.

For the sum pattern of a symmetric-pair array, its phase centre lies 
in the middle of a positive zone (Fig. 2-9a), whereas for the difference 
pattern, the phase centre of the array is displaced by X/4 (Fig. 2-9b). In both 
figures, the solid element of each pair is used to define the angle of 
incidence and the sign bit of the output signal. (The solid element 
corresponds to the reference element Ml in Fig. 2-2).

It is also possible to evaluate the sign bits of a symmetric-pair array, 
when equal and opposite phase shifts are used. The phase shifts can be 
represented as vectors, which start at the elements of each pair and are 
always parallel to the direction of propagation, since their influence is 
irrespective of the angle of incidence. The two vectors are antiparallel to 
each other and their length corresponds to the applied phase shift. If the 
phase shift is negative, the vector at the solid reference element is in the 
direction of propagation, for positive phase shifts, th is vector is 
antiparallel. The sign of the output signal of each pair is determined by 
the sign of the zone in which the tip of the reference element vector lies. To 
illustrate the above matter, a two pair array with a phase shift of -1 2 0 ° and 
+90° at the pairs is shown in Fig. 2-10.
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Figure 2-9: Sign zones for the sum and difference patterns of 
a symmetric-pair array
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Figure 2-10: Sign zones for a two pair array with equal and opposite 
phase shifts at the elements and sum processing I
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2.4. BANDWIDTH CONSIDERATIONS

The largest possible phase change A(j) at the element of a pair due to a 
frequency change of Af can be expressed by slightly modifying eqn. (2.1):

. Tcd _ Tcdf _è = ——cos 6 =  cos 8
X c

therefore: cmaxA*
Â  = | i A f  = ^âcoseA f 'T'"2ËAf

df C C

Using this relationship, the corresponding fractional bandwidth is 
given by:

b/w = A(j)
dTC ...(2 .1 0 )

The 3 dB fractional bandwidth of a pair can be calculated for A(() = tc/4 
(the sum vector decreases from length f l  for fully co-phasal summation to 
1). With eqn. (2 .1 0 ), the fractional bandwidth is ±^4d. For d equal to the 
array diameter D, this can be considered as the lower limit for the 3 dB 
bandwidth of a symmetric-pair array. For a phase change at the elements 
of A(|) = 7c/2 , the phase of a pair is reversed (relative to the phase centre). 
This will take place for a fractional frequency change of ±y2d. The same 
frequency change incidentally defines the -3.9 dB bandwidth of a uniform 
linear array, where d would be the length of the array. It should be noted 
th a t the bandwidth calculations are only correct if  fully co-phasal 
summation takes place a t the centre frequency f^, otherwise the 
bandwidth will be smaller, since the symmetry about the centre frequency 
is lost.

Eqn. (2.10) shows as well that, as expected, the bandwidth decreases 
with increasing spacing of the elements. However, the symmetric-pair 
principle as such works over virtually unlim ited frequency range, 
provided, the received and transm itted signals are reasonably narrow 
band. In most applications, the limiting factor will be the bandwidth of the 
antenna elements.
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2.5. EFFTICTS OF PHASE AND AMPLITUDE ERRORS

So far in the analysis of symmetric-pairs, ideal antenna elements and 
processing hardware as well as no obscuration or m utual coupling from 
other pairs has been assumed. In practice, however, the amplitude and 
phase response of a pair could well be affected by such effects. The purpose 
of the following sections is to investigate as far as possible the effect of 
systematic phase and amplitude errors, i.e. errors that are not affected by 
the quality of the phase front of the received signal. The influence of these 
errors on both the accuracy of the phase transition angles of a pair and the 
shape of the output amplitude will be examined. There will only [be a 
treatment of phase and amplitude errors for the sum signal of a pair, 
since the difference signal as well as signals of pairs w ith equal and 
opposite phase shifts show the same behaviour.

2.5.1. Phase errors only

Three different types of phase errors will be considered. The first one 
is caused by a change in element spacing due to hardware imperfections. 
This clearly changes the phase transition angles and the amplitude 
pattern according to eqn. (2.4) and eqn. (2.2) respectively.

The second type of phase error occurs due to different line lengths 
between the elements of a symmetric-pair and its summing network. This 
is a non symmetrical error and also changes the phase transition angles 
as well as the output phase, but can be easily corrected with phase 
shifters. If the phase difference between the two feed lines is a, the output 
signal of the summing network can be written as:

^  ) = V2 V cos^(|)+ ^

As can be seen, the output phase is offset by oc/2  due to the error, and 
the phase transition angles are shifted by a constant value. Element 
obscuration and mutual coupling yield the same problems at the final 
summing network. However, the effects of these types of error are hard to 
eliminate, since they are dependent on the angle of incidence.
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In the third case, the element spacing is correct, but the phase centre 
of the array no longer coincides with the phase centre of the pair due to 
hardware inaccuracies. Ignoring the angular frequency term ê ^  ̂ and 
taking the array phase centre as reference, the sum signal of the pair can 
then be written as:

= V2Vcos((i e*-
I ...(2 .12)

where be is the phase error at the elements of a pair, which varies with 
the angle of incidence and is caused by the offset between the two phase 
centres. This offset consists of one component along and another 
orthogonal to the element axis (Fig. 2-11). The additional phase shift due to 
the error is therefore defined as follows:

<t>e = ^ ( A a i C o s 0  +  A „ s i n 8 )
h ...(2.13)

where Aai is the offset along and Aor the offset orthogonal to the element 
axis. Aal is positive if the array phase centre is displaced away from the 
reference element of the pair, and Aor is positive for displacements of the 
phase centres towards 270° (negative for offsets towards 90°). The 
definition of the sign of the offsets is also shown in Fig. 2-11.

Examination of eqn. (2 .1 2 ) shows that the amplitude pattern of a 
symmetric-pair remains unaffected by the offset between the phase 
centres, and the location of the phase transition angles is not affected 
either. However, dependent on the angle of incidence, a phase offset is 
added to the binary phase of the output signal. As long as the offset 
between the array and pair phase centres is less than ?i/4, it is still 
possible to detect, whether the signal belongs to the in phase or anti-phase 
hemisphere (Figs. 2-12a-c). Larger offsets, as in Fig. 2-12d, entail a phase 
shift of the output signal which is larger than ±90°, which makes this 
distinction impossible.

In practice, it is often desirable to locate the offset between the two 
phase centres. The maximum phase error occurs when the geometrical 
phase centre of the pair and the phase centre of the array lie on a straight
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phase errors
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line with the direction of propagation of the signal. Knowing a t which 
angle 0 the maximum phase error occurs and the value and sign of the 
maximum phase error c))emax» it is possible to calculate Aai and Aor. Using 
the fact that

r X y
êmax »

and rearranging it with the help of eqn (2.13), the offsets along and 
orthogonal to the element axis are given by:

A .,= < ^..^ |^cose _(2.14a)

= ly sin e  _(2.i4b)

Simple correction of phase errors is only possible if  they are 
independent of the angle of incidence, which is only the case for certain 
phase errors of the second kind.

2.5.2. Amplitude errors only

Amplitude errors in a symmetric-pair configuration can be caused by 
obscuration effects or mutual coupling between the elements as well as by 
hardware imperfections, e.g. channel imbalances.

Assuming an amplitude difference of AV between the two elements, 
the sum signal of the pair is given by:

V, = 4 =  (( V + AV)e'* + Ve->* ) = V2  V cos ([>+- ^  e'*
'  > V2  ...(2.15)

The amplitude of this signal is:

|V.J = i  V(2V + AVf cos' <t) + AV' sin" (j)
' ' ...(2.16)
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As a result, the nulls of the amplitude pattern are filled in and the 
maximum amplitude decreases with growing AV (Fig. 2-13). The phase of 
the pair is now:

())ae = arctan AV sin(|)
^(2V4-AV)cos()>y

It should be noted that the ambiguity of the arctangent has to be taken 
into account, in order to get the correct phase value. The phase pattern for 
different amplitude errors is shown in Fig. 2-14. The quasi-digital pattern 
of the phase for no amplitude error becomes more and more blurred at the 
phase transitions with increasing AV. However, owing to the nature of the 
tangent function in eqn. (2.17), all curves intersect when the argument (j) 
is a multiple of k/2. As a result, the phase difference between the output 
signal of a pair and the reference phase is always exactly n/2 a t the phase 
transitions angles. By deciding whether or not the phase of a pair lies 
within ±k/2 of the reference phase, it is then still possible to determine the 
sign of the signal. Because the slope of the phase function is very steep a t 
the transition angles, it is not necessary to measure precisely the phase 
difference in order to locate the phase transition angles with acceptable 
accuracy.

2.5.3. Phase and amplitude errors

The previous two sections showed that for correct pair spacing and no 
unsymmetrical phase errors, the location of the phase transition angles is 
not affected by reasonably small phase or amplitude errors, and it is still 
possible to determine the sign of the output signal. For simultaneous 
phase and amplitude errors, the effects on the output signal of a pair are 
simply superimposed. Hence the output amplitude of a pair with both 
errors is equivalent to the one of a symmetric-pair with only amplitude 
errors (eqn. (2.16)), because phase errors do not affect the amplitude, as 
shown in section 2.5.1. The phase of the signal is now:

f  AV ^+ arctan — — —  tan (|)
2V-HAV ...(2.18)
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Figure 2-13: Amplitude pattern of a symmetric-pair with 4X spacing 
and different amplitude errors
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and different amplitude errors
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Appendix 1 presents another way of deriving the phase of a 
symmetric-pair with amplitude and phase errors. As an example, the 
phase pattern of a symmetric-pair with Aal = Aor = 0.11 and AV = -0.3 is 
shown in Fig. 2-15. Because of the superposition of both errors, the phase 
transition angles are not clearly defined any more. However, as long as 
the amplitude errors are small, the detected phase transition angles will 
virtually be identical with the calculated ideal angles. Fig. 2-16 shows the 
phase pattern  of a symmetric-pair prototype with 2 1 spacing. The 
measured pattern shows signs of small amplitude and phase errors. The 
phase error occurred because the phase centre of the pair was not 
identical with the middle of the turntable. Using eqns. (2.14a/b), the offset 
of the phase centre along the element axis was 0.25 mm, and the offset 
orthogonal to it -1 .2  mm. The amplitude error was probably caused by the 
amplitude imbalance of the two channels of the hybrid used for this 
measurement (±0.5 dB according to the data sheet).



3 D ir e c t io n  f in d in g  w ith  sy m m e t r ic -p a ir s  - 
THE P r in c ip l e

3.1. CURRENT D IRECTIO N  FIN D IN G  TECHNIQUES

It is not the purpose of this section to review in detail all current 
direction finding (DF) principles, since this has been thoroughly covered 
in the relevant literature ([Get 89], [Gra 89], [Lip 87]). However, in order to 
appreciate the simplicity and advantages of a symmetric-pair direction 
finder, some basic ideas behind known DF systems will be summarised.

The purpose of any direction finding system is to establish the angle of 
arrival of a certain signal. This angle of arrival can be unambiguously 
described by the azimuth angle a , measured clockwise from north, and 
the elevation angle e. The first DF systems were built shortly after the turn 
of the century and the history of direction finding is linked with the 
discovery of certain phenomena and the invention of some fundamental 
DF principles. According to Grabau and Pfaff [Gra 89], the landmarks in 
this development are the following:

(1 ) The discovery of directional properties of antennas.

(2 ) The subdivision of a DF system into an antenna and a signal 
processing part, whereby the latter does the actual calculation of the 
bearing (Bellini-Tosi principle 1908 [Bel 08]).

(3) The invention of the Adcock system which is a polarisation error free 
direction finder ([Adc 19], [Smi 26]).

(4) The development of the Watson-Watt two channel DF system [Wat 26].

48
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(5) The invention of the Wullenwever direction finder as forerunner of 
today's circular and phased array  system s [Rin 56]. (Not 
Wullenweber, as it is often erroneously called in the English literature.)

(6 ) The application of digital signal processing in DF.

The last step is still under rapid development, and it should be added 
that the use of superresolution techniques in recent years has opened new 
fields which offer scope for many new developments ([Hil 90], [Nic 87], 
[Job 8 6 ]). Random arrays can theoretically also be used for direction 
finding ([Don 76], [Kas 78]), however, there is to the author's knowledge at 
present no commercial product available based on this technique.

It is also interesting to notice that two important developments for 
direction finding were reported in the same journal within months of 
each other, and the combination of both solved some of the most notorious 
problems at the time. Watson W att developed the first instantaneous 
direction reading DF system for the investigation of thunderstorms and 
lightning, i.e. signals of very short duration whose bearing could not be 
taken with the up to then commonly used radiogoniometers [Wat 26]. 
However, he used two crossed loops, which left his system susceptible to 
polarisation errors. Smith-Rose on the other hand, who gave his paper 
before the Wireless Section of the lEE two months later in May 1926, 
managed to explain the cause of the polarisation errors (night errors) and 
solved the associated problems by using two crossed antenna pairs, as 
previously employed by Adcock [Smi 26]. However, he still worked with a 
goniometer to establish the angle of arrival and had therefore no 
instantaneous display of the angle of arrival.

All current direction finders use the am plitude or/and phase 
information provided by the antenna system to calculate the angle of 
arrival. Furtherm ore, all systems obtain the data required for the 
calculation of the bearing by highly accurate measurements of these 
param eters, which often demands very sophisticated hardware. In 
contrast, the antenna system of a symmetric-pair direction finder 
combined with some simple additional hardware already delivers a quasi 
binary signal, which is simple to extract and process. Sim ilar to 
interferometers, symmetric-pair DF systems need rather large apertures
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to achieve high accuracy and| are capable of calculating the angle of 
arrival of a signal both in azimuth and elevation.

3.2. UNAM BIGUOUS 3D D IR EC TIO N  FIN D IN G  W ITH SYM M ETRIC- 
PA IR S

Since the polarity of the output signal of a symmetric-pair is 
dependent on the angle of incidence, is it obvious to use this information 
for the determination of the signal's angle of arrival. The sign bit pattern 
of a given symmetric-pair geometry will change for signals from different 
angles of incidence. Assuming an unambiguous arrangem ent, each 
angle of incidence would then produce a unique sign bit pattern. Using 
ju st the sum and difference information provided from an array with p 
pairs, one is able to distinguish between 2 ^P different combinations. 
However, dependent on the array geometry, not all of these patterns will 
correspond to a plane wavefront.

For direction finding, it is essential tha t the estimated direction of 
arrival is unambiguous. In the case of symmetric-pairs, this means tha t 
the cones of one pair with the same sign must be distinguishable (see 
Chapter 2 , Fig. 2-8). A convenient way of resolving these ambiguities is to 
use a set of collinear spaced symmetric-pairs (Fig. 3-1). The set of 
ambiguous cones can now be reduced to one unique cone each. Since the 
sum and difference signals of a pair provide 2  bits of information, they 
select 1/4 of the total solid angle. The correct cone can be defined by 
supplementing the relevant pair with p^-l coarse-resolution pairs where:

p. = l+ log^| ^

Pc is always rounded up to the next integer. The spacing of each 
consecutive pair would be 1/4 of the preceding one, and that of the central 
pair < A. to resolve the left/right ambiguity of the sum pattern. In fact, this 
last remaining ambiguity is solved by the anti-symmetry of the difference 
pattern. Fig. 3-2 shows the sign bit patterns of 3 collinear symmetric-pairs
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Common phase centre 
(Phase reference element)

Figure 3-1: Collinear unambiguous symmetric pa ir arrangement
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Figure 3-2: Sign bits of 3 collinear symm etric pairs for n=2 (quadrant 
selection using sum and difference)
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with E and A processing. The average cone width for such an 
arrangement is defined as:

p=
71 K X

4(dA) 4 d ...(3.2)

With d = 16 the calculated average cone width is 2.8°.

Three mutual orthogonal sets of collinear pairs are used for direction 
finding. They produce three cones of common apex, but on mutually 
orthogonal axes, and these cones intersect to form a single pencil beam in 
the required direction. Its cross section is represented by the intersection 
of three annular zones on the surface of a sphere (Fig. 3-3). Due to the 
symmetry inherent to the symmetric-pair direction finding principle, it is 
possible to provide almost constant accuracy over the entire 3D space (see 
section 3.5.).

Direction of 
arrival

Figure 3-3: Intersection of the cones of three unambiguous m utually  
orthogonal sym m etric-pair arrangem ents
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It should also be mentioned th a t two orthogonal axes are already 
sufficient for unambiguous DF over one hemisphere, since the remaining 
ambiguity is always in the other hemisphere, as can be seen in Fig. 3-3.

In practice, there may be considerable problems to build a system 
with three m utual orthogonal pairs with spacings < X (needed for 
ambiguity resolution) plus the reference element in the centre of the array 
without having considerable obscuration due to the elements themselves 
and their feed networks. This problem can be avoided by relocating at least 
one of the collinear axes. Each axis can work independently as long as it 
has aTfeference element. Knowing the exact location of all three axes, it is 
possible to take this into account for the calculation of the angles of 
arrival. If the signal source is far enough away, the error due to the 
distribution of the axes will be negligible. Table 3-1 shows the maximum 
DF error as a function of the spacing of two phase centres and the distance 
between the DF array and the source.

Max DF error due to the offset [arcsin (1/r)] 0.1° 0.2° 0.3° 0.4° 0.5° 1.0°

 ̂ Distance between source and DF array 573 286 191 143 115 57Distance between the two phase centres

Table 3-1: Maximum DF error due to dislocated collinear axes

3.3. IM PROVEM ENT OF TH E D IRECTIO N  FIN D IN G  ACCURACY FO R 
A G IV EN ARRAY GEOM ETRY

The accuracy of this type of DF system can obviously be improved by 
adding extra antenna pairs with larger spacings. However, quite often the 
dimensions of the resulting system would simply be too large, or it would 
not be possible to achieve the mechanical rigidity of the structure required 
for reliable operation. It is therefore desirable to have techniques available 
th a t enhance the DF accuracy of a symmetric-pair array without 
enlarging the array size. Two possible options will be discussed in the 
following sections; the first method uses equal and opposite phase shifts, 
whereas the second technique specifically exploits properties of the Z and 
A signals.
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3.3.1. Equal and opposite phase shifts

The idea behind this technique is that equal and opposite phase shifts 
at the elements of a symmetric-pair shift the phase transition angles and 
hence the bit pattern of the pair (see chapter 2). The accuracy of the DF 
system can therefore be improved by measuring and processing the signs 
of a symmetric-pair for different well defined phase shifts. Fig. 3-4 shows 
an arrangement, which allows the simultaneous extraction of 4 bits of DF 
information from one pair. The first two bits of information are given by 
the signs of the Z and A signal for 0° phase shift, and the third bit can be 
obtained by combining the E and A of the +45° phase shifted signals with 
an Exclusive-O R  operation. To extract the fourth bit, the sums and 
differences of the +22.5° and -22.5° shifted signals must be combined using I  

three Exclusive-O'R operations, as shown in Fig. 3-4. The corresponding 
sign bit patterns are given in Fig. 3-5. As can be seen, positive phase shifts 
at the reference element move the sign bit pattern to the left, and negative 
phase shifts move it to the right.

The extraction of DF information from one pair can either be done by 
parallel or sequential processing. The former allows to take bearings of 
signals which are present for only a short period of time. Since the signal 
is binary, 2 ^’  ̂ measurements are needed to extract n bits of information 
from one pair with this kind of processing. Each positive and negative 
sector of the pair output signal will be subdivided into 2 "'^ subsections, 
and the polarity of the extracted n bits can be obtained with simple logic, 
as shown in Fig. 3-5. However, the drawback of parallel processing is that 
considerably more hardware is needed to provide all the required signals 
simultaneously. By using 180° hybrids instead of power combiners to 
process the signals, as in Fig. 3-4, the number of required fixed phase 
shifters can be halved. This is because the bit patterns at the output of a 
hybrid are equivalent to those generated for a phase shift of A(j> (E port 
signal) and A(|) - %/2 (A port signal) at the reference element of the pair.

If time is no limiting factor, intelligent sequential processing can be 
used to reduce the number of measurements. After each measurement, 
the required phase shift must be calculated, to subdivide the subsector 
identified through the previous measurement. Using this approach, only 
n measurements are necessary to extract n bits and the hardw are
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Figure 3-4: Processing hardware to enhance the DF accuracy of a single 
symmetric-pair
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expenditure is much less. Ju s t one hybrid and a set of digital phase 
shifters are needed.

The phase shifters can either be switched line phase shifters, which 
are rather narrow band, or vector modulators. The la tter are broadband, 
but have the disadvantage of an insertion loss of about 6 dB [Bre 90].

The extraction of more bits of DF information from one pair allows 
larger differences in the spacing of consecutive pairs in a collinear 
arrangement. Each pair now selects 1/2” of the total solid angle, where n 
is the number of bits extracted. (This is strictly speaking ju s t an 
approximation for large spacings, since the endfire sectors cannot always 
be subdivided into 2”'^ subsections, dependent on the element spacing.) As 
a result, the spacing of each supplementary pair is now 1/2” of the 
preceding one. Thus the number of pairs p  ̂ for a collinear unambiguous 
configuration is:

Pc = 1 + log2n (d/X) = 1 + (1/n) log2 (d/X) ...(3.3)

The average subsection or cone width for a given number of bits 
becomes now:

p=
d 2" ...(3.4)

The last two equations obviously only depend on the number of 
extracted bits and not on the processing method, be it equal and opposite 
phase shifts or enhanced S and A processing. The following table 
summarises the relationship between the number of extracted bits of DF 
inform ation and the spacing of consecutive pairs in a collinear 
arrangement. It also gives the relevant details for equal and opposite 
phase shift processing.

It should be noted that the values given in Table 3-2 for the inter-pair 
spacing in an unambiguous collinear arrangement are theoretical ideal 
spacings. In practice, however, the spacing between successive pairs will 
be less to cater for imperfections and additional ambiguities due to the 
employed processing method, as will be discussed in chapter 4.
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Number 
of bits 

extracted

Spacing for an 
unambiguous 

collinear arrangement

Settings of the 
phase shifter a t the 
reference element

Hybrids for 
parallel 

processing

2 1/4 of the preceding pair 0° 1

3 1/8 of the| preceding pair 0°, +45° 2
4 1/16 of the preceding pair 0°, +45°, 

+22.5°, -22.5°
4

Table 3-2: Relationship between the number o f bits extractable from one
symmetric-pair and the corresponding inter-pair spacing

3.3.2. Enhanced E and A processing

Two techniques for enhanced E and A processing will be introduced in 
this section. Both of them only allow to extract a maximum of three bits of 
DF information, whereas the previous technique has theoretically no 
limitations.

The first method exploits that the difference and the sum of the E and 
A signals of a pair is equivalent to the output of a pair with equal and 
opposite phase shifts of ±45° at the reference element (recall eqn. 2.6). With 
eqn. (2.2) and eqn. (2.3) from chapter 2, and ignoring the respective 
angular frequency terms, the E - A signal can be written as:

Vj;_A = ^ (V 2 V  cos({)-V2V sin(|)) = V2V cos((|) + 7i/4)
...(3.5a)

and the E + A signal is then equal to:

Vi+A = ^^(V2V cos(() + V2V sin<l)j = -y/2V cos((J) -  ti/4)
...(3.5b)

These two signals can be generated by feeding the E and A output of a 
symmetric pair into another hybrid after compensating the inherent 90° 
phase difference. Fig. 3-5 shows^rrespending bit pattern and Fig. 3-6 the 
block diagram. Due to the absence of the 45° phase shifters, the system is
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Elements now very broadband, and the frequency 
range of the hybrid or the bandwidth of the 
an tenna elem ents rem ain the lim iting 
factors.

The second processing technique uses 
the amplitude information provided by the Z 
and A signals of the hybrid. The pattern  
defined by the sign of IEI - IAI is similar to 
tha t of the Z pattern  but of half the zone 
Wdth. A third bit of information can now 
'^ trac ted  (beside the Z and A bit), which 
allows to select 1/8 of the total solid angle 

with a single pair. This technique is also very broadband, and it should be 
noted th a t neither amplitude nor symmetrical phase errors affect the 
position of the sign transition of the third bit. With eqn (2.16) and its 
equivalent for the difference signal, it can be shown that the transition 
angles rem ain the same for amplitude errors, though, the amplitude 
values at the crossover points depend on the magnitude of the amplitude 
error.

Z A Z+A Z-A 
Figure 3-6: Generation of 
Z, A, Z\-A and Z-A signals

3.4. ALGORITHMS FOR DIRECTION FINDING WITH SYMMETRIC- 
PAIRS

3.4.1. Outline of the procedure

The binary information provided by a symmetric-pair DF array 
contains the elevation and azim uth angle of the signal under 
consideration. The following section will show how to calculate these two 
parameters from the bit pattern.

A convenient way of extracting the angular information is to process 
the signals of two unambiguous axes a t a time. The intersection of two 
cones defines the angle of arrival with one ambiguity, as previously 
illustrated in  Fig. 3-3. This remaining ambiguity can be resolved with the 
additional information provided by a third axis. The minimum number of 
axes for unambiguous 3D direction finding is therefore three.
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In order to calculate the angle of arrival, the following procedure 
must be adopted:

(1) Identify for each collinear axis the cone (or subsection) that is defined 
by the binary information of the symmetric-pairs (see Fig. 3-5).

(2) Calculate for each axis the angles <l)conex.y 
boundaries of each cone (Fig. 3-7).

which describe the

(3) Choose a pair of axes and test whether the rims of the two relevant 
cones can intersect with each other.

(4) Calculate the elevation and azim uth angles for each possible 
intersection in a local coordinate system, which is defined with the 
help of the two axes under consideration. Determine dummy 
intersection angles, if less than four intersections are possible. (This 
happens for signals with low elevation relative to the plane defined by 
the two axes.)

(5) Transform the intersection angles into the reference coordinate 
system.

(6) Repeat steps (3) to (5) for the other possible permutations and resolve 
the last remaining ambiguity by comparing the calculated angles of 
arrival.

(7) Choose the intersection which covers the smallest solid angle and 
derive the angle of arrival from it.

Ax i s  1

The first index denotes the axis, whereas 
the second index refers to the boundary. In 
the text, the second index is mostly omitted, 
since the relevant paragraphs describe in 
general the intersection of the rims of two 
cones from different axes, which excludes 
possible ambiguities.

Figure 3-7: Definition of the cone angles
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The simplest way to get good accuracy is to choose the intersection of 
the narrowest cones to define the angle of incidence, as described in step 7 
of the DF procedure. The area defined for the angle of incidence with this 
technique can sometimes be further reduced by exploiting the information 
provided by the cones from the remaining axes. However, this is very 
much dependent on the angle of arrival and the array geometry, and the 
improvement in accuracy is normally not such th a t the additional 
computing power needed for the relevant calculations would be justified.

Some of the steps of the DF algorithm outlined above are self- 
explanatory and can be implemented using formulae presented so far in 
this thesis. However, steps 3, 4 and 5 require more explanation and are 
therefore described in some detail in the next sections. To keep the 
algorithms as general as possible, any orientation of the axes of the DF 
array is allowed in the following analysis. In the case of three mutually 
orthogonal axes, some of the calculations will be significantly simplified.

3.4.2. Test for possible intersection of the rims of two cones

To examine whether it is possible to intersect the rims of two different 
cones, both cone angles per axis and the angle between the two axes must 
be known. The former angles have already been obtained in step two of the 
DF algorithm, whereas the latter one remains to be calculated.

The position of each axis in the DF reference coordinate system can be 
described in spherical DF coordinates. (This means tha t azimuth and 
elevation are defined as necessary for direction finding, see section 3.1. As 
a consequence, the cartesian system in the reference system will be a left 
hand system with x pointing to north and z to 90° elevation):

axis 1 : a^,
axis 2 : a^,

where:
0° < a  < 360° and -90° < e < 90°
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With
Xt = cos Ok COS Ek ...(3.6a)
Yk = sin oCfc cos ...(3.6b)
Zj, = sine^ ...(3.6c)

the coordinates of the two axes can be transform ed into cartesian 
coordinates. The index k describes the kth axis. The x, y, z coordinates 
describe the points where the axes pierce the surface of a unit sphere. The 
distance 1 between these two points is given by:

1 = f  + (ys -  Yi )' + (Za -  Zi f  ___(3.7)

Using a formula for triangle calculations [Bro 83], the wanted angle y 
between the two axes under consideration is equal to:

r
y = 2 arccos-i 1 ----

V 4 ...(3.8)

All necessary parameters for the intersection test are now known. 
Tables 3-3a and 3-3b show the conditions to be satisfied by the cone angles 
in order to allow intersection of the cones. The hatched areas in the 
pictures describe the hemisphere in which the cone of each axis lies, and 
the region, defined by the intersection of the two hatched areas defines 
where the intersection will take place. The sketches in the last column of 
each table describe what would happen if  the conditions for the 
intersection of two cones were not fulfilled. Intersection of the two relevant 
cones is impossible if none of the conditions listed in both tables can be 
fulfilled.

3.4.3. Calculation of the cone-cone Intersections in the local coordinate 
system

After identification of the possible intersections, it is necessary to 
calculate their coordinates. In order to do this, it  is convenient to 
introduce a local coordinate system that allows the description of the 
intersections in terms of a local azimuth and elevation angle. This 
coordinate system is
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Angle between the axes: y < 90'

: cancel out
Conditions for 
intersection

Situations which arise 
if the conditions 
are not fulfilled

4̂ conel — 90° and (|)cone2 — 00' 
Axis 1

Y
Axis 2

<!>conel
ĉonel + ĉone2 — T

and

l̂ conel - 4̂ cone21 — Y

4̂ conel ^ 90° and <j)cone2 — 90 
Axis 1

Axis 2

180° -(})conel

-<J)conel) + <l>cone2 > ^ ' Y  ^

4)conel > 90° andbcone2 > 90°
Axis 1

r Axis 2 -0eonel) + (l80“ -<t>c„ns2 ) ^

180° -d)cone2 * ^Y

and 180° -0cone2

I -bconel) " "4̂ cone2 ) | — Y
180° -()conel

ĉonel — 90° and (|)cone2 ^ 90' 

Axis 1

Axis 2

ĉonel + "0cone2 ) — "Y

180̂  *0cone2

Table 3 -3a: Conditions for the possible intersection of the rim s of
two cones for y < 90°
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Angle between the axes: y > 90^

: cancel out
Conditions for 
intersection

Situations which arise 
if the conditions 
are not fulfilled

4̂ conel — 90 and 0cone2 — 90*' 
Axis 1

Axis 2
^conel +  4)cone2 — Y

(|)conel
0cone2

ĉonel > 90° and <j)cone2 — 90*̂ 
Axis 1

180° -(bconel

Y -(t>conel) + <t>cone2 > ^  ’T
and

 ̂ I  (l80° -<t>conel) - <t>cone2 | ^ 180° -7

180° -(t)conel

ĉonel ^ 90 and <j)cone2 ^ 90 

Axis 1

( l 8 0 °  -<t>conel) +  ( l 8 0 °  -<l)cone2') ^  Y

180° -(}>cone2

Axis 2

180° -Oconel

^conel — 90° and (j)cone2 ^ 90° 

I  Axis 1
ĉonel + -4̂ cone2 ) —

and

I 4)conel - (f 80° -({)cone2)| -  180° -y

180° -0conc2
Y

180° -(t)cone2

Table 3 -3b: Conditions for the possible intersection of the rims of
two cones for y  > 9 0 °
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given by the two element axes  ̂ and r\ which define the azimuth plane, 
and the azimuth angle is counted clockwise from the Ç axis. The elevation 
is as usual defined relative to the azimuth plane. The derivation of the 
elevation and azimuth angles of the intersections in the local coordinate 
system is given in Appendix 2. The local azimuth angle is then defined 
as follows (eqn. (A2.10)):

a , = arctanf
sin(Y)cos(<t)„„,i) ^ ...(3.9)

where and are the cone angles of the two intersecting rims and y 
the angle between axes ^ and t|. To get the correct azimuth angle, the 
ambiguity of the arctangent has to be taken into account. The two possible 
elevation angles per intersection are given by (eqn. (A2.8)):

ê i/2 = ± arcsin  ̂ ) -  cos((|)^,i ) cos( y)
sin(y) ...(3.10)

When the incident signal has very low elevation relative to the plane 
defined by the two axes, up to three out of four possible intersections might 
not be possible, as shown in Fig. 3-8. This entails most of the time a rather 
large cross sectional area of the two cones, which makes them unusable 
for accuracy evaluations. However, the intersections can still be used to 
resolve ambiguities if dummy intersection angles are introduced (see Fig. 
3-8). The following rules define how to choose the correct cone angle as 
dummy intersection angle:

(1 ) Three intersections were possible:
Dummies are the cone angles which are just involved in one of the 
three intersections (or not in two intersections).

(2 ) Two intersections were possible:
Dummies are the cone angles which were only involved in one 
intersection (or not in two and not in no intersection).

(3) One intersection was possible:
Dummies are the cone angles which were involved in the possible 
intersection (or not involved in no intersection).
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Typical examples for the intersection of cones

4 intersections possible:

3 intersections possible:

2  intersections possible:

1 intersection possible:

+ : possible intersection o : dummy intersection 

Figure 3-8: Possible intersections of cones
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With these additional dummy angles, the areas defined by the 
intersection of two cones have approximately the shape of a triangle, a 
quadrangle or a pentagon (see Fig. 3-8). It should also be noted tha t the 
intersections of an endfire beam and a cone cannot be used for accuracy 
evaluations. This is due to the unfavourable shape of these intersections.

Having calculated the coordinates of all possible intersections and 
worked out the necessary dummy angles, it is now possible to transform 
the data into the reference system.

3.4.4. Coordinate transformation into the reference system and 
calculation of the angle of arrival

For this transformation, a local coordinate system m ust be defined, 
which is not necessarily cartesian but oblique. Using the two element axes 
as % and r\ axes (as in  the previous section), the third axis Ç can be 
calculated by computing the normalised vector product. Ç is orthogonal to
Ç and T|, and eqns. (3.11a-c) describe the third axis in the cartesian
reference system. The coordinates Xg, yg, Zg describe the point where the 
axis pierces the surface of a unit sphere:

Xg = (ŷ  Zg - Zj yg) / siny ...(3.11a)
y g  =  (Z j Xg - x̂  Zg) / smy ...(3.11b)
Zg = (Xj yg - ŷ  Xg) / siny ...(3.11c)

where Xi/2,yi/2> Zi/2 are the coordinates of the vectors of the two element axes 
in the cartesian reference system and y the angle between them. The three 
axes form a left-hand coordinate system. Having defined the oblique 
coordinate system, i t  is possible to express the coordinates of the 
intersections in the Ç, Ti, Ç system:

= cos(a^) cos(e^ ...(3.12a)
Tli = cos(y - ap  cos(e )̂ ...(3.12b)
Ci = sin(e^) ...(3.12c)

The index i describes the ith intersection.
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For the coordinate transformation from the local oblique system to the 
cartesian reference system, all direction cosines m ust be known [Bel 31]. 
With eqns (3.6) to (3.8), it is possible to calculate the angles between the 
coordinate axes which are required for the determination of the direction 
cosines. The equations for the transformation into the cartesian reference 
system are the following:

Xi
-  m a ll;  %  +  ( la ii;  -  )T|i +  ( l^ m , -  

DET

_ (m^n, -  %  + (1,11, -  + (lam, -
DET

z, =__ (m,na -  m^n, %  + (l^n, -  liii^ )ti, + (lim^ -  l^m,
DET

...(3.13a)

...(3.13b)

...(3.13c)

with:
DET = l^mgn  ̂+ m^nglg + njgm^ + n^m l̂g + mjgn^ + l^n^m^

The variables L, m^ and n^ are direction cosines as defined in Table 3-4.

Direction cosine 
between axis

reference system 
X y z

local  ̂
oblique t) 
system

11 nil ni

12 m 2 n 2

13 m 3 n 3

Table 3-4: Definition of the different direction cosines

The intersection of the two cones is now expressed in the cartesian 
reference system and can be transformed into spherical DF coordinates as 
follows:

Ej = arcsin (z.) 

a, = arcsin X:

or:

Œ: = arccos

sin(e)

cos(e)

...(3.14a)

...(3.14b)

...(3.14c)
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Dependent on the values of and ŷ , eqn (3.14b) or (3.14c) must be used 
respectively.

The possible regions for the angle of arrival can now be identified by 
applying this procedure to all feasible intersections of the cones of the two 
collinear axes under consideration. The remaining ambiguity is resolved 
with the information provided by a second pair of axes. The centre of the 
thus defined region for the angle of arrival is then the value of the bearing.

3.5. SYSTEM IN H EREN T LIM ITATIONS ON TH E D IRECTIO N  
FIN D IN G  ACCURACY

As long as the systematic errors can be kept low, all conventional DF 
systems bave for a single signal^in theory, high accuracy in azimuth and, 
provided the applied DF technique allows it, also in elevation. Due to its 
quasi binary signals, an error-free symmetric-pair system has certain 
unavoidable tolerances in the azimuth and elevation bearings. However, 
by choosing an appropriate array configuration, these system inherent 
inaccuracies can be kept very small. The purpose of this section is to 
investigate these intrinsic DF errors of an ideal symmetric-pair direction 
finder.

After resolution of the ambiguities, the angle of arrival is established 
in a symmetric-pair DF system by intersecting the two most favourable 
cones, as described in section 3.2. The shape of this intersection defines 
the corresponding azimuth and elevation errors. These system inherent 
errors can be described with the following parameters:

(1 ) Solid angle of the area defined by the intersection of the two cones.

(2 ) Maximum width of this region in azimuth. (The maximum azimuth 
error is then defined as ± half the width, see also Fig. 3-12.)

(3) Maximum width of this region in elevation. (The maximum elevation 
error is then defined as ± half the width, see also Fig. 3-12.)

(4) RMS value of the maximum azimuth and elevation error as defined 
in (2) and (3).
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In fact, solid angle and maximum azimuth and elevation error define 
the inaccuracies quite comprehensively, while the RMS error parameter 
just gives supplementary information.

Due to the nature of symmetric-pairs, it is obvious that the highest 
accuracy will be achieved for signals coming from directions that are 
normal to a plane, defined by two of the collinear axes. (In an orthogonal 
system, this will be the direction of the third axis.) For these angles of 
incidence, two very narrow cones intersect and give high accuracy, 
whereas the third cone is just used to resolve the last ambiguity. If the 
angles of arrival are close to the plane of the two collinear axes, another 
set of axes should be used to achieve high accuracy.

a,b: pair of axes that gives the highest 
accuracy for the area
; areas, covered by two pairs with 

similar accuracy
0  : Corners of a cube, which is within 

the sphere

Figure 3-9 Areas where pa irs o f axes o f an orthogonal system  yield  the 
highest accuracy

For the case of three mutually orthogonal axes. Fig. 3-9 shows which 
pair of axes gives the best accuracy for which angles of incidence. The 
points used to define the border between the different areas are the corners 
of a cube which lies within the sphere. Table 3-5 presents the angles of 
arrival that are covered by each pair. The azimuth and elevation angles of 
the corners of the cube can be calculated using the relevant geometrical 
relationships as illustrated in Fig. 3-10.
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Pair of
AreasV,^^®®
covered

x,y y,z x,z

a
e

0° to 360° 
35.3° to 90°

315° (-45°) to 45° 
-35.3° to 35.3°

45° to 135° 
-35.3° to 35.3°

a
e

0° to 360° 
-90° to -35.3°

135° to 225° 
-35.3° to 35.3°

225° to 315° 
-35.3° to 35.3°

Table 3-5: Areas covered by a pair o f axes for accuracy evaluations

Centre of 
the cube"

_ Centre of the 
face of the cube

=> e = arctariÿg =35.26°

Figure 3-10: Geometrical relationships within the cube 

3.5.1. Accuracy of an  orthogonal system

The first configuration examined is a set of three mutuall/orthogonal 
axes with a maximuniv^pacing of 32 X, and simple sum processing. (The 
same result could be obtained with smaller maximum spacings if more 
sophisticated processing was used.) Since the spherical coordinate system 
th a t defines the azimuth and elevation angle does not support the 3D 
symmetry of the arrangement as a cartesian system would do, different 
pairs of axes yield different graphs.

Figs. 3-11 a-d show plots of the four param eters th a t describe the 
system -inherent errors for angles of incidence with azimuth angles 
between 0° and 360° and elevation angles between 30° and 90°. The 
information provided by the x and y axis can be used to calculate the 
inaccuracies for this range of angles of arrival (see Table 3-5). The 
maximum azim uth and elevation errors can be evaluated from the 
coordinates of the intersections of the rims of the two cones. Since the 
azimuth information loses its relevance with increasing elevation, the 
azimuth error data of all plots in this document are tapered with a cos(e)
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term  to take this into account. The following surface integral must be 
solved to calculate the exact solid angle covered by each intersection:

ÎÎyi *1 -
dx dy

Where x̂ /g and ŷ /g are the projections of the cone angles on the 
relevant element axes (e.g.: x̂  = cos(())conei,i) )• After some manipulation (see 
Appendix 3), the following solution for the integral can be obtained:

y 2 arcsin
VÏ- Y2

/
Xg+ —̂ arcsin 
2

%2  ̂- t - 2yg'
jxg  ̂- l |V I  ̂ \ J

+ —arcsin 
2

(xg  ̂+ l) ( l -  y2  ̂) -  2xg  ̂^

(i-y 2 )̂|x2^-i|

arcsin

y g arcsin

y  I arcsin

• arcsin^x g " - l-2yi^"
Ixĝ  - 1|V I  ̂ I /

VÏ- yz'
Xi+ — arcsin 
2

x i" - l - 2yg"
k ' - i |

+ — arcsin 
2

+ —arcsin 
2

(xĝ  + l)(l-y i^)-2xg"
(i-yi^)|x2  ̂- i |

(xî  + i)(i-y 2^)-2xi'
,  (i-y j'2 \ „  2Xî - 1

+ — arcsin 
2

%i - l - 2yi'
K 4  ;

where: I... I means absolute value

+ —arcsin 
2

^(xi^+l)(l-yi^)-2xi^^
(i-yi^)|xi^-i| ^

...(3-14)

This is a rather lengthy expression and in order to save computing 
time, the calculation of the solid angle was somewhat simplified for the 
simulation program. Since the areas of intersection are very small for 
large spacings, they can be considered as being plane and the bounds can 
be approximated by straight lines between the intersections of the cones. 
This simplifies the calculation and also allows us to evaluate the solid 
angle defined by the intersection of two cones which are not generated by 
orthogonal axes. Furtherm ore it is possible to calculate with this 
approach the area of intersection for cases where less than four cone
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t I
(a) Solid angle covered 

by each intersection

%

S .5

I

(b) Maximum azimuth error

Figure 3-11: System inherent DF errors for 0°^ 360°and 30°£ e < 90'
using the x and y axes for the accuracy evaluations
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(c) Maximum elevation error

(d) Maximum RMS error

Figure 3-11: System inherent DF errors for 0° < a<360°and 30° < e< 90'
using the x and y axes for the accuracy evaluations
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intersections are possible. A polygon can be defined with the additional 
dummy angles, and its area is calculated by subdividing it into triangular 
sectors whose areas can be readily evaluated. For a spacing of 32 X of the 
outer pairs and sum processing, the difference between the exact and 
approximated value of the solid angle for four possible intersections was 
less than 2 %, which confirms the validity of the simplified computations.

The solid angle covered by each intersection remains virtually 
constant for different azimuth angles at constant elevation, as shown in 
Fig. 3-1 la . To explain this, it is useful to imagine the contour of the sphere 
projected into the plane which contains the two element axes (see Fig. 3- 
12). The sign zones of the two orthogonal pairs cut the surface of the 
sphere into squares (or oblongs, if they have different spacings) of equal 
size, and all angles of incidence with the same elevation angle e lie on a 
circle with radius cos e. Thus, the areas defined by the intersection of the 
cones for a certain elevation angle have virtually the same gradient on the 
surface of the sphere, which results in approximately the same solid 
angle. Comparison of Fig. 3-1 lb  and Fig. 3-1 Ic shows tha t the azimuth 
and elevation error have maxima and minima for the same azimuth 
angles, which is due to the contour of the intersections. Fig. 3-13 
illustrates how their approximate shape changes for different azimuth 
angles from a square to a diamond and back again to a square, all with 
the same area. This explains why the solid angle covered by the 
intersection rem ains virtually constant, despite the fact th a t the 
m axim um  az im uth  and elevation erro r grow and decrease 
simultaneously.

Circle of constant elevation

: Projected rim of a cone 
generated by the pair 
on the X axis

: Projected rim of a cone 
generated by the pair 
on the y axis

Projected shape 
of the sphere

Figure 3-12: Projection o f the sphere into the plane of the two element 
axes
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Maximum 
azimuth error

Maximum 
elevation error

T

Maximum 
azimuth error

Azimuth angle: 0°
Figure 3-13: Shape o f the intersection areas

Maximum 
elevation error

90'

In Figs. 3-14a-d, the four error parameters are shown for azimuth 
angles from 45° to 135° and elevation angles between -45° and +45°. This 
time, the x and z axes are used for the accuracy calculations, and the 
largest spacing of the pairs of each axis was again 32 X. The graph for the 
solid angle (Fig. 3-14a) shows nicely that the best accuracy (or smallest 
solid angle) is obtained for a direction normal to the two axes, which is in 
this case along the y axis (a = 90°, e = 0°). It should be noted that the 
constant value of the maximum azimuth error (Fig. 3-14b) for an azimuth 
angle of 90° is due to the fact that this represents the width of the boresight 
disc generated by the pair on the x axes, which obviously remains 
constant for different elevation angles. The maximum elevation error 
(Fig. 3-14c) is in this arrangement equivalent to the thickness of the cones 
generated by the pair on the z axis and is therefore independent of the 
azimuth angle. The cones are narrow for elevation around 0° and grow for 
increasing elevation angles.

Using the y and z axes for accuracy evaluations, similar plots to the 
ones for the x and z axes, are obtained This is because the axes of the two 
systems just differ by a 90° offset in azimuth.

These simulations also show tha t the maximum variation in the 
accuracy of an orthogonal symmetric-pair DF system is only [̂2 for 
azimuth and elevation errors, and a factor of 2  for the corresponding solid 
angle over the entire 3D space. The system yields the worst accuracy at 
points which are represented by the comers of the cube within the sphere 
(Fig. 3-9).

It should be mentioned, that the algorithms derived in section 3.4 are 
used in the computer simulations. The programs have been written in 
Fortran and run on a Macintosh™ computer.
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É I 'Î
(a) Solid angle covered 

by each intersection

(b) Maximum azimuth error

Figure 3-14: System inherent DF errors for 45° <a< 135 ° and -45° < e <45
using the x and z axes for the accuracy evaluations
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(c) Maximum elevation error

(d) Maximum RMS error

Figure 3-14: System inherent DF errors for 45° <a< 135°and -45°< e<45°
using the x and z axes for the accuracy evaluations
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3.5.2. Accuracy of an oblique system

A system with three orthogonal axes allows symmetrical and 
uniform coverage of the 3 dimensional space. The next symmetrical 
arrangement in 3D with more than 3 axes would be a system with 7 axes, 
where the additional four axes are the diagonals of a cube, whose centre is 
the origin of a cartesian system. However, this arrangement will just 
enhance the overall accuracy if more complicated processing is used, i.e. 
more than just the information of the most favourable pair of axes is used 
for the accuracy calculations. A system with three mutually orthogonal 
axes is otherwise the optimum configuration.

In order to demonstrate this, simulations of the system inherent 
errors of a symmetric-pair system with an angle between the two element 
axes of less than  90° were carried out. Since the main objective is to 
demonstrate the tendency of the errors, smaller sets of data have been 
used. Figs. 3-15a-f show the change of the maximum azimuth error as a 
function of the angle between the two element axes. Both axes lie in the 
azimuth plane, whereas one of them is at 0 ° azimuth and the pair spacing 
is again 32 X. It can clearly be seen the metamorphosis from a quadrant 
symmetrical error to an error tha t is just symmetrical to a hemisphere 
and steadily growing for smaller angles between the axes. If the two axes 
coincide (y = 0 °), the azimuth error would be equivalent to the cone width of 
the two pairs. The maximum azimuth error at 0° and 180° would be the 
endfire beamwidth of the pair and the error at ±90° would be the 
beamwidth of the broadside disc. Figs. 3-16a and 3-16b show the increase 
in the solid angle covered by each intersection. The elevation error for 
different y is presented in Figs. 3-17a and 3-17b. For the unrealistic case of 
y = 0°, the elevation error would be ±90°, which would make any 
discrimination in elevation impossible.

The computer simulations show clearly tha t any spacing between the 
element axes other than 90° would entail a less accurate DF system, if just 
the inform ation provided by two collinear axes was used for the 
determination of the angle of incidence. The recommended structure for a 
3D DF system is therefore one with three mutually orthogonal axes, 
because this preserves the simplicity of the symmetric-pair approach and 
keeps the processing hard- and software at a reasonable level.
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(a) Y = 90‘ (b) Y =75

(c) Y = 60‘ (d) Y = 45

(e) Y = 30' (f) Y = 15'

Figure 3-15: Maximum azimuth error for different angles y between the 
element axes (both axes in the azimuth plane)
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OÔ (a) Y = 90004

005(b) Y =15 I

Figure 3-16: Solid angle covered by the intersection for different angles y 
between the element axes ( both axes in the azimuth plane)

I
k (a) Y = 90'

(b) Y =15'

<9̂

Figure 3-17: Maximum elevation error for different angles y between the 
element axes (both axes in the azimuth plane)
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3.6. EFFECTS OF MUTUAL COUPLING, ELEMENT OBSCURATION
AND HARDWARE IMPERFECTIONS ONTHE DF ACCURACY

The influence of system inherent errors on the DF accuracy of an 
ideal symmetric-pair direction finder was investigated in the previous 
section. However, additional problems caused by hardware imperfections, 
m utual coupling between an tenna elements and obscuration by 
neighbouring elements are present in a real system. This section tries to 
assess the impact of these systematic errors on the DF accuracy of the 
system.

Scattering parameters ['S-parameters’] are used in the error model, 
because the necessary data can conveniently be obtained in this format 
[Gri 90]. Each of the error sources is represented by a separate matrix as 
shown in Fig. 3-18.

m ^21

bpi

M il ^ 1 2

^ 2 1 ^ 2 2

^Mi M

G(0 >î G(0V
G(0)^ G(0)^

G{0) a ç 2=y

Î2 V

Feed network Mutual coupling

^ 12= ^ 21= I
M 2 2 = 0

where: I = Identity matrix 
0 = Zero matrix 
y = vector of the incident signal 
aF2=bMil aMi=bF2; aM2=bGi: aoi=bM 2

Individual element 
patterns for a certain 

angle of incidence
G(0 ) l̂ =G(0 )22= 0

Figure 3-18: Matrix representation of the systematic errors o f a 
symmetric-pair direction finder

Matrix F  is a (m+n)x(m+n) matrix, where m is the number of outputs 
of the feed network and n is the number of antenna elements. This matrix 
represents the imperfect feed network. The effects of mutual coupling are 
taken into account in matrix M, which is of size (2 n)x(2 n). It should be 
noted tha t the mutual coupling coefficients are solely dependent on the
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array geometry and are independent of the angle of incidence of any 
signal. The actual element response of each individual active element in 
the array  (which includes obscuration by neighbouring radiators) is 
represented by the matrix G(0), which is also of the size (2 n)x(2 n). The 
values of this matrix depend on the angle of incidence 0. The vectors 
and represent the waves travelling to and from a certain set of ports. 
The incident signal is given by the vector y = [1 e^n-i^^) Ÿ'
where the first term represents the normalised phase and amplitude at the j 
reference element.

3.6.1. The structure of the matrices F, M and G(0)

The form of the matrix F obviously depends on the method chosen to 
process the signals of a pair. In this analysis, parallel Z and A processing 
of the signals of each pair is assumed. The structure of the relevant 
scattering matrix of a 180° hybrid is equal to:

H =

h ii hi2 his his
hi2 h22 h23 -has
hi 3 h23 hs3 hs4
his -h23 hs4 h44

with:
A
2

Exploiting the reciprocity of the hybrid, the following parameters can 
be obtained:

ĥ x = reflection coefficients
hi3 = transmission coefficient between port 1 and port 3 or 4
hgg = transmission coefficient between port 2 and port 3 or 4
hi2 = Isolation between port 1 and 2 
ha4 = Isolation between port 3 and 4

The general structure of the matrix of the feed network for Z and A 
processing is therefore:
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F =

—h i

34

...(3-16)

where r̂ y are the elements of the scattering matrix R  which takes the
imperfections of the reference signal path through the feed network into 
account, and h^^ are the scattering parameters of the k‘̂  hybrid.

Mutual coupling will mainly affect the pairs with small spacings. 
However, the symmetry of the structure will decrease the coupling effects, 
as it  was shown for an interferom eter DF system with different 
arrangements of the elements by Zhu [Zhu 90]. It is therefore sufficient 
just to include the two inner pairs of each axis in the calculations, and to 
assume that the coupling effects with the elements of all other pairs are 
negligible. As an example, the m utual coupling m atrix for a 2D 
arrangement will be investigated, and a similar matrix can be obtained 
for the 3D case. If the pattern of each element is omnidirectional in the 
plane defined by the element axes and the array consists of passive 
radiators, the following assumptions for the coupling coefficients can be 
made due to the symmetry of the arrangement (see Fig. 3-19):

m ^

D I22 — ^ 3 3 — m 4 4 — ™^55

^ 6 6  — -  ™ 88 — ^ 9 9

n ^ io io — ^ 1 1 1 1  —' ■

m i 2  = ^ 2 1 — ^ 1 3 — m 3 i  = 44 Hi 45 5̂1
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^53 — ^52 — ^^5IH24 — lïi/io — — in«ĵ  — nioK —4̂2 34 ‘35
1H23 — — iUar — in‘32 45 ‘54

m 0̂ — iHai — nil ? — m?, — m-i a —‘61 ‘17 71 ‘18
nigg — niec — nia? — m<7Q — m̂ Q —‘86 ‘87 78 ‘79

ni8i — nijg — nigi 
^ ^ 7  — — ^69

niĝ  — m<7a — niaQ — in‘76 89 ‘98

m2g — niao —62 — — m̂ Q — m,59 ‘95^48 “ ^^4 “ ^37 
ni29 =  mg2 =  ni2g =  nig2 =  m^g =  nig^ =  =

^ 3 9  — ^ ^ 3  — ^56 
^ 4 9  — ™94 — nigg

l l lg g  — n iaQ  “83 — nigg — — m57 ‘75

m2y — m>7o —72 — nigg — m̂ a — m58 ‘85

These coefficients are measured with all other elements of the array 
terminated in matched loads.

8

6 . 2 » "^*3 .7

5

9 # : element
#

Figure 3-19: Arrangement of the central pairs for mutual coupling 
calculations

For an n element passive array, the sub matrix of the coupling 
matrix M has then the following structure:

M „ =

' m i l m i 2 m i 2 m i 2 ™ 1 2 m i 6 m i 6 m i 6 m i 6

m i 2 ™ 22 ^ 2 3 1^24 ™ 2 4 1^26 ^ 2 7 ™ 29 ™ 2 9

1H 12 1^23 1^22 ™ 2 4 1^24 ™ 2 7 ^ 2 6 1^29 1^ 29

™ 12 1^24 ™ 2 4 ™ 22 1^23 ™ 29 ™ 29 ^ 2 6 ™ 2 7

™ 12 1^24 ^ 2 4 ^ 2 3 ™ 22 1^29 ™ 29 1^27 III 26

m i 6 ^ 2 6 ^ 2 7 ™ 2 9 ™ 2 9 ^ 6 6 m g 7 ^ 6 8 IH 68

m i 6 ^ 2 7 1^ 26 ™ 2 9 ™ 2 9 m g 7 ^ 6 6 ™ 68 IH 68

m i 6 ^ 2 9 1^29 ^ 2 6 ^ 2 7 ^ 6 8 ^ 6 8 ^ 6 6 HI 67

m i 6 ™ 29 ™ 2 9 ™ 2 7 ^ 2 6 m g 8 ^ 6 8 m g 7 HI 68

IH loiO

0

0

...(3.17)
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Mi2 and M21 are identity matrices and M22 is a zero matrix. Dependent 
on the operating bandwidth of the DF system and the type of antenna 
elements, it may even be possible to consider only the coupling between the 
two inner pairs and the reference element, which would simplify the sub 
matrix M^.

The reflection sub matrices G (0 )n and 0 (6)22 of 0 (0 ) are both zero 
matrices and the individual element patterns for a certain angle 0 are 
taken into account by the two transmission sub matrices O(0 )i2 and 0 (0 )21. 
The elements of these matrices are zero apart from the main diagonal 
elements which represent the individual element responses for a certain 
angle. For passive elements, O(0 )i2 equals 0 (0 )21.

For the sake of clarity, two matrices were used to describe the effects 
of m utual coupling and differing element responses. However, due to the 
simplicity of some of the sub matrices, these two matrices can be 
combined in m atrix C, which now describes all imperfections of the 
antenna system:

C = Mil O(0)i2
0 (0)21 0 (0)22 ...(3.18)

3.6.2. Estimation of the DF error due to system imperfections

To get an idea of how much the accuracy of the DF system is affected 
by systematic errors a worst case calculation was done. The system 
considered has two orthogonal axes, and only the coupling between the 
inner pairs of each axis and the reference element is taken into account. 
The elements were assumed to be vertical dipoles. Since it is not known 
how much the pattern of each element suffers from obscuration effects, 
ideal omnidirectional an tenna responses are assum ed for these 
calculations.

The values for the mutual impedance of two parallel dipoles as given 
by Kraus are used as coupling coefficients between the elements [Kra 8 8 ]. 
These numbers represent a reasonable approximation for the worst case 
calculation. Furthermore, it is assumed tha t the dipoles are reasonably
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matched, so th a t their self impedance (terminal impedance for the 
isolated radiator) is close to 50Q. The values for the hybrid parameters are 
taken from data sheets and are in this example the worst case figures for 
an X-band hybrid.

The evaluation of the errors due to mutual coupling and an imperfect 
feed network is shown in appendix 4. The calculations give the maximum 
value by which the phase of the signal of each antenna element could be 
changed due to systematic errors. Considering the signals of one pair, 
this phase value can be split into two components. A certain portion of the 
phase offset is equal and in the same direction for both elements, which is 
caused by the coupling between the elements of the pair and all other 
array elements. This effect causes an offset of the Z and A processed 
signals relative to the reference phase. It does not affect the accuracy of 
the DF system as long as this offset is smaller than ±90° (see chapter
2.5.1.). The other part of the phase offset can act as an opposite phase shift 
or also as an equally oriented component for the signals of each pair. The 
former would affect the location of the phase transition angles. However, 
it cannot be predicted whether the second portion of the phase offset acts 
entirely as an opposite phase shift or not, because this depends on the 
phase response of all components. As a worst case for the DF accuracy, it 
is therefore assumed that the second type of phase offset is purely equal 
and opposite. The coupling coefficients and the resulting maximum 
errors for an arrangem ent with two orthogonal pairs spaced by X and 
grouped around a reference element are shown in Table 3-6.

It can be seen that the maximum opposite phase error, which causes 
a change of the phase transition angles and hence the DF error, is just 
2.98° or 4.32° dependent on the reflection coefficient of the elements. Since 
these values are absolute worst case figures, they are in good accordance 
with the results quoted by Zhu [Zhu 90]. He calculates a maximum DF 
error of 2.5° for a square four element dipole interferometer without 
optimisation and 0.5 X element spacing. The rather large maximum 
phase error a t the reference element does not affect the bearing accuracy 
of the system, since it is still possible to decide whether the signals are in 
phase or anti-phase to each other as long as amplitude errors can be kept 
low. The maximum amplitude differences of the signals at the element
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ports of the hybrid are relatively low, which in tu rn  hardly affects the 
system accuracy, as previously discussed in sections 2.5.2. and 2.5.3.

Maximum reflec 
the ele

1 — 0*1

tion coefficient at 
jments

1 = 0 .2

Worst case couphng 
coefficients:

1 nixxl — 01 
1 mi2| = 0.143 
1 RI24I = 0.048 
1 m23| = 0.017

1 nixxl = 0.2  
1 nai2l = 0.169 
1 no24| = 0.056 
1IÏI23I -  0.021

Maximum opposite  ̂
phase error: 2.98° 4.32°

Maximum deviation of the 
phase of the Z or A pro
cessed signal from the 
ideal reference phase: |

3.48° 5.95°

Maximum deviation of 
the reference phase: 14.96° 19.1°

Maximum amplitude 
difference at the element 
ports of the hybrid:

0.90 dB 1.82 dB

Table 3-6: Effects o f systematic errors on the DF accuracy

It can be seen that the maximum opposite phase error, which causes 
a chan^e>^ the phase transition angles and hence the DF error, is just 
2.98° or 4.32^''dep^dent on the reflection coefficient of the elements. Since 
these values are absolute worst case figures, they are in good accordance 
with the results quoted by^'Zhu [Zhu 90]. He calculates a maximum DF 
error of 2.5° for a square four efeiqent dipole interferometer without 
optimisation and 0.5 % element spacm^>^!rhe ra ther large maximum 
phase error at the reference element does not a ïïectthe bearing accuracy 
of the system, since it is still possible to decide w hether"th^ignals are in 
phase or anti-phase to each other as long as amplitude errors^ar^be kept 
low. The maximum amplitude differences of the signals at the elentent
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hybrid are relatively low, which in tu rn  hardly affects the 
system accuracy, as previously discussed in sections 2.5.2. and 2.5.3..

A symmetric-pair DF system is therefore relatively robust against 
errors introduced by mutual coupling and an imperfect feed network. 
This is due to the symmetry of the arrangement and due to the binary 
character of the output signals of each pair. These qualities decrease the 
impact of systematic errors at the expense of a relatively large aperture 
size of the system.

It should be recalled that mutual coupling just has an impact on the 
phase transition angles of the inner pairs. As a result, ju st bearings 
around the relevant phase transition angles suffer from mutual coupling 
and the accuracy of the system is not affected for all other angles of 
arrival.

3.7. PERFORMANCE UNDER MULTI-SIGNAL CONDITIONS

The ability of a DF system to cope with multiple co-channel signals 
depends on its design and the angular separation of the signals. If the 
signals are less than a beamwidth apart, conventional methods cannot 
resolve them and superresolution techniques m ust be used [Hil 90]. 
Conventional multibeam DF systems can handle multi-signal conditions 
if the signals are more than a beamwidth apart [Lip 87]. However, the 
drawback of these systems is that they require a large number of receiver- 
channels to allow instantaneous coverage of the entire field-of-view. Null 
steering systems can also be used to cope with more than  one incident 
wave [Cve 8 8 ].

A symmetric-pair DF system, is just able to cope with one signal at a 
time per frequency channel. Hence, it is only possible to determine the 
angle of arrival simultaneously for a number of signals, when they are 
distinguishable by their frequency and enough channels are available to 
process them.

For signals from different directions which cannot be distinguished 
by their frequency and/or modulation pattern, there is at present virtually
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no possibility of taking the bearing of two sources accurately without any a 
priori knowledge of the location of one of the transmitters. If the location of 
one of the sources is known, its contribution to the output signal of each 
pair could be calculated and subtracted from it. It would then be possible 
to determine the angle of arrival of the other signal. However, it will 
involve substantial computing power in order to achieve this. The effect of 
additional signals on the same frequency is a change of phase transition 
angles. If the angle of incidence of the wanted signal is close to a subsector 
boundary, the shift of the phase transition angles (and hence the subsector 
boundaries) due to the presence of another signal can yield false bearings.

If the am plitudes of the two signals are very different, the 
performance of the system is limited by the beamwidth and the grating 
lobe pattern  of each pair. It may well happen th a t the weaker signal, 
received through the maximum of a lobe, masks the strong signal, which 
comes from a direction which is close to the minimum of the grating 
lobes. Thus it cannot be guaranteed tha t a symmetric-pair array can 
separate signals which are more than a beamwidth apart. This, however, 
is a restriction from which conventional beam-former arrays also suffer. 
They cannot necessarily separate the signals because the stronger signal 
received through the sidelobes may mask the weaker signal received 
through the mainlobe of the combined array response.

3.8. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF SYMMETRIC-PAIR DIRECTION
FINDING SYSTEMS

As has been shown in the previous sections, symmetric-pair antenna 
arrays are capable of performing fully unambiguous direction finding 
w ith high accuracy over the entire 3 dim ensional space. The 
configuration required consists of three mutual orthogonal collinear axes.

For a successful application of the symmetric-pair principle in DF it 
is important to know the polarisation of the expected signals to be able to 
choose the appropriate type of antenna elements. Since obscuration effects 
from neighbouring elements should be kept to a minimum and there is 
only limited space available, elements with large apertures are not suited 
for the centre pairs, even if the third axis is dislocated.
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Symmetric-pair DF arrays with two axes give highest resolution in 
the direction orthogonal to the two element axes. This property entails two 
possible applications for this type of DF array:

(1 ) Mounted under the wings and fuselage of an aircraft, the system 
could be readily used for surveillance of signals transm itted from the 
ground.

(2) Using an upright system with two axes, this kind of direction finder 
could be used as a landing aid a t airports. Properly aligned, it gives 
the best accuracy for the correct direction of approach, as is required 
for fine corrections to aircraft direction of flight. The cruder accuracy 
for all other directions is sufficient, since it is just used to guide the 
aircraft onto the wanted course, i



4  D e v e l o p m e n t  o f  a  S y m m e t r ic -P a ir  
D ir e c t io n  F in d in g  S y st e m

4.1. SCOPE OF THE PROBLEMS

The purpose of the previous chapter has been to outline the basic 
techniques used for direction finding with symmetric-pair arrays. To focus 
on the key principles, an ideahsed world with an infinitely strong CW signal 
had been assumed. In practice, however, the signals under consideration 
will have a certain bandwidth and only limited strength. To achieve 
satisfactory performance of the DF system, these properties have to be 
considered in the design. Hence, the following problems must be solved:

(1 ) As shown in chapter 3, the phase transition angles of a symmetric-pair 
are given by the nulls of its grating lobe pattern. As a result, 
unreasonably high signal-to-noise ratios would be required to 
determine the sign of a received signal for angles of arrival close to 
grating lobe nulls.

(2 ) Due to the frequency dependence of the phase transition angles (see 
chapter 2 , eqn. 2 .8 ), strong broadband signals with angles of arrival 
close to any phase transition angle would cause permanent change of 
the polarity of the pair output (flickering). This would make it 
impossible to determine the correct sign.

In view of the above problems, the following additional requirements for 
the direction finding system can be specified:

(1) The system should operate safely above an acceptable minimum signal- 
to-noise ratio, and it should indicate when the signal-to-noise ratio of 
the received signal is too low.

(2 ) The system should be able to cope with broadband signals.

91
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4.2. INTRODUCTION OF THE ’ DON* T KNOW'STATE

The exploration of the binary character of the processed symmetric-pair 
output is sufficient to determine the angle of arrival, as long as the presence 
of a strong CW signal can be assumed. However, as outlined above, it is 
sometimes impossible to attribute one of the two states (in phase or anti
phase) to the output signal of a pair. To solve this problem, the bi-phasal 
output must be converted into a bipolar baseband signal (see chapter 4.4). A 
bipolar threshold will then be used a t baseband, so tha t the system only 
responds in the presence of a signal and measurements are not corrupted by 
noise. When the output amplitude of a symmetric-pair drops below the 
predefined bipolar threshold levels (see Fig. 4-1), the polarity of the signal 
cannot be determined, and the user does not know whether the pair output 
is in phase or anti-phase with the reference signal. This third possibility, 
the so called 'don't know' state, covers the areas around grating lobe nulls, 
i.e. low output amplitudes. The '+' and '-' states in Fig. 4-1 indicate the 
polarity of strong signals. Since the threshold level is usually fixed, the 
width of the don't know' area depends on the magnitude of the received 
signal. Weaker signals may not be strong enough to cross the threshold at 
all, which means that their bearings cannot be taken.

Amplitude
Peak signal level 
above threshold• Bipolar 

threshold Grating lobe 
/  null / Don't know 

area

COS 6

Corresponding 
sign: X | 1

where:
1 = in phase
0  = in anti-phase 
X = don't know

Figure 4-1: Description of the 'dont know' state

The idea behind this additional don't know' state is to perm it 
extraction of the same number of DF bits as under ideal conditions, but to
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reduce the minimum required signal-to-noise rajbio tp acceptable levels for 
signals incident around phase transition angles. This objective can be 
achieved by ̂ ^qplpring the fact that no definitive answer, i.e. it is not known 
whether the signal is in phase or anti-phase, can be useful information, 
since it indicates that the angle of arrival of the received signal is around a 
grating lobe null. It will later be shown tha t a more rigorous application of 
the don't know' bit also allows us to deal with broadband signals around 
phase transition angles.

The don't know' state technique can be applied in all cases where two 
or more bits of information are extracted from a symmetric-pair. As shown 
in section 3.3, 2^'^ measurements are usually required to obtain n bits of DF 
information from one symmetric-pair. Assuming the bipolar threshold is set 
high enough, so that it cannot be crossed by noise, a signal is present when 
at least one of the 2 ^'^ measurements gives a determinate answer ('+' or '-'). 
Consequently, the minimum number of measurem ents required for 
appropriate use of the don't know' state is two, which is equivalent to the 
extraction of two bits of information. If only one bit was extracted from a 
pair, it would be impossible in the event of a don't know' to cross-check for 
the presence of a signal, since only one measurement is taken.

As previously indicated, the width of the don't know' zone depends on 
the strength of the received signal. The weaker the signal, the wider the 
zone. In all cases, the don't know' zone is centred around a grating lobe null, 
which is equivalent to a phase transition angle. To make use of the 'don't 
know' information in calculations, an unambiguous set of possible zone 
widths has to be defined whereby, dependent on the angle of arrival and the 
signal strength, always only one of them is applicable a t a time. This 
condition is met if the zone width is a multiple of the subsection width, 
which in turn is defined by the number of bits extracted from a symmetric- 
pair (see section 3.3, Fig. 3-5). The smallest don't know' zone is therefore 
one subsection, the widest 2 ”"̂  - 1  subsections wide, where n is the number 
of extracted bits. Fig. 4-2 illustrates this principle for a symmetric-pair with 
2 X spacing, from which 3 bits of DF information are obtained. Fig. 4-2a 
shows the bit pattern for a infinitely strong signal, i.e. the grating lobe nulls 
do not pose any problem. In Fig. 4-2b, the don't know' zone is one 
subsection, in Fig. 4-2c two and in Fig. 4-2d three subsections wide. It can
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Figure 4-2d

where: = 1 = Positive sign bit (+) 
= 0 = Negative sign bit (-) 
= X = ’Don’t  know’ state

Figure 4-2: ’D ont know' zones for a symmetric-pair with 2X spacing and n-3
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be seen tha t in cases where the ’don't know' zone is an odd multiple of the 
subsection width, the boresight subsection (cos 0 = 0 ) is centred around 
boresight, for even multiples, a section boundaiy is at boresight.

The different widths of the don't know' zones can be related to the 
necessary signal strength relative to the threshold. Eqn. 4.1 gives the 
required peak signal level above threshold for which exactly i don't knows' 
occur during 2^'^ measurements taken to extract n bits. (The peak signal 
level is the maximum output of a symmetric-pair, see Fig. 4-1.)

St; = -20 Log [dB]

where: 1 < i < 2 "̂̂  - 1

Eqn. 4.1 yields results for signal levels where the actual don't know' 
zone is an exact multiple of a subsection (Fig. 4-2). For intermediate signal 
levels, the extent of the zones varies between i and i+1 times the subsection 
width, and either i or i+1 don't knows' will appear, dependent on the angle 
of arrival. As an example. Fig. 4-3 shows the true width of the don't know' 
zones for a pair with 2 X spacing, n = 3 and a peak signal level above 
threshold of 5 dB. It can clearly be seen that always either one or two don't 
know' states will be recorded. As expected, two adjacent zones have together 
the width of one subsection.

=FF =FF=FF

4+ -K-

2  + A 
S - A  
A

-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0"
11111 
1 X X X 0
X X 1 1 1
1 1 1 X X iet£. ...

(S,= 5.0 dB)

cos 0

Figure 4-3 True 'don't know ' pattern for a pair with 2X spacing, n=3 and 
S t = 5 dB

In cases where no don't know' events occur, it is possible to obtain the n 
bits of DF information using simple binary logic, as shown in section 3.3. As
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soon as 'don't knows' occur, this is impossible and look-up tables must be 
used to relate the measured result to the required DF data.

To handle broadband signals with a symmetric-pair DF system, it  is 
useful to recall the principle behind the don't know' state. As show above, it 
is possible to identify the correct subsection as long as at least one out of the 
2^"^ measurements yields a definitive answer. This very measurement 
indicates the subsection with the largest amplitude. Hence, it is possible to 
discard the outputs of all other subsections, which are of smaller amplitude 
and may be above or below the threshold, since they are not essential for 
unambiguous identification.

Weak broadband signals that produce at least one don't know' event, do 
not pose any problem to the system, since the pair output, which could cause 
the flickering of the sign, has by definition the smallest amplitude and is 
therefore well below the threshold. In the case of strong broadband signals, 
the polarity of a t least the weakest output has to be ignored to give accurate 
results. To implement it, either flexible instead of fixed thresholds are 
required or alternatively, methods involving amplitude measurements or 
amplitude comparisons can be applied.

4.3. UNAM BIGUOUS SPA C IN G  O F CO LLIN EA R ANTENNA PA IR S

To resolve the ambiguities of a symmetric-pair with large spacing, 
additional pairs with smaller spacings are needed. The pair with the 
smallest spacing produces unambiguous readings, and the spacing of all 
other pairs is such th a t each symmetric-pair resolves the additional 
ambiguities of the subsequent one. This kind of grouping of symmetric-pairs 
is called a collinear arrangement, since all antenna elements lie on one axis 
(see section 3.2). In this section, it  will be discussed by bow much the 
predicted ideal spacing between adjacent pairs must be reduced to allow for 
the effects of imperfections, interference and the newly introduced don't 
know' state.

The introduction of the don't know' state affects the spacing of the 
centre pair, which is ideally 1 X. As demonstrated in Fig. 4-2, a subsection is 
centred around boresight in cases where the extent of the don't know' zone
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is an odd multiple of the subsection. This entails an unwanted ambiguity for 
the central pair of a collinear arrangement, since both endfire subsections 
(cos0 -  ±1 ) produce the same code for the ideal spacing of X. To avoid this 
ambiguity, the spacing has to be reduced to:

d̂cen tra l o n
2 ;  ...(4.2)

where: n = number of extracted DF bits

As shown in section 3.3, successive symmetric-pairs in a collinear 
arrangement have spacings that ideally differ by a factor of 1/2^. If this 
factor is only slightly reduced to allow for imperfections, ambiguities occur. 
Fig. 4-4 illustrates this for the case of n = 2 ; the corresponding subsections 
are numbered for simplicity.

Ambiguityy^r 'subsection 2’ of pair la  two possible 'subsections 4' of pair 2a

3 4
4 1 2 3 4! 1 2i

1 | 2 | 3 | ^ 1 | ^ 3 | 4 | 1 | 2 |   ̂ a: with subsection boundary at boresight
b: with subsection centered at boresight

3__________  ̂ a: with subsection boundary at boresight
b: with subsection centered at boresight

^ COS 0
Figure 4-4: Ambiguities due to inter-pair spacing between 11(2^ - 1) and 

7/2"

To eliminate these ambiguities, the inter-pair spacing factor must be 
reduced to 1/(2" -1). The spacing of the symmetric-pairs of an unambiguous 
collinear arrangement is therefore:

where:
d̂  = the spacing of the pair 
X > 1

These spacings must be calculated for the highest operating frequency 
of the array, and there will be no ambiguities at lower frequencies. It may
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be necessary to reduce the actual spacings even further by a small amount, 
to introduce an additional factor of safety. Experiments with a prototype 
system wiU show whether this will be required.

Table 4-1 gives the theoretical average subsection widths of an 
unambiguous symmetric-pair direction finder with quadrant or octant 
selection and for different spacings. The values have been calculated using 
eqn. 4.3 and eqn. 3.4. The average subsection width is slightly worse than 
the average accuracy, since only the narrower cones will be used for 
accuracy evaluations (see section 3.5).

Pair No.
n = 2  (quadrant selection)

Spacing Average cone width
n=3 (octant selection)

Spacing Average cone width

1
2
3
4
5

0.75 X 
2.25 X 
6.75 X 

20.25 X 
60.75 X

60.00°
20 .00°

6.67°
2 .22°

0.74°

0.875 X 
6.125 X 

42.875 X

25.71°
3.67°
0.53°

Table 4-1: Average subsection width for n - 2^3 and different spacings

4.4. LAYOUT OF THE DF SYSTEM

There are various possibilities to design a direction finding system 
which uses the symmetric-pair principle. Dependent on the budget and 
speed requirements, parallel or sequential processing can be used. The 
former is more expensive, since identical IF and baseband circuitry has to 
be built for every antenna pair. Its advantage is that a DF system based on 
parallel processing is much faster than  its counterpart with sequential 
processing. It also has to be decided how many bits of DF information are to 
be obtained from each pair. The more bits are extracted, the wider is the 
spacing of successive pairs, and less symmetric-pairs are consequently 
needed to achieve a certain accuracy. On the other hand, the number of 
measurements, and hence the amount of data to be processed, rises with the 
number of extracted bits in powers of two, as shown in section 3.3.
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Figure 4-5 Block diagram of the proposed symmetric-pair direction finder

The chosen configuration is based on the assumption that time is not a 
crucial factor for the system performance, and since it is the proposal for a
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prototype, hardware expenditure should be kept to a minimum. The 
suggested DF system uses therefore sequential processing. Three bits of DF 
information are extracted from each pair, since this seems a reasonable 
compromise between necessary processing hardware and number of pairs 
required to achieve an average accuracy of the order of one degree (see 
Table 4-1 in previous section). Fig. 4-5 shows the block diagram of the 
proposed DF system. Two m ulti-port switches select the relevant 
symmetric-pair, before the pair and reference signals are downconverted to 
a convenient IF, using a common local oscillator. Before the actual signal 
processing, the IF signals are amplified and bandpass filtered. The dynamic 
range of the system is mainly determined by the dynamic range of the three 
identical AGC IF amplifier stages. The signal processing is performed at IF 
and baseband, and standard components are used to generate the Z, A, Z+A, 
and Z-A signals. Four phase detectors, which are each fed with one of the 
four processed pair signals as well as the reference signal, convert the bi- 
phasal IF signal into a bipolar DC baseband signal. The polarity of the 
baseband signal indicates, whether the processed output of the symmetric- 
pair is in phase or anti-phase to the reference signal. The baseband signal is 
then either low pass filtered, sampled or integrated to enhance the system 
performance for low signal-to-noise ratios. The merits and disadvantages of 
these three options will be discussed in the next section. A bipolar threshold 
detector bank finally generates the three states '+', and don't know'. This 
information is collected by a computer, which calculates the angle of arrival.

The above version of the system generates the three possible baseband 
states using only hardware. However, it would also be possible to sample 
the baseband signal a t the phase detector output and implement the 
remaining steps with the computer. This option would be required if the 
threshold setting method discussed in section 5.3.2 was adopted or if 
sampling was used to enhance the system sensitivity.

4.5. METHODS TO ENHANCE SYSTEM SENSITIVITY

There are several possibilities to improve the sensitivity of the 
suggested DF system in order to enhance its performance in low signal-to- 
noise environments. One option is to make the IF filters as narrow as 
possible to reduce the noise power in the system. The limitations of this
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technique are tha t the filters must be wide enough to let the received signal 
pass through, and dependent on the implementation, it might not be easy to 
I build very narrow band filters at IF. Crystal filters may have to be used 
instead of lumped components filters. Apart from improving the system 
sensitivity at IF level, it is always possible to enhance it with appropriate 
techniques a t baseband. Three possible means of doing this are discussed in 
the following subsections.

4.5.1. Baseband low-pass filtering

The signal-to-noise ratio at baseband can be improved by low-pass 
filtering. Low-pass filters are needed in any version of the system to remove 
the double frequency components at the phase detector output. If their only 
purpose is to cut off the unwanted sideband, i.e. their bandwidth is of the 
order of the IF filter bandwidth or larger, the low-pass filters are called 
zonal filters. These filters do not affect the signal-to-noise ratio at the phase 
detector output. The low-pass filters considered here are not zonal filters 
and their bandwidth is therefore smaller than the IF bandwidth.

The following analysis derives the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of 
a phase detector with zonal filters before the effect of an additional narrow 
low-pass filter is considered. The two phase detector inputs consist both of 
signal and noise components. The signal term is given by:

8x(t) = cos (cOot + <1)̂) ...(4.4)

where x is the index of the phase detector input, A^ the peak amplitude of 
the signal and <|)x a constant phase term. The noise is assumed to be zero 
mean, narrow band Gaussian noise with a two sided power spectral density 
of T)/2.  Envelope and phase representation has been chosen for the 
calculation; the amplitude r(t) has a Rayleigh distribution, whereas the 
phase (j>n(t) is uniformly distributed:

n^(t) = r^(t) cos (coot + ...(4.5)

Both input noises are assumed to be uncorrelated. The output of the 
phase detector can be written as:
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S o u t( t)  =  ( S i ( t )  +  i i i ( t ) )  ( S g ( t )  + n g ( t ) )  ...(4.6)

Substituting eqn. (4.4) and eqn (4.5) into eqn. (4.6) and ignoring the
higher order terms, the following expression can be obtained:

=^^^COS((t), -<|)j) + ̂ ^l^^COs((l)i -<t>n2(t)) +

^  ̂ . . . ( 4 .7 )

The normalised power at the phase detector output, i.e. the power tha t
would be dissipated in a 1 resistor [Tau 8 6 ], is defined as:

To/2
= ...(4.8)

° -To/2

Since this calculation is purely concerned with power relationships r%(t) 
can be replaced by its long term RMS value [Rob 82]:

V2  r%(t) — V2  -^2Bjpq%/2 — -^2BjpT^ ...(4.9)

After substitution of eqn. (4.9) into eqn. (4.7), the resulting expression 
can be applied to eqn. (4.8). After the integration, the normalised output 
power of the phase detector around DC is equal to:

cos"(<1>1 - * 2) +

The first term  of the above equation represents the signal x signal 
contribution, the two middle terms the signal x noise cross products and the 
last term the noise x noise contribution. The output signal-to-noise ratio is 
therefore:

8  4 . . ,  L -I" ')
Nout Ai TjgBip ^ Ag îliBip ^ ^i'n2^iF -1-1

4 4 2 Ninl Nin2 ...(4.11)
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with:
= A,2/ 2

înx — ®IF Tlx

The expression for the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of a phase 
detector is equivalent to the result obtained by Andrews, who derived it 
using statistical arguments [And 73]. Eqn. (4.11) is very similar to the 
signal-to-noise ratio at the output of a mixer, the two equations only differ 
by a factor of 2 coŝ ((J)i-({)2). Since the input signals to the phase detector have 
the same frequency, the lower sideband after the mixing process is DC, and 
the contributions from both sides of the double sided spectrum add at zero 
frequency, which accounts for the factor of 2 . Furthermore, the phase 
difference between the two input signals cannot be neglected because the 
lower sideband is DC, which yields the factor cos2(^i-^2 ) in eqn. (4.11). 
There is no loss in signal-to-noise ratio for strong input signals at the phase 
detector, provided the two signals are in phase or anti-phase; a mixer would 
have 3 dB loss under the same circumstances.

The relationships between the input and output signals of a phase detector 
in the spectral domain are given in Fig. 4-6. The output spectral densities 
are obtained by convolving the relevant input terms. For the sake of 
completeness, the unwanted upper sideband is also included in the diagram. 
As can be seen in Fig. 4-6, idealised bandpass filters with a rectangular pass 
band have been assumed as IF filters.

Knowing the shape of the noise power spectral density at the phase 
detector output, it is now possible to assess the effect of narrow low-pass 
filters on the output signal-to-noise ratio. As shown in figure 4-7, it is 
assumed that the low-pass filter has an idealised rectangular pass band.
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Figure 4-7: Effect of the low-pass filter on the noise power

The noise power at the output of the low-pass filter for 0  ^ B^p ^ Bip/2  

is given by:

NLP = 2 j Y i- df = 2yiBLp - 11iB2 BLP ...(4.12)

The constants y  ̂ and y£ are given in Fig. 4-7. For B%p/2 < B^p^ B^p, 
the noise power at the low-pass filter output can be obtained using the 
following formula:

"IF/
^ L P  ~ ̂  j

Bff/a ,  ̂ ®LP .
y ^ _ jm f jd f + 2  J

0 Bn,/,

df

...(4.13)

= yA p + y,(2B,p

For very narrow low-pass filters, i.e. BLp<<Bip/2, N^p can be 
approximated by (see Fig. 4-7):

Nlp «yi2B LP ...(4.14)

The gain in signal-to-noise ratio due to low-pass filtering is now given as 
the ratio of the noise powers at the phase detector and low-pass output:

^s/N ~ 1 0  log"Npd'
V^LP y

[dB]
...(4.15)
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The phase detector noise power Np^ can be calculated using eqn. (4.13) 
with Blp = Bjp:

Np<j — BIF ...(4.16)

For high signal-to-noise ratios, the low-pass filter m ust have a 
bandwidth of less than Bip/2  to yield noticeable improvement. This is due to 
the fact that between Bip/2  and Bjp, all the noise power is originated by the 
noise x noise term  of the phase detector output, and its contribution is 
negligible for high signal-to-noise ratios (see Fig. 4-6). Fig. 4-8 shows the 
signal-to-noise ratio of a phase detector that is followed by a low-pass filter. 
It can clearly be seen th a t a low-pass with a bandwidth between Bjp and 
Bip/2  can yield an improvement for low input signal-to-noise ratios, whereas 
for high signal-to-noise ratios, its bandwidth must be less than Bip/2 .
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Figure 4-8: S  IN  improvement due to low-pass filtering

If  the low-pass is very narrow, so th a t eqn. (4.14) holds, the 
improvement in signal-to-noise ratio becomes:

Gg/N ~ 1 0  log
BIF

V ^ B l p  j
[dB]

...(4.17)

4.5.2. Baseband sam pling

Another way of improving the baseband signal-to-noise ratio is to 
sample and average the phase detector output. Since the signal components
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of the samples are fully correlated, the signal amplitudes are added, and the 
total signal power increases with n^ for n samples. If the noise contained in 
successive samples is uncorrelated, the noise powers of the individual 
samples will be added and the total noise power increases by a factor of n for 
n samples. The gain in signal-to-noise ratio for n uncorrelated samples is 
therefore n. Throughout the rest of the text, samples will be referred to as 
being uncorrelated if the only source of correlation between them is the DC 
signal component. This definition is useful for the following analysis, which 
examines the correlation of the noise in successive samples.

The next aim is to determine the sampling rate needed to obtain 
uncorrelated samples. If the noise power spectral density at the phase 
detector output was uniform over the entire frequency range of interest, all 
samples would be independent and hence uncorrelated. However, this is not 
the case, as it is illustrated in Fig. 4-6. Since sampling is essentially looking 
a t a waveform at different instances in time, the correlation between 
different samples is described by the autocorrelation function (acf) of the 
waveform, which is the inverse Fourier transform of the corresponding 
power spectral density:

R(x) = f-'[G (f)] = J G(f) e'"’*  df
...(4.18)

Because the noise power spectral density at the phase detector output 
is an even function (see Fig. 4-7), it is possible to use the cosine Fourier 
transform  to calculate the corresponding autocorrelation function. 
Excluding the DC spike at zero frequency caused by the signal component, 
the acf of the baseband noise becomes:

= 2^ G(f)cos(2j[f[)df

= 2 J cos(2xf[)df 4-2 J |̂ y2 “-^^f cos(27cfx)df
Bip/2

...(4.19)
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where and y 2  are defined in Fig. 4-7, and the index n denotes that Rn(t) is 
the autocorrelation fiinction of the output noise. After solving the integrals 
in eqn. (4.19), the following expression for the acf can be obtained:

RK(x) = ^ y r " ^ (y .-y .)B IF
'IF

Sin y;B IF
...(4.20)

The autocorrelation function of the phase detector output noise 
normalised with 11̂ (0) is shown in Fig. 4-9 for different input signal-to-noise 
ratios. The abscissa is normalised to l/B jp to make the curves independent 
of the IF bandwidth.

acfr
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t Noise only
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►
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Figure 4-9: Autocorrelationfunction of the noise at the phase detector output

It can be seen that the acf has zeros for integer xBjp, which means tha t 
the samples are uncorrelated for a sampling rate of B%p or an integer 
fraction of it. Sampling a t Bjp clearly gives the best results, since all other 
possible sampling frequencies are lower, so that less samples are obtained 
within a given period of time. Fig. 4-9 also shows tha t the autocorrelation 
function has sinx/x shape for high signal-to-noise ratios. This is expected, 
because the power spectral density has a rectangular form in the case of 
dominant noise x signal cross products (see Fig. 4-6). Analogous 
observations can be made for the noise only situation. Here, the triangular
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shape of the power spectral density corresponds to the (sinx/x)^ pattern of 
the autocorrelation function. The only reason tha t the zeros of the sinx/x 
and (sinx/x)^ type autocorrelation functions coincide is th a t the power 
spectral density function for the triangular noise x noise term  is twice as 
wide as the power spectral density function of the rectangular signal x noise 
term (see Fig. 4-6).

Having shown that a sampling frequency of Bjp yields maximum gain 
in signal-to-noise ratio for sampling over a limited period of time, it will now 
be examined how the gain is affected by a change of sampling rate. In order 
to do this, the output of the phase detector is considered as a stationary 
random process z(t) with mean m and variance a^. That is:

E[z(t)] = m ...(4.21a)

E [(z ( t) -m f]  = E [z^(t)]-m ^=a^ ^ib)

Costas derived an expression for the second moment, i.e. the total 
power of the sampled process [Cos 50]:

E[z»(t)] = ^  + i ^  2(n - k) R ,(kt„) ...(4.22)
k=l

where Rg(t) is the autocorrelation function of the random process, n is the 
number of samples and the time interval between samples is tg. With eqn. 
(4.21b), the variance of n correlated samples is equal to:

<  = ^  ^  ̂  2(n -  k) R, (kto ) + ...(4.23)
k=l

The mean of the phase detector output is the value of the DC signal, 
since the probability density function of the noise is symmetrical about the 
signal term, which 'will be shown in chapter 5. The signal contribution is a 
delta function with amplitude m^ at zero frequency in the power spectral 
density domain and transla tes into a constant of value m^ in the 
autocorrelation function. The acf of the phase detector output can therefore
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be rewritten in terms of and the autocorrelation function of the noise 
Rn('c):

R(x) = RN(x) + m" ...(4.24)

By exploiting this fact and using the following relation,

_ n ( n - l )n -1

1 ^ =
k=l

the variance for n samples can be expressed in terms of the acf of the noise 
at the phase detector output:

n —1

^ + A -y  2(n -  k)Rj, (kt„ )
“  “  k=i ...(4.25)

R̂ Cx) is given in eqn. (4.20). An interesting special case of eqn. (4.25) 
occurs when tg is such that each sample is statistically independent of all 
other samples. R^(kto) is then zero for all k and eqn. (4.25) has the following 
simplified form:

cl =
n ...(4.26)

This is the well-known expression for the variance of n independent 
samples.

The variance calculated in eqn. (4.25) is effectively the noise power 
after summation and averaging of n samples. The change of signal-to-noise 
ratio gain as a function of the sampling rate is best observed when the 
sampling takes place over a fixed period of time. The improvement in signal- 
to-noise ratio, which can also be called the effective number of uncorrelated 
samples, is obtained by normalising eqn. (4.25) to a^, the variance of the 
process z(t). Since is the noise power a t the phase detector output, it can 
be calculated using eqn. (4.13) with B^p = Bjp:

= YiBif + y2BiF -  = yiBiF
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Figs. 4-lOa-c show the results for different sampling periods and signal- 
to-noise ratios at the input of the phase detector. The sampling frequency fg 
is normalised to Bjp, the highest sampling rate tha t yields uncorrelated 
samples. It can be seen tha t the signal-to-noise ratio improvement for 
sampling rates that do not produce uncorrelated samples depends on signal 
strength at the phase detector input. For low signal-to-noise ratios, the 
improvement is proportional to the increase in sampling rate. However, 
strong signals a t the input of the phase detector produce a curve for the 
signal-to-noise ratio gain that approaches a staircase function for sampling 
over long time intervals (see Fig. 4-1 Oc). This is because the autocorrelation 
function of the noise at the phase detector output has a sinx/x shape for 
strong signals and therefore sometimes becomes negative. Consequently, 
the sum term in eqn. (4.25), which indicates the magnitude and sign of the 
overall correlation between the different samples, can also be negative. In 
the case of the sinx/x autocorrelation function, the sum term and the 
sampling rate interact such that this staircase function curve is generated.

For sampling rates that are integer fractions of Bjp, the samples are 
uncorrelated and the signal-to-noise gain is, as expected, independent of the 
signal strength at the phase detector input (see Fig. 4-10). To achieve the 
best improvement in signal-to-noise ratio, sampling at a rate of Bip is 
sufficient. H igher sampling frequencies will not give any further 
improvement, whereas lower rates can immediately yield quite considerable 
losses in signal-to-noise ratio, especially for weak signals and long sampling 
times, as illustrated in Fig. 4-1 Oc. With the help of eqn. (4.25) and eqn. 
(4.27), the gain in signal-to-noise ratio for sampling n samples a t an 
arbitrary rate is given as:

Gg/N ~ 10 log [dB]
...(4.28)

For the special case where the sampling rate is Bjp or an integer 
fraction thereof, which yields uncorrelated samples, the above equation can 
be simplified to:

-  lOlog(n) [dB] ...(4.29)
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4.5.3. Baseband integration

The third option to enhance the system sensitivity at baseband is to 
perform continuous integration over a limited period of time. This technique 
is closely related to the previous method, since integration can be seen as an 
increase of the number of samples beyond limit within a given time interval, 
i.e. sampling a t extremely high sampling rates. The equation obtained by 
Costas for the variance after integration over a fixed period T is [Cos 50]:

t = T

T = 0

0 - = f  J [ i - ^ J R n ( x )  dx
...(4.30)

With Rn(t) from eqn. (4.20) and after some manipulations, which can be 
found in appendix 5, the following expression for af, can be obtained:

u(ci + 203) + ^  ( -1 )"
n = l

c , ( u r ' + c , ( 2 u r "  . C 4 ( 2 u )
2 n + l v2n

+
(2n + l) (2n + l)! 4n (2n)!

+

Cg(cos(u)-l)-C;

with:
u = 7C BipT

'̂ sin^(u)^
V ^  yj ...(4.31)

Cl =
n ; Co = ; C3  = — ; C4  =n tî BjfT

and as defined in Fig. 4-7:

^  — ^1^2 p  . Al-Bs.4_A 2JÎ1 . V -Îhik-BYl -  2  ^IF + ^ + ^ ' Y2 -  2  ^IF

The results of the calculations of the noise power after integration 
over a period T have been compared with those obtained for the noise power 
after sampling the output of the phase detector over the same period of 
time. Sampling at 10 Bjp and continuous integration gave the same 
improvement in signal-to-noise ratio. This confirms the trend shown in Figs. 
4-lOa-c that no significant increase in signal-to-noise ratio gain can be 
obtained with sampling frequencies higher than Bjp.
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4.5.4. Discussion o f the three schemes

The method which is probably easiest to implement is low-pass filtering 
of the baseband signal. The problem is, however, that the filters have a 
certain settling time and furthermore, an analogue low-pass is an 1ER filter 
(Infinite Impulse Response filter) with theoretically infinite memory. This 
causes problems when sequential processing is used, where the same 
IF/baseband unit processes the signals of all pairs in turn. To be certain 
that the signals of the previous pair do not affect the result any more, long 
settling times m ust be allowed between successive measurements. This 
unnecessarily increases the time required for a complete bearing.

Sampling the baseband signal reduces the analogue hardware of the 
direction finder. After analogue-to-digital conversion of the output of the 
sample and hold unit, the processing of the samples can be done digitally. 
The number of channels required can be reduced to two, since the sampled

Symmetric-pair
signal

Reference
signal

sampling at Bg.

Generation of the L, A and 
reference signal

Conversion of the bi-phasal IF signal 
into a bipolar DC baseband signal

Zonal low-pass filter to remove 
double frequency components

Sample and hold unit

Analogue to digital conversion

Generation of Z+A and Z-A, averaging, 
threshold comparison and calculation 
of the angle of arrival

Figure 4-11: IF! baseband block for sampling
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and digitised Z and A signals allow us to generate the required Z+A and Z-A 
signals without any problem. Fig. 4-11 shows the modified IF/baseband 
signal processing unit. An advantage of this arrangement is that it is easily 
possible to change threshold settings and it generally allows more flexible 
signal processing. Quantisation errors due to the analogue-to-digital 
conversion should not cause serious problems, as long the quantisation is 
fine enough and a sufficiently large number of samples is taken for each 
measurement to average out the errors.

The use of analogue integrators to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio at 
baseband has the advantage that it is still possible, as in the case of low- 
pass filters, to have a separate unit that calculates the angle of arrival from 
the tri-state outputs of the threshold detector bank. By using integrators 
that can be reset quickly, i.e. integrate and dump' principle, the results of 
successive integrations are independent of each other, and switching 
between pairs does not cause any problems. The only constraint of this 
configuration is that the four integrators must show identical performance.

The effectiveness of the different techniques can also be assessed by 
comparing the time it  takes to get a certain signal-to-noise ratio 
improvement. To obtain for example 10 dB gain, it would be necessary to 
add 100 samples at Bjp (eqn.(4.29)), or to integrate for lOO/Bjp seconds. 
There is therefore no difference in time between sampling and integration. 
To achieve the same improvement with a low-pass filter, its corresponding 
bandwidth had to be Bip/200 (eqn.(4.17.)). Certain assumptions concerning 
the filter and the system must be made, to specify a duration for the low- 
pass measurement. For the case of a first order low-pass filter, and allowing 
4/Blp seconds to avoid the problems caused by the memory of the filter 
(after 4/Blp , the step response of a first order low-pass filter is more than 
98% of its designated value), measurements could be made every 4/Blp. The 
time between successive measurements would then be SOO/Bjp, which is 
eight times as much compared to sampling or integration. Assuming a total 
settling time of only l/Bjp, it would still take twice the time to complete a 
m easurem ent with the low-pass approach compared to the other 
alternatives.

In view of the above discussion, it is best to use the integrate and dump 
approach, since it allows fast measurements combined with the best possible
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signal-to-noise ratio improvement. It also uses only analogue hardware to 
generate the tri-state signals, which contain the information of the angle of 
arrival.

4.6. EFFECTS OF AMPLITUDE AND PHASE ERRORS ON THE
BASEBAND SIGNAL

Investigations of phase and amplitude errors and their effects on the 
signals of a symmetric-pair have already been carried out in chapter 2. 
However, this analysis was done a t RF level, to keep the results 
independent of any particular subsequent processing. The aim was to focus 
on the location of the phase transition angles as a function of these errors. 
In this subsection, it is investigated whether the chosen processing 
technique produces additional side effects, like a decrease of the signal-to- 
noise ratio, th a t might affect the performance of the direction finding 
system.

To assess the impact of the downconversion to baseband it is convenient 
to derive the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the phase detector. In the 
analysis, a single symmetric-pair with E processing is considered. The 3 dB 
loss in signal-to-noise ratio caused by the RF to IF mixing process is 
ignored, since only signal-to-noise ratio changes due to phase and ampHtude 
errors as a function of the angle of arrival are of interest. The insertion loss 
of the zonal low-pass filter which removes the double frequency components 
is also neglected. Fig. 4-12 shows the examined arrangement.

Symmetric-pair Reference element

N r, N R

N p .

X
Phase

detector
Zonal

low-pass
N o u t

Figure 4-12: Arrangement for phase and amplitude error investigations
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The signal-to-noise ratio at the output of a phase detector is given by 
eqn. (4.11).

N et ^  + 1  +1
Ninl Ni„2 ...(4.32)

The output signal-to-noise ratio of the symmetric-pair can be
obtained using eqn. (2.16), which gives the peak output amplitude of a pair 
with amplitude and symmetrical phase errors (non symmetrical phase 
errors are not considered here). Hence with Fig. 4-12:

N in l  N r ...(4.33a)

and
£  _ (2V + AVf cos'(4)) + AV'sW((|))

4 ...(4.33b)

where:

V = a/ 2  1 and AV = V (l Q('̂ (s/N)/2o) _

To simplify the above calculation of the signal-to-noise ratio at the pair
output, a noise power of 0 dBm (=1 mW) a t the output has been assumed. 
AS/N is the difference in signal-to-noise ratio between the elements of the 
pair in dB. With eqn. (A1.2) and eqn. (2.13) the phase of the error affected 
pair becomes:

<j>i = (j) + -^(A ^ cos 8 + A^ sin 8) -  arctan V sin(2<I)) 
AV 4- 2 V cos  ̂(j) ...(4.33c)

where Â i and Â  ̂are the offsets along and orthogonal to the element axis as 
defined in section 2.5.1, 0 the angle of incidence and (]) is given by eqn. (2.1) 
as:

. Tcd _
è  =  -C O S 0

X
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If equal and opposite phase shifts are used, (j) in eqn. (4.33c) must be 
replaced by (j)':

(])'=(() + A(j) = cos 0 + A(j)
A,

where ±A(j> is the phase shift applied at the elements of the symmetric-pair. 
<^2 in eqn. (4.32) accounts for phase errors in the reference path. The output 
signal-to-noise ratio of the phase detector for various error constellations 
can now be calculated with eqn. (4.32) and eqns. (4.33a-c).

Fig. 4-13 illustrates the effects of different errors for a symmetric-pair 
with 4A spacing and 0 dB signal-to-noise ratio a t all elements. The error free 
case is shown in Fig. 4-13a, and all nulls in the signal-to-noise ratio pattern 
are due to phase transitions of the pair output signal. For phase errors in 
the reference path, the output signal-to-noise ratio is reduced by a factor of 
cos^((j)l-(j)2 ) (see eqn. 4.32), as illustrated in Fig. 4-13b. Amplitude 
imbalances between the elements of the pair as^n ly  source of error also 
only change the signal-to noise ratio by a constant (Fig. 4-13c), and the same 
happens for amplitude errors in the reference path or a combination of both 
types of amplitude errors. However, the location of the phase transition 
angles is changed for a combination of amplitude errors at the pair and 
phase errors in the reference channel, and the output signal-to-noise ratio is 
modulated as a function of the angle of arrival, as shown in Fig. 4-13d.

If the only source of error is an offset of the reference element from the 
phase centre of the pair, the resulting symmetrical phase errors can be 
described with A ĵ and Â j. (see section 2.5.1), and ^ 2  is zero. This type of 
error only modulates the output signal-to-noise ratio as a function of the 
angle of incidence and does not change the location of the phase transition 
angles (Figs. 4-13e/f). However, if the maximum phase error is 90° (or an 
odd multiple of it), the term coŝ ((j)i-(|)2) in eqn. (4.32) is zero and two extra 
nulls appear. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4-13f for the case of A î = 0.25A, 
where additional nulls occur a t 0° and 180°. Comparisons with the results of 
section 2.5 show that the phase detector translates the modulation of the 
output phase of the pair a t RF level into a modulation of signal-to-noise 
ratio at baseband.
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Figure 4-13: Output signal-to-noise ratio o f the phase detector for different 
errors and OdB S IN  at all elements
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Phase errors a t the symmetric-pair combined with phase error in the 
reference channel also introduce extra nulls as soon as the term  coŝ (<|)i-({)2) 
becomes zero. To avoid this condition, (t>i-(})2 must be smellier than ±90° at all 
times. Fig. 4-13g shows a somewhat unusual case, where no extra nulls 
occur despite large errors, because <l)i-(l)2 is always larger than  ±90°. The 
condition for extra nulls is met by the error constellation of Fig. 4-13h, and 
two additional nulls can be found around 180°.

Phase and  amplitude errors a t the pair clearly change the location of 
the phase transition angles (Fig. 4-13h), and additional phase errors in the 
reference path have the same effect, as shown in Fig. 4-13j.

The above discussion can be summarised by stating that:

(1) The location of phase transition angles does not change as long as only 
one type of error occurs, i.e. either phase or amplitude error in the 
reference channel and/or at the symmetric-pair (see Fig. 4-13b, Fig. 4- 
13c and Fig. 4-13e).

(2) Under certain circumstances (coŝ ((j)i-<|)2 ) = 0), each of the two phase 
error types, or a combination of them, can introduce additional nulls, 
but the location of the other nulls does not change (see Fig. 4-13f, Fig.
4-13g and Fig. 4-13h).

(3) A combination of amplitude errors at the pair and any of the two 
investigated types of phase error changes the phase transition angles 
(see Fig. 4-13d, Fig. 4-13i and Fig. 4-13j).

(4) All errors change the signal-to-noise ratio of the output, and dependent 
on the magnitude and type of error, the signal-to-noise ratio may be 
modulated as a function of the angle of arrival with dips of 10 dB or 
more. It should be noted here that rather large error parameters have 
been used for the simulations to highlight the effects of the different 
types of error.

As long as the errors only affect the signal-to-noise ratio a t the phase 
detector output, the accuracy of the direction finding system will not be 
affected, only its sensitivity. If the errors are such that the location of the
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phase transition angles changes, the direction finder may give incorrect 
bearings dependent on the angle of incidence.

The envelope of the signal-to-noise ratio at the phase detector output as 
a function of the angle of arrival remains unchanged for different equal and 
opposite phase shifts A(j> a t the elements of a symmetric-pair, as 
demonstrated in Fig. 4-14.

45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360
Azimuth M

Error parameters:
Aai = OX 
Aor = O.lX 
AS/N = 0 dB 
(>2 = 130®

Traces for:
A4) = 0®, A(|) = 90®, A4) = 45®, A4> = -45'

Figure 4-14: Superimposed outputs of the phase detector for different A(p



5  P r e d ic t e d  P e r fo r m a n c e  o f  t h e  D F  S y stem
IN LOW SIGNAL-TO-NOISE ENVIRONMENTS

Several aspects of the direction finding system m ust be studied in 
order to assess its overall performance. Up to now, the operation of the 
system under ideal as well as realistic conditions has been analysed, and 
the impact of phase and amplitude errors on its accuracy and sensitivity 
has also been evaluated. Furthermore, it has been shown that different 
techniques can be employed to improve the system sensitivity and the pros 
and cons of each method have been discussed. The aspect to be scrutinised 
in this chapter is the performance of the direction finding system in low 
signal-to-noise environments.

So far, only the long term mean power contribution of the noise has 
been of interest, which allowed us to represent noise in a non-statistical 
way. However, to evaluate the system performance for low signal-to-noise 
ratios, noise has to be treated as a random or stochastic process. The 
statistics of the noise have to be considered and the results can only be 
described in probabilistic terms, such as probability of false-alarm, or 
probability for the detection of a signal.

The probability of detection will be calculated for cases where the 
phase detector baseband outputs are integrated over a length of time. The 
relevant analysis can be simplified if successive integrated samples are 
independent. To find the maximum sampling ra te  th a t still gives 
independent samples, a theorem from detection theory can be used. It 
states that samples which are more than one correlation period apart may 
be considered to be independent [Mar 60]. Together with the previously 
obtained acf of the phase detector output (see section 4.5.2, Fig. 4-9), the 
above theorem yields a (maximum) sampling rate for independent 
samples of 1/Bjp.

122
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5.1. CONSIDERATIONS FO R  A  SINGLE CHANNEL

To be able to analyse the performance of the four channel IF/baseband 
un it of the symmetric-pair direction finder in low signal-to-noise 
conditions, it is helpful to investigate the properties of a single isolated 
channel first. The results obtained can then be used to tackle the more 
complex four channel case.

A single channel system comprises a symmetric-pair plus the 
reference element, where only one signal of the pair, for example the Z 
signal, is processed using the methods suggested in chapter 4. The phase 
detector followed by the zonal low-pass is effectively a cross-correlator, and 
its output is a measure of the correlation between the reference signal and 
the signal from the symmetric-pair. Any subsequent circuitry, be it a low- 
pass, integrator or sampling unit, ju s t averages the output signal to 
reduce the noise contribution and to allow the detection of the signal, 
which was buried in noise before.

The use of correlation analysis to detect signals in noise was 
suggested by Lee, Cheatham and Wiesner ([Lee 50a], [Lee 50b]). Fano, 
Davenport, Horowitz and Green subsequently investigated the output 
signal-to-noise ratio of different types of correlators ([Fan 51], [Dav 51], 
[Hor 55], [Ore 57]). Different authors considered then the problem of 
determining the probability density function (pdf) for the output of an 
analogue cross-correlator. Lampard, who used lo w -p as^n p u ts  to the 
correlator, showed in his analysis tha t for a narrow low-pass filter at the 
correlator output, the pdf tends to become Gaussian, as would be expected 
from the central limit theorem [Lam 56]. Cooper introduced narrow band 
noise inputs to the correlator by adding bandpass filters [Coo 65]. Several 
other authors derived expressions for the probability density function and 
cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the output of an analogue cross
correlator with various degrees of generality for both low-pass and 
bandpass inputs ([Kai 66], [Bro 67], [Str 70], [Mur 71], [And 73], [Mil 74], 
[Bri 82]). Wilson, Andrews and Brice, as well as Milne, give expressions 
for the sum of n sampled baseband outputs of an analogue cross
correlator ([Wil 79], [And 83], [Mil 91]).
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Other types of cross-correlators have also been considered. Roe and 
White and Andrews discussed the output probability density function of 
cross-correlators th a t use sampled input data ([Roe 61], [And 74a]). To 
complete the overview on correlator literature, it should be mentioned that 
correlators th a t clip the incoming waveforms before multiplying them 
have also been analysed ([Ekr 63], [Che 68], [And 74b], [And 80]). 
Compared to the other types of correlators, this kind of cross-correlator 
shows a loss in output signal-to-noise ratio for low input signal-to-noise 
ratios.

To obtain the false-alarm rate and probability of detection for different 
threshold settings, it is necessary to know the probability density function 
and the corresponding cumulative distribution function of the correlator 
output. Since sampling or integration can be used to enhance the output 
signal-to-noise ratio (see section 4.5), the pdf and cdf for the summation of 
n independent samples must be known. As mentioned above, several 
authors analysed this case. Wilson and Andrews approach the problem by 
deriving the characteristic function and exploiting the fact th a t the 
characteristic function of a sum of n independent samples is that for one 
sample raised to the power n [Wil 79], [And 83]. Wilson derives 
expressions under the assumption that the noises a t the input of the cross
correlator are uncorrelated, whereas Andrews takes correlation into 
account. Both of them consider a sinusoid plus narrow band noise as 
input signals. Milne on the other hand only allows correlated noise at the 
inputs [Mil 91]. He obtains the pdf of the sum of n independent samples by 
repeatedly convolving the pdf of a single sample with itself. Since Milne's 
analysis has not been published, it is given in appendix 6. It is also shown 
in this appendix tha t Andrews's results, with a correction factor for the 
pdf, and Milne's expressions can be transformed into one another.

5.1.1. Probability density function for the phase detector output

For zero mean narrow band Gaussian noise a t the inputs, the pdf of 
the output of an analogue cross-correlator after the summation of n 
independent samples is given by Milne as follows (see appendix 6, eqn. 
(A6.I0) and eqn. (A6.11)):
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_ (P “ )"  / ( 2 n -2 -k ) !  (P+a)"z'' for z > 0
...(5.1a) 

and

'•w  ■ t i

with
a =

+Poj 

and
2

P =
” Po)

...(5.2a)

...(5.2b)

where and G2 are the standard deviations of the noise a t the cross
correlator inputs, po is the in-phase and A<o is the quadrature correlation 
coefficient. The overall correlation coefficient p between the inputs of the 
cross-correlator is defined as:

P'“=Po*+V  ...(5.3)

To compare the pdf for the output of a cross-correlator with well 
known probability density functions, it is necessary to compute its mean 
and variance as a function of the number of added samples.

Since the mean of a sum is always equal to the sum of the means, the 
expectation of the correlator output after n additions is given by:

m„ = E„[z] = n E[z] = n J z  Pi(z) dz
...(5.4)

With eqns. (5.1 a/b) inserted in eqn. (5.4), E^Cz] results in: 

E„[z] = n f f z dz-H f z ^  ^  e~°̂  dz
J B+a J B+a0 P

p - g

“  P ...(5.5)

The variance of the cross-correlator output after n summations is 
defined as:
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G: = E „[(z-E „[z]f] = E„[z^]-E„[zf (gg)

The above equation shows that the second moment of the output of the 
cross-correlator m ust be calculated in order to obtain the variance. 
Substituting eqns. (5.1 a/b) into the definition of the second moment, and 
after integration (which involves incomplete Gamma function type 
integrals), has the following form:

= Jz^p„(z)dz

_ (P “ )" ( k i2 V k i i^
( n - l - k ) !  (n-1)! ^(P + a) "  ( n - l - k ) !  (n-1)! j

...(5.7)

Using the above formulae, it is possible to plot the pdf of the output of 
an analogue cross-correlator for different correlation coefficients and 
numbers of independent samples, as shown in Figs. 5-1 a-i. Unit variances 
have been assumed at the input of the correlator for all calculations. The 
corresponding Gaussian distribution with the same mean and variance 
as the correlator pdf is also plotted in Fig. 5-1. This illustrates how the 
pdfs become more and more Gaussian as the number of samples 
increases, which is expected from central limit theorem arguments. The 
corresponding Gaussian pdf is defined as:

p(z) = - r ----
...(5.8)

The pdfs for 1, 2 and 10 uncorrelated noise samples are given in Figs.
5-1 a-c. As can be seen, the correlator and Gaussian pdf are virtually 
identical in the central region after summation of 10 independent 
samples. The pdfs for quadrature correlation between the inputs are 
slimmer compared to the pdfs for uncorrelated noise, but they are still 
symmetrical, have zero mean and converge similarly fast to the Gaussian 
shape for an increasing number of samples (Figs. 5-1 d-f). It should be 
noted that the quadrature coefficient A.Q is zero when the bandpass filters 
at the cross-correlator inputs are perfectly centred on the carrier
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Figure 5-1: P d f of the cross-correlator output for different numbers o f 
samples and correlation coefficients
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frequency of the signal ([Rio 45], section 3.7). In-phase correlation destroys 
the symmetry of the pdf, and for Po = 1 and Xg = 0, the noise at the input 
would be fully correlated and the cross-correlator would give the same 
performance as a signal squarer. Figs. 5-1 g-i show that despite the highly 
non-symmetrical pdf for one sample, a Gaussian shape of the distribution 
will still be obtained for a large number of samples. For high in-phase 
correlation coefficients, the pdf of the correlator output tends to become 
single sided positive (Fig. 5-1 g). In such cases, the two input signals have 
virtually always the same sign (and magnitude), which produces the 
positive output after the correlation inherent multiplication process.

As a summary it can be stated that in-phase correlation makes the 
pdf non-symmetrical and introduces a m ean, whereas quadrature 
correlation only narrows the pdf compared to the uncorrelated case. If 
both types of correlation occur, their effects are simply superimposed.

5.1.2. False-alarm rate

It is reasonable to assume for the following calculations that the noise 
at the cross-correlator inputs is uncorrelated (p = pg = = 0). This implies
tha t the IF bandpass filters of the DF system are centred around the IF 
frequency to avoid any quadrature correlation, and that no strong external 
noise sources or jammers are present which might introduce in-phase 
correlation between the correlator inputs.

Bipolar threshold detectors are employed in the symmetric-pair DF 
system to decide whether a signal is present or absent in a background of 
noise. Their performance can be described in terms of two probabilities, 
the false-alarm probability Pfa and the probability of detection P^. The 
presence of a signal is assumed if the input to the detector is strong 
enough to cross the threshold. However, there is a finite probability that 
the threshold will be exceeded in the absence of a signal. This is because 
the statistics of random noise are such that there is always a small but 
non zero probability that the noise voltage can attain a value larger than 
the threshold level. The probability that the threshold is exceeded when 
there is no signal present is called the false-alarm probability, which is 
defined as [Sko 70]:
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^fa — > T) — j"Pn(z) dz
...(5.9)

where T is the threshold level and p^(z) is the pdf of the noise fed into the 
detector. Since the correlation between the input noises of the correlator is 
assumed to be zero, which means that the pdf for the integrated output of 
the correlator is always symmetrical with zero mean, as shown in the 
previous section, the false-alarm for the bipolar threshold becomes:

Pfa„ -  P(|z| > T) -  2  J P n ( z )  d z

...(5.10)

The index n stands for the number of integrated independent 
samples. Milne gives the probability that the integrated output of a cross
correlator which is fed with Gaussian noise exceeds a certain positive 
threshold (see appendix 6). After insertion of the series representation of 
the incomplete Gamma function into eqn. (A6.14b), the false-alarm rate of 
the bipolar threshold detector for n integrated samples has the following 
form:

Pfa, -  2 exp -2T

+ P o )

a (n - l  + p)!n—1 n—p—1

p ! ( n - l ) ! k !

...(5.11)

where a  and P are given in eqns. (5.2a/b). For uncorrelated noise at the 
inputs, i.e. pg = Xg = 0, the above equation can be modified to:

P f..= 2 exp (n - l  + p)! T*

...(5.12)

The false-alarm probability as a function of the threshold for different 
numbers of independent samples is given in Fig. 5-2. The mean m„ and 
the variance a„, used to normalise the threshold, are defined in eqn. (5.4) 
and eqn. (5.6) (m„ = 0 for uncorrelated noise). Calculations showed that 
there is no significant difference between the curve for 1000 samples and
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the Gaussian limit. Inspection of Fig. 5-2 shows tha t 100 samples are a 
reasonable approximation to the Gaussian limit for false-alarm rates up 
to the order of 10’® or even 10‘®. To illustrate the impact of correlation 
between the input signals of the cross-correlator, the false-alarm 
probabilities for fully in-phase correlated noise have been calculated. With 

= C2 = 1 (unit variances), pg = 1 and Xg = 0 (conditions for square law 
detection), and bearing in mind that the pdf is now single sided, which 
accounts for a factor of two, eqn. (5.11) reduces to:

The false-alarm probability as a function of the threshold setting for 
fully in-phase correlated noise at the cross-correlator input is shown in 
Fig. 5-3. In can clearly be seen tha t due to the correlation, higher 
threshold settings would be required to achieve the same false-alarm rate 
for a given number of independent samples.

5.1.3 ProbafaUily of detection

The second term to describe the performance of the bipolar threshold 
detector is its probability of detection P j. The probability of detection is 
given by an equation similar to the one for the false-alarm rate. The 
probability density function to be integrated is now that of signal plus noise 
present at the detector [Sko 70]:

Pd = P (z >T) = | psn(z) dz
T ...(5.14)

In the case of the symmetric-pair DF system, pg^is the probability 
density function for the cross-correlator output after integration. The 
probability of detection is therefore a function of the following parameters:

(1) The signal-to-noise ratio at the antenna elements and hence at the 
cross-correlator inputs, whereby the signal strength at one of the 
inputs is dependent on the angle of incidence of the received signal.
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(2) The threshold of the detector, which is given by the desired false- 
alarm rate.

(3) The number of integrated independent samples.

The false-alarm rate, which is determined by the tails of the pdf, has 
been calculated for different numbers of independent samples in the 
previous section. No approximations have been used for these evaluations.

To calculate the probability of detection after integration and for a 
chosen threshold, the cross-correlator output in the presence of a signal 
must be known. For the calculations, it is assumed that the signals after 
downconversion to the intermediate frequency can be represented as a 
sinusoid with narrow band Gaussian noise. (Since the IF bandwidth of 
the DF system will be much smaller than the RF bandwidth, it is valid to 
infer tha t the noise a t IF has again Gaussian distribution.) The signal 
component of the symmetric-pair and the reference element at IF can be 
expressed in the following form:

s,(t) = A,cos(co.F+(t>x) ...(5.15)

where is the signal peak amplitude and (|)x is the signal phase with:

(j)̂  = (})q + (j) (for the first element of the symmetric - pair)
(j)2 = (|)q -  (|) (for the second element of the symmetric - pair)
(})3 = (})q (for the reference element)

The narrow band Gaussian noise at IF is given by its quadrature 
representation [Wha 70]:

(t) = n„  (t) cos(co,ft) -  n„  (t) sin(co,Ft) ...(5.16)

The index x refers either to the elements of the symmetric-pair (x = 1, 
2) or to the reference element (x = 3). ngx(t) and ng^(t) are the quadrature 
components of the narrow band process which have also zero mean and 
Gaussian distribution. There is no correlation between n^x(t) and ng^(t). 
Since the processes under consideration have zero mean, their power and
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variance is identical. The power of the narrow band Gaussian noise and 
its quadrature components is equal to:

-  E[n„^ (t)] -  (t)] -  a, ...(5.17)

It is now straightforward to express the signals a t the input of the 
cross-correlators of the 4 channel DF system with the help of the above 
definitions (for the block diagram of the system see Fig. 5-4.). The 
reference signal at the correlator inputs is:

...(5.18)

Downconverted 
symmetric-pair signal

Si(t)+nXt)

yz(t)

s ,( t)+ n ,( t)

Downconverted 
reference signal

S3(t)+ng(t)

y v-A (t)

3  H 1 3  K
Zv(t)l Z.(t) Z_A(t)| Zy. (t)

I t  I t  I t  f  ̂

Further processing of the integrated 
baseband signals

Greneration of the Z, A, 
y  ZfA, Z-A and reference 

signal

}
Conversion of the bi-phasal 
IF signal into a bipolar DC 
baseband signal using cross
correlators

Integration, to enhance 
performance for low S/N

Figure 5-4: Block diagram of the correlator section of the DF system
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The signal of the Z channel at the correlator input is equal to:

y î( t)= :^ (^ :^ ( (s i( t)+ n i( t) )+ (s 2(t)+ n 2(t)))j

The output of the cross-correlator is then:

Zz(t) = y ;(t)y X t) ...(5.20)

For further calculations it has been assumed that the amplitudes at 
the pair and reference antenna elements are equal (A  ̂= A2 = A3 = A) and 
that 00  = 0. Substituting eqn. (5.15) to eqn. (5.19) into eqn. (5.20), and after 
removal of the double frequency terms, the output of the Z channel cross
correlator becomes:

(t) = I  [2 A'' cos((t>) + 2A cos((t>)n,3 (t) + A(n„ (t) + (t))

+(n.i ( t)+ n ,2 (t))n ,3 ( t)+ (n„ (t) + 11,3 (t))n ,3 (t)] ...(5 .2 1 )

Applying the same methods and taking the additional 90° phase 
shifter into account, it is possible to derive the output of the A channel 
cross-correlator:

Za (t) = I  [2 A’* sin((ti)+ 2 A sin(<|))n,3 ( t)+ A(n„ (t) -  n ,3 (t))

+ ( n . i  (t) -  n .3 (t))n ,3 (t) + (t) -  n , ,  (t))n ,3 ( t)] . , . ( 5 .2 2 )

The output signals of the Z+A and Z-A channel cross-correlators are 
then equal to:

z..A(t) = ^ ( z . ( t )  + Z3(t))

Zr-A(t) = ^ (zx (t)-Z A (t))  _(5.24)

Knowing the output of the cross-correlator for signal plus Gaussian 
noise at the inputs of the direction finder, it would now be necessary to 
obtain the corresponding pdf to be able to calculate the desired probability
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of detection. However, instead of deriving the exact probability density 
function, it will be shown that it is possible to use the Gaussian pdf as a 
reasonable approximation instead. This will just be demonstrated for the 
E channel, since the same arguments apply for the other three channels.

The output signal of the E cross-correlator consists of three 
components which are signal x signal, noise x noise and the signal x 
noise cross products (see eqn. (5.21). The signal x signal term  of the 
correlator output is DC, which yields the mean of the pdf. The pdf of the 
noise x noise component has been investigated in the false-alarm rate 
calculations, and it has been shown, that the pdf after the summation of a 
large num ber of independent samples converges in the lim it to a 
Gaussian distribution. Looking at the signal x noise cross products, it can 
be seen that they have Gaussian distribution with the signal term acting 
merely as an amplitude factor. Furthermore, since the noises at the 
antenna elements are assumed to be independent, there is no cross 
correlation between the quadrature components of any of the three narrow 
band noises. The pdf of the correlator output will therefore be symmetrical 
and centred on the mean.

The pdf for the probability of detection has, compared to the false- 
alarm rate pdf, the additional signal x noise components. Because these 
terms have a Gaussian distribution, the overall pdf of the correlator 
output will converge even faster to the Gaussian limit as the number of 
integrated samples increases. Additionally, since this distribution will be 
used to calculate the probability of detection and not the false-alarm rate, 
only the central region of the pdf is of interest, and differences between the 
tails of the exact and the Gaussian distribution are of no importance. It 
has previously been shown (see section 5.1.1) that the shapes of the central 
regions are virtually identical after the integration of only 10 noise 
samples. The Gaussian approximation for the calculation of the 
probability of detection of a single channel is therefore valid in situations, 
where much less than 100 samples are integrated. (100 samples was the 
required minimum, to use the Gaussian pdf for false-alarm  rate 
calculations; see previous section.) However, the appropriate curves in 
Fig. 5-2 must be used to obtain the correct threshold for a wanted false- 
alarm rate, when less than 100 samples are integrated.
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The approximation to the exact pdf of the cross-correlator output is 
therefore a Gaussian probability density function with mean and variance 
of the correlator output:

PsN(^z)—-yj2 KG
exp

2 a l
...(5.25)

The derivation and a cross check of the expressions for the mean m̂ ^̂  
and variance G^^of the Z cross-correlator output after summation of n 
independent samples and for signal plus noise at the inputs is contained 
in appendix 7. The mean is given by eqn. (A7.9a):

=^A'cos((|))
..(5.26)

and the formula for the variance has the following form (eqn. (A7.9c):

a!, =
16

A  ̂CT̂ (coŝ ((j)) + 0.5) + (a^y
...(5.27)

Since Psn̂ Zj;) is Gaussian, the corresponding probability of detection 
for the bipolar threshold detector is equal to:

-T

Pd, = P(|z| > T) = j  PsN (Zj )dz + J PsN (Zs )dz = 1 - 1 PsN (Zj )d:

= 1 -0 .5 erf -erfI ^
y Si y

-T

...(5.28)

where the error function is defined as:

and:
erf(-z)=-erf(z)

([Abr 70], eqn. (7.1.1))

([Abr 70], eqn. (7.1.9))
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Rational approximations of the error function are given by 
Abramowitz and Stegun (equations 7.1.25 to 7.1.28) [Abr 70]. High level 
programming languages like Mathematica  <D have built in routines for 
the error function [Wol 91].

The threshold T in eqn. (5.28) is a function of the desired false-alarm 
rate and can be expressed in terms of the mean and standard deviation of 
the integrated cross-correlator output when no input signal is present. 
Using eqn. (5.26) and eqn. (5.27) with A=0 (absence of a signal), T is 
defined as:

..,5.29)

The constant a determines the false-alarm rate and can be extracted 
from Fig. 5-2, using the trace appropriate trace.

The probability of detection as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio at 
the antenna elements for different numbers of integrated samples is 
shown in Fig. 5-5. It can be seen that the curves become steeper as the 
number of integrated independent samples increases. As expected, lower 
false-alarm rates require higher signal-to-noise ratios to achieve a certain 
probability of detection.

The signal-to-noise ratio at the antenna elements as a function of the 
false-alarm rate and the number of integrated samples for a given 
probability of detection is presented in Fig. 5-6. These results have been 
calculated by changing iteratively the value of the signal-to-noise ratio at 
the antenna elements, using eqn. (5.26) to eqn. (5.28), until the required 
probability of detection had been obtained. As illustrated in Fig. 5-6, the 
signal-to-noise ratio required to obtain a certain probability of detection 
decreases by about 5 to 6 dB for an increase of the number of integrated 
samples by a decade. This is similar to results obtained by Marcum for 
the case of a square law detector. He reports changes of the same order of 
magnitude [Mar 60].

Fig. 5-7 shows the probability of detection as a function of the phase 
difference (j) between one of the symmetric-pair elements and the phase
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Figure 5-5: Probability of detection as a function of the signal-to- 
noise ratio at the antenna elements for different false- 
alarm probabilities and different numbers of integrated 
samples.
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Figure 5-6: Required signal-to-noise ratio at the antenna elements as a 
function of the number of integrated samples at the cross
correlator output for different false-alarm probabilities, 
constant propabilitiy of detection and non fluctuating signal.
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centre of the pair. The advantage of this representation is that (j) depends 
on the angle of arrival as well as the spacing of the symmetric-pair, which 
means that it covers all possible values of the two variables.

Pd =0.99 

Pd =0.9
= 0.5

Number of integra
ted samples:

n=1000

False-alarm rate: 
Pfa = 1 0

0 45 90 135 180 225 270 31
Phase difference between reference and pair

5 360 
element [°]

Figure 5-7: Probability o f detection of the £  channel detector as a function 
of the phase difference between the reference and symmetric- 
pair element

As can be seen, the probability of detection as a function of (j> is 
periodic. For angles of arrival where (j) is an odd multiple of 90°, the output 
signal of the E channel is always zero, which entails zero probability of 
detection. Since the E signal on its own extracts 1 bit of DF information, 
i.e. two different subsectors can be distinguished, two periods of the 
probability of detection function are contained in a full cycle of ()> (see 
above).

The above calculations are only for a single channel, and it  is 
therefore impossible to incorporate the information provided by the ’don't 
know' state of the bipolar threshold detector. As outlined in chapter 4.2, at 
least two channels are required to be able to use this additional data. The 
next section will demonstrate that the extra information provided by the 
don't know' state allows us to achieve virtually constant probability of 
detection irrespective of the received signal's angle of arrival.
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5.2. PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS FOR THE FOUR CHANNEL
SYSTEM

5.2.1. Assumptions made for the calculations

The outputs of the four channel system are the X, A, X+A and X-A 
signals of the symmetric-pair under consideration. However, two of the 
four signals are linear combinations of the X and A outputs, which 
reduces the relevant mathematics to bivariate calculations. To keep the 
bivariate analysis tractable it is assumed tha t 100 or more samples are 
always integrated, which allows us to use Gaussian distribution theory, 
as shown in the previous section. Since the X and A outputs are therefore 
G aussian variâtes, their joint pdf will be jointly Gaussian. Good 
treatm ents of bivariate Gaussian distributions can be found in Johnson 
and Kotz and Leon-Garcia ([Joh 72], [Leo 89]).

It is furthermore still assumed that the noise at all antenna elements 
is uncorrelated. The only correlation between the output signals of the 
four channels is introduced by the presence of a signal.

5.2.2. The bivariate Gaussian probability density function

The bivariate Gaussian (normal) distribution of the two random 
variables Zj. and has the following standard form:

P ( z £ . Z a ) =  - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- r -------

(z£ -  m .,, )(za -  m.,. ) ~ oL. ~ )'
2oL,oL.(1-P£a')

...(5.30)
Where:

Zj. and ẑ  are possible values of the two random variables 
m^2r aiid m̂ ĝ  their respective means after summation of n samples 

and their respective variances after summation of n samples 
pj^the correlation coefficient of the two random variables
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The expressions for and are derived in
appendix 7 (eqn. (A7.9a), eqn. (A7.10a), eqn. (A7.9c), eqn. (A7.10c) and eqn. 
(A7.14)). It should be noted that this appendix also contains an analysis 
tha t cross checks these expressions.

To simplify further calculations, the following substitutions have been 
made:

Using these substitutions and by adding and subtracting the factor
b  ̂ in the numerator, eqn. (5.30) can be modified to:

p(Zj; , exp 1
2 V V2tcv 2 V

...(5.31)

The second part of the formula has the form of a Gaussian pdf with 
variate a, mean p^b and variance v. This form of the bivariate Gaussian 
pdf will later be very useful for the calculation of the probability of 
detection where the two variâtes and are correlated due to the 
presence of a signal.

The purpose of the rest of this section is to investigate the properties of 
the bivariate Gaussian distribution with respect to the signals of the 
symmetric-pair direction finder. The bivariate Gaussian pdf is centred at 
the point ( m^^ ,̂ m̂ ^̂  ) and has a bell shape tha t depends on the values of 

Ĝ ẑ  and Pj:̂ . If the two variâtes are uncorrelated and have equal 
variance (i.e. p2^=0 and Ĝ ^̂ = ĝ ^̂  ), the contours of constant pdf are 
circles. In all other cases, the contours are ellipses (see Fig. 5-8). The 
angle of the major axis of the ellipse with the axis is given by [Joh 72]:

0 = — arctan 
2

2p£ACTnzv^nz.

...(5.32)
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After insertion of the expressions for and from appendix
7 in the above equation, the angle between the major axis of the ellipse and 
the Zj. axis becomes:

0 = — arctan 
2

sin(2<}))
cos^(<j))-sin^((l)) = 4)

...(5.33)

This means that in the case of the symmetric-pair DF system, the 
bivariate pdf rotates around the origin as a function of the angle of arrival 
and the pair spacing, because (J) is the phase difference between one of the 
symmetric-pair elements and the phase centre of the pair.

The next problem to be addressed is whether the major and minor 
axis of the ellipse (i.e. a and b in Fig. 5-8) are a function of (j), or whether 
the shape of the rotating ellipse is independent of the angle of arrival and 
the pair spacing. The pdf is constant for values of and for which the 
argument of the exponent in the equation for the bivariate Gaussian pdf is 
constant. Johnson and Kotz give the following formula for an ellipse that 
contains 100a% of the distribution [Joh 72] (0 < a  < 1):

2
+

< n̂Z£ ; < n̂ẑ  ;

= -2 ( l -p ^ ^ ) lo g ( l - a )

Since the major and minor axes of the rotating ellipse are of interest, 
a new coordinate system whose axes are aligned with those of the ellipse 
must be defined (see Fig. 5-8). The necessary coordinate transformation 
into the new x, y coordinate system can be accomplished by using the 
following rotation matrix:

cos(0) -sin(0) 
sin(0) cos(0) ...(5.35)

Substituting the expressions for m^ , m nz. > and PiA from
appendix 7 in eqn. (5.34) and after the coordinate transformation and
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some reasonably straightforward but lengthy mathematics, eqn. (5.34) can 
be written in the form of an equation for an ellipse:

( £ z E ) l + y l = i

with:

a  ̂=
- n  + 8A^a^ + 4 (ct̂ )̂  j lo g ( l-a )

16(A"+2a^)

b ' =
- n  a^lsA'^ + 8 A V  +4(a^)^ jlo g ( l-a )  

16(3A"+2a")

m = nA '

...(5.36)

Inspection of eqn. (5.36) shows that the major and minor axis of the 
ellipse are independent of <j> and hence of the angle of arrival as well as the 
spacing of the symmetric-pair. The two axes of the ellipse are only a 
function of the signal amplitude A, the noise power o® and the number of

Contour of equal value 
of the joint Gaussian pdf

Centroid(m „^,m „J
Locus of the 

centroid

m

m,

m,

Figure 5-8: Contour o f equal value of the bivariate Gaussian p d f
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integrated samples n. The ofiFset m of the major axis can be cross checked 
by performing the following calculation with the help of Fig. 5-8:

—

nA' nA^cos(((>) + ——sin((|)) n Â

In summary, it can be said that the shape of the bivariate Gaussian 
density is independent of the angle of arrival, and the centroid of the pdf 
rotates on a circle around the origin (see Fig. 5-8). The radius m of this 
circle is dependent on the signal strength and is zero in the absence of a 
signal. The angle between the major axis of the ellipse and the axis is <{), 
and therefore a function of the angle of arrival and the pair spacing.

5.2.3. False-alarm rate

The four channel system allows us to utilise the additional 
information provided by the don't know' state of the bipolar threshold 
detectors. As a consequence, the definition of a false-alarm is slightly 
more complicated, since signals which are too weak to cross the threshold 
can also provide useful information. This fact must be taken into account 
in the definition of a false-alarm. As shown in chapter 4.2, where the 
don't know' state was introduced, at least one out of the four channels of 
an octant selecting DF system must be allowed to flag the don't know' 
state. This is required in order to cover also angles of arrival around the 
grating lobe nulls of the symmetric-pair. On the other hand, up to three 
out of the four channels may produce a don't know' output, and it is still 
possible to define unambiguously the required subsector. In the following 
false-alarm rate calculations, all three possible cases, i.e. up to one, two or 
three don't knows' per measurement, will be considered. To understand 
why it is sensible to investigate all three options, it is necessary to look at 
the respective definitions of a false-alarm and the associated implications 
for the threshold settings.

Superficially, it could be argued that up to three don't know' events 
would be by far the most favourable case, since this yields the widest don't 
know' zone which allows signals with lower signal-to-noise ratios to be 
detected, as illustrated in Fig. 5-9. This argument is only valid as long as
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the threshold settings remain unchanged. However, in order to maintain 
the same false-alarm rate for all cases, the threshold has to be changed 
according to the maximum number of permitted 'don't knows'.

Strong signal with narrow 
don't know' zone

Weak signal with wide 
don't know' zone

AmplitudeFixed bipolar 
threshold Grating lobe 

/  null Don't know 
area

/s \ \ \ \ \ Y

COS 0

Corresponding 
sign: X | 1

where:
1 = in phase
0 = in anti-phase 
X = don't know

Figure 5-9 'Dont know' zone width for different signal strengths

When up to three don't know' states are allowed, a false-alarm 
occurs as soon as at least one of the four detectors is triggered by noise at 
the input of the DF system. For just up to one permitted don't know', the 
event that three out of the four or all four detectors are triggered is called a 
false-alarm. A comparison of these two cases shows that for a given false- 
alarm rate, higher threshold settings are required in the former example 
due to the different definition of the event 'false-alarm'.

Two contrary mechanisms can therefore be identified:

(1) The wider the permitted don't know' zone, the lower is the required 
signal-to-noise ratio to detect signals from angles of arrival around 
grating lobe nulls. (Fixed threshold assumed.)

(2) To maintain a constant false-alarm rate, the threshold setting must 
be increased for wider don't know' zones. Higher signal-to-noise 
ratios are then necessary in order to detect a signal.
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The question is now, which one of the two effects dominates and 
whether the DF system should consequently be designed for the minimum 
or maximum permitted ’don’t  know’ zone width.

In order to answer th is question, the different false-alarm  
probabilities as a function of the threshold setting must be evaluated. The 
definition of a false-alarm in the three investigated cases is;

(1) U p to one don’t know’ allowed:
A false-alarm occurs, when all four or any three of the four detectors 
are triggered by noise at the input of the DF system.

^ f a ( l )  “  ^  ^ I + A  ^ Z - A  )  ^  ^ A  ^  ^Z + A  ^  ^ Z - A  )  ^
V---------------------------------------------- -̂---------------------------------------------' '-----------------------------------------------  '

P i P n

(^Z Ï̂ A ^  ̂ Z+A ^Z-A ) ̂  (^Z ^A ^  ̂ Z+A ^  ̂ Z-A )
Pm

(r*Z ^  ̂ A Ẑ+A ^Z-A )
...(5.37)

where:
since mutually 

exclusive events

r*Z/A ~ ^̂ (IZz/aI ^ T) — P(̂ Z/A ^ P(̂ Z/A 

Î Z/A “ P(Nz/a| < T) = P(—T < < T)

Pz.A = P(|(zz ± Za )/V2I > t )  = P ((z , ± z, )/V2 > T) + p ((z , ± z,)/V 2  < -T) 

= p(|(z. ± z, ) / ^  < t )  = p (-T  < (z, ± z , )/^^2 < T)

Since Pj, P„, P„j, P̂ y and Py are mutually exclusive events, Pf^ ĵ 
becomes:

Pfa(l) “  Pj Pjl PjII Pjv Py

(2) U p to two don’t  knows’ allowed:
A false-alarm occurs, when all four or any three or any two of the 
four detectors are triggered by noise at the input of the DF system.
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P&(2) = 1 -  [ (P ï ^  Pa Ps-A ) ̂  (P i P a Pî+A Pi-A ) V
'-----------------------------------------------V----------------------------------------------' '----------------------------------------------V-----------------------------------------------'Pi Pn
(Pj n  n  Pj^  ̂n  P .̂  ̂) u  (Pj n  P  ̂n  P;+  ̂n P ^ .J v

...(5.38)

Since Pj, P„, Pj„, Pjy and Py are again mutually exclusive events, 
becomes:

^ f a ( 2 )  “  ^  ”  ( ^ I  ^ 1 1  ^ I I I  ^ I V  P y  )

(3) Up to three 'don't knows' allowed:
A false-alarm occurs, when at least one of the four detectors is 
triggered by noise at the input of the DF system.

^ f a ( 3 )  “  ^ “ ( ^ I  (5 39)

To obtain the desired false-alarm probabilities, the bivariate Gaussian 
pdf must be integrated over certain regions in the plane. I t is
convenient to use graphical methods to determine the relevant area for 
each of the three different false-alarm definitions given in eqn. (5.37) to 
eqn. (5.39). Fig. 5-10 illustrates this technique for the example of Zj. > T, 
ẑ  < -T, (z  ̂-  z^)/V2 > T and |(zg + z^)/V2 < T, which is one of the possible 
combinations of Pj in eqn. (5.37). All different permutations of threshold 
crossings tha t can yield a false-alarm must be examined in this way, and 
the total area over which the pdf has to be integrated is obtained by piecing 
together all individual regions. Fig. 5-11 shows the respective zones for up 
to one, two or three permitted don't knows'.

Inspection of the correlation coefficient (eqn. (A7.14)) shows that Zj. 
and ẑ  are uncorrelated when no signal is present (i.e. A=0). Since the two 
variâtes are Gaussian, they are also independent when they are 
uncorrelated, and the joint pdf simplifies to:

p (z j,Za) = p (zj.) p(z^) ...(5.40)
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Figure 5-11: Regions, over which to integrate for false-alarm rate calcu
lations for up to 1, 2 or 3 'don't knows' per measurement
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p(z^) and p(z^) are Gaussian distributions with variances and 
and have zero mean, since and are zero when no signal is 

present. For the calculation of the false-alarm rate, it is convenient to 
evaluate the complement of the regions defined in Fig. 5-11 and subtract it 
from one to obtain Pf̂ . Since the pdf has zero mean and = for A = 0, 
the bivariate Gaussian distribution is centred at the origin of the 
coordinate system and the contours of equal probability are circles, as 
discussed in section 5.2.2. For the integration, the relevant areas can be 
broken down into smaller sectors, and by utilising the symmetry of the 
pdf, it  is not necessary to determine all sectors. The false-alarm  
probability can now be obtained by evaluating:

P f a  =  1  -  Jj p(zi ) p(za ) dzrdz,
complement

region ...(5.41)

The contributions of the different sectors can be calculated by using 
one of the following three different types of integral:

Type I:
X yJ P(zz)dZz|[p(Za)dZa = erf

-y

\  /  
erf

V ^ j  [ 1 ^ nzA y ...(5.42a)

Type II:
* 2  y
j  P ( z î ) d z j .  f  p ( Z j ) d Z i  =  0 . 5

-y

" f  \ f f

erf %2 -e r f erf y
j2 o l. I Inzj; ^ V ^ V J

...(5.42b)

Type III:
Xj y j

j p ( Z î )  j p ( z jd :
L̂ r+yi

*2
dzj =0.5 Jp(Zi.)

■ f  \ f  \

erf Y2 - e r f Zi +  Yi

 ̂V J ^  V J_

dz.

...(5.42c)

The rem aining integration in integrals of type III m ust be done 
numerically. The formulas for the Gaussian distribution, the variances 
and the threshold are given in eqn. (5.25), eqn. (A7.9c), eqn. (A7.10c) and 
eqn. (5.29) respectively. Fig. 5-12 shows the false-alarm probabilities as a
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function of the threshold setting for up to one, two or three 'don’t  knows' 
per measurement. It can be seen tha t the highest threshold settings are 
required for up to three don't knows'. This confirms the argument of the 
previous quantitative discussion tha t the threshold must be increased for 
wider don't know' zones to maintain a constant false-alarm rate.

Threshold in terms of standard

nrm mrrn imm nrm rrrm nnrn mrm mrm mm m m m mm m

Up to 
3 don't knows'

Single channel 
(for comparison)

Up to 
2 don't knows'

Up to 
1 don't know'

O r - l ( N C O ' ^ i r 3 C O t > O O O ^ O r H ( N C O ' » t l O

1—1 1-4 1-4 1-4 1-4 1-4

False-Alarm Probability

Figure 5-12: False-alarm probability for up to 1, 2 or three 'don't knows' 
per measurement in a 4 channel system

5.2.4. Probability of detection

The probability of detection for a given false-alarm rate can now be 
calculated employing similar methods. The areas over which the bivariate 
Gaussian pdf has to be integrated are the same as given in Figs. 5-11 a-c. 
However, the form of the density function is now different due to the 
presence of a signal, which causes correlation between the 'L and the A 
signals. The contours of equal probability of the bivariate pdf are now 
ellipses instead of circles. The probability of detection is therefore defined 
as:
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Pd = 1 - Jj p(ze . Zi ) dẑdzj
complement

region ...(5.43)

where p(zj.,z^) is the bivariate Gaussian pdf given in eqn. (5.31). One of the 
two integrations can be carried out by changing the integration variable ẑ  
to a, to enable the integration of the Gaussian pdf with variate a, mean pb 
and variance v using the error function. The complement region can 
again be subdivided into separately integrable smaller sectors, and the 
contribution of one of these sectors is equal to:

2~v

0.5 erf
V2 \ V2

dz.

...(5.44)
with:

b = o „ ^ (z j-m „ ,J

The expressions for m„,^, m„,^, and are given in
appendix 7 and the bounds for ẑ  will sometimes be a function of ẑ . The 
remaining integration in eqn. (5.44) must be done using numerical 
algorithms.

The results for up to one don't know' event per measurement will 
now be discussed in some detail, since they exhibit all the typical features 
of the four channel system. After that, the discussion will be extended to 
the case of up to two and up to three don't knows'.

The probability of detection as a function of <|), which is the phase 
difference between the reference and pair element, is shown in Figs. 5- 
13a-c. As I in the case of a single channel, is again a periodic function. 
This time, there are eight periods in a full cycle of (j), since the four 
channel system extracts three bit of DF information per measurement. In 
contrast to the single channel (see Fig. 5-7), there is a finite probability of
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detection for all values of (j), even for as low as 0.25 (see Fig. 5-13a). 
This is due to the use of the don't know' state, which allows us to deal 
with angles of arrival around the grating lobe nulls of the pair. The 
change in probability of detection is larger for medium values of as 
illustrated in Fig. 5-13a. This phenomenon can be explained by looking at 
the graphs for the probability of detection as a function of the signal-to- 
noise ratio at the antenna elements, as given in Figs. 5-14a/b. Changing (|) 
has an effect similar to changing the signal-to-noise ratio at all elements, 
with the difference that in the former case, the signal strength at only one 
instead of both phase detector inputs changes. As can be seen in Figs. 5- 
14a/b, a reduction in signal-to-noise ratio entails a decrease of the 
probability of detection, and for a given change in signal-to-noise ratio, the 
probability of detection will change more for medium values of P ,̂ since 
there the slope of the curve is steeper.

The same argument can be used to explain the differences in the plots 
of Fig. 5-13b and Fig. 5-13c where the probability of detection is given for 
different false-alarm rates and different numbers of integrated samples. 
Fig. 5-14a Emd Fig. 5-14b show the corresponding curves of the probability 
of detection as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio a t the antenna 
elements. The lower I  the desired false-alarm rate or the larger the 
number of integrated samples, the steeper is the curve of the probability of 
detection, which yields larger excursions of the periodic Pj functions in 
Fig. 5-13b and Fig. 5-13c.

Figs. 5-14a/b show also the traces for (|) = 22.5°. This value of ()), or odd 
multiples of it, yield the lowest probability of detection for a given false- 
alarm  rate and number of integrated samples (see Figs. 5-13a-c). The 
difference between the trace for <|) = 0° and (|) = 22.5° gives the amount, by 
which the minimum signal-to-noise ratio at the antenna elements would 
have to be increased to compensate for the dips' in Figs. 5-13a-c. The 
resulting minimum probability of detection would be irrespective of the 
angle of arrival a t least P ^^ . As can be seen in Fig. 5-14b, the difference 
between the two curves increases only slightly with the number of 
integrated samples. For a probability of detection of for example 0.9 and a 
false-alarm rate of 10 ®, an increase of about 1 dB in minimum signal-to- 
noise ratio would be sufficient. However, a change of the false-alarm rate 
clearly changes the amount of increase in signal-to-noise ratio needed to
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compensate the ’dips’ (see Fig. 5-14a). The lower |P%, the larger the 
required increase.

The signal-to-noise ratio at the antenna elements as a function of the 
number of integrated samples for a constant probability of detection (P  ̂=
0.9) and for different false-alarm rates is given in Fig. 5-15. The minimum 
number of integrated samples in the graph is 100, since the Gaussian 
assumption does not hold for smaller values. A comparison with single 
channel results from Fig. 5-6b shows th a t the four channel system 
requires a signal-to-noise ratio, which is about 0.5 dB higher, to achieve 
the same false-alarm probability. The difference is of the same order of 
magnitude for P  ̂ = 0.99 and P  ̂ = 0.5; the respective graphs for the four 
channel system are not given here.

The corresponding graphs for up to two or three don’t knows' have 
generally the same tendencies as the ones for up to one don’t know'. 
However, inspection of Figs. 5-16a-c shows that the larger the don’t know’ 
zones (i.e. the more don’t knows' allowed), the smaller is the difference in 
signal-to-noise ratio between the traces for (j) = 0° and (}) = 22.5°. As a 
consequence, the probability of detection of the four channel system as a 
function of the phase difference between the reference and symmetric-pair 
element is less dependent on the (j), or the angle of arrival respectively (see 
Fig. 5-17). It should also be noted that the trace for up to two don’t knows’ 
is offset by half a period relative to the other two plots. This just reflects the 
fact that the boundaries of the subsections defined by two don’t  knows’ are 
also offset by half a subsector width relative to the subsector pattern 
defined for one or three don’t knows’ (see chapter 4.2).

The required minimum signal-to-noise ratio as a function of the 
number of integrated samples for up to one, two or three don’t knows’ is 
given in Fig. 5-18. As can be seen, all three traces lie within one dB of each 
other. This means tha t none of the two contrary mechanisms identified in 
section 5.2.3. clearly dominates. Only a gain in signal-to-noise ratio of less 
than one dB can be achieved by allowing wider don’t know’ zones. (The 
average gain [averaged over ({)] in signal-to-noise ratio relative to up to 1 
don’t know’ is 0.69 dB for up to 2 don’t knows’ and 0.93 dB for up to 3 
don’t  knows .) However, as demonstrated in Fig. 5-17, wider don’t  know’ 
zones reduce the dependence of the probability of detection on the angle of
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arrival for low signal-to-noise ratios at the antenna elements, which is 
highly desirable. The thresholds and the data processing of the 
symmetric-pair direction finding system should therefore be designed for 
up to three don't knows' events per measurement.
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Figure 5-18: Required signal-to-noise ratio at the antenna elements as a 
function o f the number o f  integrated samples for up to one, 
two or three 'don t know' events per measurement.

5.3. THRESHOLD CONSIDERATIONS

All previous calculations have been done on the premises that the 
noise power at the input of the system does not fluctuate and the gain of 
the IF amplifier stages is fixed. These assumptions slightly simplified the 
relevant mathematics and allowed us to concentrate on the investigation 
of the relations between threshold setting and the corresponding false- 
alarm rates and probabilities of detection. However, the operating 
conditions for a direction finding system will not be as ideal, and 
measures have to be considered to cope with varying background noise 
and changing IF amplification. (The AGO at IF is used to increase the 
dynamic range over which the system can operate.) Two different 
approaches will be considered and assessed in the following sections. The 
first one uses a fixed threshold of the bipolar detector and assumes that 
the output signal plus noise power of the AGO stage is always constant. 
The second option uses a variable threshold, whose setting is derived from 
the estimated actual noise power at the system input.
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5.3.1. Threshold set for constant signal plus noise power at the 
output of the AGC stages

This method of setting the threshold is based on the realistic 
assumption that the aggregate signal plus noise power a t the output of the 
IF AGC stage is always constant. Hence, the dynamic range of the AGC 
circuitry must be such that this output power level is also reached in the 
absence of a signal, i.e. by amplification of the input noise. This situation 
yields the highest possible noise level at the bipolar threshold detectors. 
Setting the threshold levels for the desired false-alarm rate for this worst 
case, the actual false-alarm rate will be even lower in the presence of a 
signal. Fig. 5-19 shows the design of the AGC stage as suggested in 
chapter 4.4. As can be seen, the reference channel has an active AGC loop 
and acts as a 'master' to derive the AGC voltages for all three channels. 
The two symmetric-pair channel amplifiers act as slaves' that follow the 
'master', to avoid gain imbalances between the three channels. Using the 
reference channel as 'master' has the advantage that the AGC signal is 
not affected when the system switches between different symmetric-pairs 
in order to take a complete bearing.

Symmetric-Pair 
\

m m
Reference 
Element

Switches to access 
the pairs sequentially

Downconversion to 
a convenient IF

IF amplifiers and filters

Generation of the AGC signal 

Symmetric-pair channels Reference channel

T

Figure 5-19: Downconversion and IF amplification of the signals
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The condition that the signal plus noise power at the AGC output is 
constant can be expressed as follows:

“ ÂGC + N
2

= const.
...(5.45)

where A is the signal peak amplitude and N the noise power in the 
symmetric-pair and reference channels a t IF. represents the voltage 
gain of the IF amplifier. Neglecting the loss of the RF components and the 
conversion loss of the mixer, the gain of the AGC amplifier for a given 
noise power and signal-to-noise ratio a t the antenna elements is then 
defined as:

^AGC
p̂AGĈ  _ P agĉ  [mW]

rs/N[dB]+N[dBm]  ̂ ( N[dBm]^

...(5.46)

To obtain the relevant formulae for the calculation of the probability of 
detection, the expressions for the signal and noise components at IF (eqn. 
(5.15) and eqn. (5.16)) m ust be multiplied with the factor G^qc- After 
consideration of this factor in the rest of the analysis, it turns out that eqn.
(5.43) and eqn. (5.44) can be used to evaluate the probability of detection 
subject to the following modifications of the expressions for the mean, 
variance and threshold:

“ ^AGC ...(5.47a)

= ®agc'‘ ...(5.47b)

T* -  T  G  1̂A -  A W gc L o ...(5.47c)

where G^qcIa-o gain of the IF amplifiers in the absence of a signal,
which can be obtained from eqn. (5.46) with SN=-oodB.|It should be noted 
that the correlation coefficient is independent of the AGC amplifier 
gain, since the amplifiers of the three IF channels have the same 
amplification. Inserting the starred parameters from above in eqn. (5.44) 
and using eqn. (5.46) to calculate Ĝ q̂c different signal-to-noise ratios, it
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is possible to evaluate the probability of detection as a function of the 
signal-to-noise ratio at the antenna elements. Fig. 5-20 and Fig. 5-21 show 
the relevant curves for various numbers of integrated samples and 
different numbers of maximum perm itted ’don't know' states per 
measurement. Two sets of curves are contained in each diagram:

(1) The first set of curves was obtained for fixed gain of the IF amplifiers 
and known noise level a t the antenna elements. This means that the 
noise power present a t the bipolar threshold detectors is exactly 
known and the probability of detection can be calculated using eqn.
(5.44), derived in the previous section. This will be referred to as the 
ideal’ case or type I.

(2) The second set of curves was calculated for constant signal plus noise 
power at the output of the AGC stages. The threshold is set for the 
highest possible noise level a t the bipolar detectors, which is 
generated in the absence of a signal. As soon as a signal is present, 
the noise level will be reduced due to the action of the AGC. The 
curves were calculated with eqns. (5.47a-c) and the modified version 
of eqn. (5.44). This will be referred to as the signal plus noise is 
constant’ situation or type II.

Inspection of Fig. 5-20 shows that the difference between both sets of 
curves for the two threshold settings becomes smaller for larger number 
of samples, and is virtually negligible for 10000 or more samples. This can 
be explained by the fact th a t the minimum signal-to-noise ratio a t the 
antenna elements is determined by the number of integrated samples. 
The more samples are integrated, the lower is the minimum required 
signal-to-noise ratio, and the smaller is the signal component in the 
output of the AGC stages. Low signal levels cause hardly any reduction of 
the IF amplifier gain and the system is working close to ideal conditions,
i.e. the threshold is set for a known noise level. Comparison of Figs. 5-20a- 
c also shows tha t the difference between the curves of type I and II for <|) = 
22.5 ° is always larger than for (j) = 0°.

The effect of the num ber of perm itted don’t know’ states per 
measurement is investigated in Fig. 5-21. For up to one don’t know’, the 
difference in signal-to-noise ratio between the curves of type I and II is
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negligible for large number of samples (recall Fig. 5-20c), since the 
dependence of the probability of detection on the angle of arrival, i.e. the 
difference between the traces for (j) = 0 ° and (J) = 22.5 dominates. 
However, for up to three don't knows', the probability of detection is only 
marginally dependent on the angle of arrival and the difference in signal- 
to-noise ratio between curves of type I and II can clearly be identified (see 
Fig. 5-21 c). Again, the difference is determined by the number of 
integrated samples, and is just about 0.4 dB for 1000 samples.

In summary, it can be said th a t setting the threshold of the 
symmetric-pair DF system under the assumption that the signal plus 
noise power at the output of the AGC stages is constant introduces only a 
small additional loss compared to the ideal case. This loss decreases for 
growing number of samples and is of the order of 0.5 dB or less for a 
minimum of 1000 integrated samples and up to one, two or three 
permitted don't know' states. An advantage of this method is that neither 
the instantaneous gain of the IF amplifiers nor the actual noise level a t 
the antenna elements has to be known for its successful application.

5.3.2. Threshold derived fix>m estimated noise power

The second method to determine the threshold setting tackles the 
problem from a different point of view. It is assumed that the noise level at 
the antenna elem ents and the gain of the IF amplifiers rem ain 
unchanged over the time it takes to calibrate the threshold and to take a 
complete bearing, i.e. stable conditions. The objective is to estimate the 
actual value of the noise power by sampling the cross-correlator output 
and set the threshold accordingly.

Since ju st a finite number of samples can be taken, the estimated 
noise power will deviate from the correct value and a certain variance or 
standard deviation can therefore be assigned to it. The larger the number 
of samples taken, the more precise will the estimate be. The relevant 
m athem atics are fairly well established for the case of G aussian 
distributed variâtes. Since the pdf of the cross-correlator output is non 
Gaussian, as shown in section 5.1, the concept of Gaussian batches has to 
be introduced [Leo 89]. A Gaussian batch is the number of samples that
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must be averaged in order to obtain a Gaussian distribution by virtue of 
the central limit theorem. As discussed in section 5.2.1, groups of 100 
samples of the cross-correlator output satisfy this condition.

The knowledge of the (in this case estimated) noise power a t the 
antenna elements is necessary to set the threshold and hence the false- 
alarm  rate correctly. As the false-alarm rate is a highly non linear 
function of the threshold, it is not sufficient to calculate a mean threshold 
value and insert it into the equations for the false-alarm probability. The 
mean false-alarm rate has therefore to be evaluated which is defined as 
follows:

^fa ~  ^[&fa > ^ D oZe » )]

~  J* J* j * S f a ( ^ n a Z j  J ^ H gZa > ® n o Z j  » ® n a z ^

p ( ^ n Q Z £  J ^ n g Z ^  >®nQZ£ J ^ n o z ^  » ^ G  )  ^ ^ n o Z j ^ ^ n a Z ^ ^ S n o Z r ^ ^ n o Z ^  . . . ( 5 . 4 8 )

where a is the threshold setting in standard deviations of the cross
correlator output and n the number of integrated samples, and
S? , are the unbiased estimators of the mean and variance of the Z and A

Hg Zi / a

channel:

m = Z = — (Z,+Z2+... +Z^)
“ g ...(5.49a)

k=i ...(5.49b)

where n^ is the number of Gaussian batch samples, and in
eqn. (5.48) are specific values of the random variables and .

The above formulation of the problem would allow us to calculate the 
noise at the antenna elements even in the presence of a signal, i.e. the 
additional noise components at the cross-correlator output due to the 
signal X noise cross products are considered. However, it is impossible to 
solve the relevant integrals in a closed form and multi dimensional 
numerical integration would be necessary to evaluate them. Since the
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outcome of the calculation is the mean false-alarm probability, whose 
value ranges over several orders of magnitude, rounding errors and 
problems with the required precision of the numerical algorithm are 
bound to falsify the results considerably. No attem pt has therefore been 
made to implement the above problem on a computer.

Nevertheless, it is still possible to assess the usefulness of the 
sampling approach for setting the threshold of the bipolar detectors. The 
calculations can be simplified by assuming th a t no signal is present, 
when the threshold is calibrated. As a result, the output of the cross
correlator does not contain any signal x noise cross terms and can easily 
be related to the noise power a t the antenna elements. The presence of a 
signal for some of the time during the calibration would contribute to the 
noise level at the correlator output and a higher threshold than necessary 
would be the result. A block diagram that illustrates how to obtain the 
threshold setting for a desired mean false-alarm rate from the sampled 
output of a cross-correlator is given in Fig. 5-22. The E signal has been 
chosen to estimate the threshold, but it should be noted that either of the 
two channels could be used. With the above simplifications, the mean 
false-alarm probability becomes:

Pfa = j g f a « a . . a , n )  p (s^ .,:n o )
...(5.50)

The function is the expression for the exact false-alarm
rate given in eqn. (5.41) and eqn. (5.42a-c) and the relevant equations for 
the variances of the E and A signal after summation of n independent 
samples from appendix 7 can also be used. Only the formula for the 
threshold m ust be modified, which is now defined in  term s of the 
estimated variance of the E cross-correlator output:

T = a ^  s2
...(5.51)

where n is the number of integrated samples and ŝ ^̂  ̂ ^ possible value of 
the estimated variance of the correlator output signal. The pdf of the 
variate i® known in its normalised form, which is a chi-square 
distribution with n^ -1 degrees of freedom [Pap 91]:
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P n . _Hg-I-S _2 °noZ£
V

= x“( n c - l )
J ...(5.52)

Note that the subscript gives the random variable under consideration 
to avoid confusion, is the variance of the E correlator output, which is 
given in eqn. (A7.9c) with n=l and A=0:

<  = 16 ...(5.53)

A channelL channel
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Threshold estimation from 
sampled Z correlator output

Generation of additional Z+A 
and Z-A signals and compari
son with the bipolar threshold 
level

100
Estimator 
of S L ..

Sampled and low-pass filtered signals from the 
Zand A cross-correlator

Calculation of the angle of arrival

Z-A

Figure 5-22: Threshold derivation from the estimated noise power

A change of varia te  to j employing the Jacobian of the 
transformation leads to the following expression:

' (Pg -  l ) s L (Pc -1 )  exp (pg -1):
2 o

a! r II/.—1

...(5.54)
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where r(x) is the Gamma function. It is now possible to calculate the 
mean false-alarm probability by inserting the above formulae in eqn (5.50) 
and carrying out the required numerical integrations. The mean false- 
alarm rate for up to one, two or three don't knows' as a function of the 
threshold setting and the number of Gaussian batch samples n^ is given 
in Figs. 5-23a-c. The traces for n^ —> «» represent the case where enough 
samples have been added so tha t the estimate is the exact value of the 
variance a t the cross-correlator output. These curves are identical with 
those in Fig. 5-12. It can be seen that for a given threshold setting, at least 
100 Gaussian batch samples should be added to obtain a mean false-alarm 
rate that is reasonably close to the exact one.

The corresponding mean probability of detection is defined as follows:

Pd = Jgd(s"„.,.a,n) p(s^,,;no) ds2

...(5.55)

The function is defined by equations and (5.43) and (5.44),
and p^s^^g^;ng) is given in eqn. (5.54). The expression for the threshold in 
gd(sn^2̂ ,a,n) is again changed according to eqn. (5.51). Figs. 5-24a/b show 
a typical set of curves for the mean probability of detection.

It can be seen that the summation of only 10 Gaussian batch samples 
to estimate the noise power at the correlator output yields an unacceptably 
high increase in the required minimum signal-to-noise ratio, which is 
needed to obtain the desired mean false-alarm probability. This result was 
expected from the earlier mean false-alarm rate calculations. Further 
calculations yield that the increase in minimum signal-to-noise ratio is in 
the order of 0.3 dB or less for 100 or more Gaussian batch samples 
irrespective of the number of permitted don't knows'. Fig. 5-24b also 
shows tha t the increase in the minimum signal-to-noise ratio is slightly 
worse for (j) = 22.5°, i.e. when probability of detection is lower due to the 
signal's angle of arrival.

The mean probability of detection is therefore very much dependent on 
the number of integrated Gaussian batch samples. The additional loss in 
signal-to-noise ratio due to this threshold setting technique is only
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Figure 5-23: Mean false-alarm probability as a function of threshold setting 
and number of Gaussian batch samples for up to 1,2 or 3 
'dont know' events per measurement. (The threshold is given in 
standard deviations of the correlator output.)
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Figure 5-24: Mean probability of detection as a function of the signal-to- 
noise ratio at the antenna elements for different numbers of 
Gaussian batch samples nQ.

tolerable if more than 100 Gaussian batch samples are added, which is 
equivalent to the summation of 10000 independent samples at the cross
correlator output.

5.3.3. Comparison of the two methods

In order to compare the different threshold setting techniques, it is 
convenient to define a loss factor L. The loss factor for a given false-alarm 
rate and number of integrated samples is the difference in signal-to-noise 
ratio between the curves for the approximated and exact threshold for a 
certain probability of detection:



L[dB] = |
Pi =x,approx. T
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[dB]
P i=x,exact T . . . ( 5 . 5 6 )

'Approximated threshold' means tha t the threshold is either set 
under the assumption tha t the signal plus noise power is constant at the 
output of the AGC stage, or it is set for the estimated actual noise power at 
the correlator output. The signal-to-noise ratio th a t gives the desired 
probability of detection was evaluated using the equations for the 
calculation of and (e.g. eqn. (5.43)., eqn. (5.50)) and by interpolating 
between sets of data. The loss factor for up to one, two or three don't 
knows' and for (}) = 0° or (|) = 22.5° is given in Figs. 5-25a-f. The main 
difference between the two threshold setting techniques is that the loss 
factor becomes smaller for an increase of the number of samples when the 
threshold is set for constant signal plus noise power, whereas for the 
estimation approach, the loss factor is virtually constant and only 
dependent on the number of Gaussian batch samples n^. It can be seen in 
Figs. 5-25a-f that for more than 1000 integrated samples and n^ = 100, both 
techniques give a loss factor of less than 0.5 dB. It is also apparent that the 
larger the number of perm itted don't knows', the smaller is the 
difference between the loss factors for <j) = 0° and (j) = 22.5° for a certain 
threshold setting method. This is due to the fact tha t the difference in 
signal-to-noise ratio for the two values of ^ becomes smaller for wider 
don't know' zones (see Figs. 5-16a-c).

As a short summary of the previous discussion, the main properties 
of the two threshold setting techniques are compared below:

(1) Threshold setting for constant signal plus noise power at the AGC 
output is easier to implement, adjusts itself inherently and does not 
need constant recalibration, in contrast to the technique based on the 
estimated noise power at the correlator output.

(2) At least 100 Gaussian batch samples must be used in the estimation 
method to obtain a similar loss factor for both techniques for more 
than 1000 integrated samples. This can prove to be rather time 
consuming, dependent on how often the threshold m ust be 
recalibrated.
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(3) The analysis for the threshold derived from the estimated noise power 
is based on the assumption th a t no signal is present when the 
measurements for the threshold calibration are carried out, which is 
in practice hard to achieve. The presence of a signal during the 
calibration would cause too high a threshold level.

In view of the above arguments, it is evident that the threshold setting 
technique tha t is based on the assumption of constant signal plus noise 
power at the output of the AGC IF amplifier should be implemented in the 
symmetric-pair DF system.



6  F u r t h e r  A p p l ic a t io n s  o f  t h e  S y m m etr ic - 
P a ir  P r in c ip l e

6.1. SYMMETRIC-PAIRS IN COMMUNICATIONS

The previous three chapters concentrated on the application of 
symmetric-pair arrays in direction finding. However, it is also possible to 
use this type of array for communications. An im portant property of 
communications antenna arrays is their ability to accomplish agile beam 
forming in order to adapt to often quickly varying demands. Due to the 
binary character of the output of symmetric-pairs and the use of equal and 
opposite phase shifts for beam steering, which halves the number of 
control pareimeters to be calculated, symmetric-pair arrays have obvious 
potential for fast and simple beam forming techniques. The capabilities of 
symmetric-pair antenna arrays in this field will be investigated in the 
following section.

Another aspect of communications will be studied in a later section; 
the idea of an antenna array with isotropic reception gain. This type of 
array would be useful for mobile communications, where signals with 
sometimes rapidly varying field strengths from constantly changing 
directions must be processed. An antenna array with omnidirectional or 
isotropic reception gain would therefore improve the link budget between 
the base station and the moving vehicle.

6.2. BEAM FORMEVG WITH SYMMETRIC-PAIRS

6.2.1. The principle of beam forming with symmetric-pairs

To form a beam with a symmetric-pair array, it is necessary to steer 
the beams of all pairs in the wanted direction. This is easily possible,

174
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because each symmetric-pair can be treated as an independent subarray, 
whose beam pattern can be steered by means of equal and opposite phase 
shifts a t the elements (see chapter 2). This kind of beam steering has 
already been used in land-mobile satcom arrays [Bre 91].

Since the output signals of all pairs are essentially in phase or anti
phase to each other, a beam can be formed by reversing the signs of all 
signals which are in anti-phase. Reversing the sign of the output signals 
is in effect equivalent to using ±180° phase shifts a t the elements of the 
relevant pairs. This method of beam-forming yields a maximum deviation 
of the signal vectors from the ideal co-phasal summation of ±90°. It is 
reasonable to expect that the phase error of a large array with randomly 
distributed pairs is uniformly distributed over this range. Hence, the 
average voltage loss for the Z or A output signal compared to fully co- 
phasal summation can be defined as:

1 T , 2— cos (p d(p = — 
K J K

- n / 2 ...(6.1)

which is equivalent to 3.92 dB. If the signals of the two orthogonal Z and A 
channels are combined as shown in Fig. 6-1, the average aggregate power

is doubled and the total loss reduced 
to 0.91 dB. (It should be noted that 
the 90° phase offset between the Z 
and  A signa ls has to be 
compensated). Thus it is possible to 
perform  beam  form ing w ith 
sym m etric -p a ir a rray s  using  
standard  components like 180° 
hybrids and sign inverters which 
are broadband and readily available.

The above method is very 
simple and effective, but has an 
inherent residual loss of 0.91 dB 
com pared to fully  co-phasal 
summation. To avoid this problem 
other beam forming methods which

Elements

180° Hybrid

Sign inverter

Figure 6-1: Simple E and A beam
forming with a symmetric-pair
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do not have these restrictions can be used. In the next two sections, 
possible alternatives will be introduced and discussed.

6.2.2. Beam fornung with phase shifters

As outlined in the previous section, it is necessary to generate equal 
and opposite phase shifts a t the elements of a symmetric-pair in order to 
steer its beam. The simplest way of doing this is to use variable phase 
shifters at each element and to add both signals with a power combiner. 
The output signal of each pair is given by (see section 2.2.2.):

Vgo = V2V cos((j) + A(j)) ê “ ‘ ...(6.2)

Examining eqn. (6.2), it is obvious that by applying the correct phase 
shift at the elements it is possible to compensate the phase lead and lag at 
the pair elements and achieve fully co-phasal summation, which yields 
maximum output signal. With an n-bit incremental phase choice for each 
element of a symmetric-pair, the voltage loss L relative to perfect co- 
phasal summation is equal to:

ii/2“

-n/2“ ...(6.3)

Table 6-1 shows the loss for different numbers of discrete phase steps.

n [2”: number of discrete 
phase steps]

1 2 3 4

Loss [eqn. (6.3)] 0.637 0.900 0.974 0.994

Loss dB 3.92 0.91 0.22 0.056

Maximum phase deviation 
from the condition for co- 
phasal summation

±90° ±45° ±22.5° ±11.25°

Table 6-1: Loss recovery by use of discrete compensating phase shifts
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Note that n=2 defines the phase to the appropriate quadrant, just like 
the signs of the E and A output. The corresponding mean reduction in 
array gain is therefore identical. It is evident that the loss is very small for 
3 or 4 bit phase shifters. If vector modulators are used as phase shifters, 
this arrangement can perform beam forming over a wide frequency range 
but has an inherent insertion loss of 6 dB due to the type of phase shifter. 
With switched line phase shifters, beam forming is usually restricted to 
narrow band applications, and only a small number of line segments per 
phase shifter should be used to keep the insertion loss low.

To confirm the beam steering capabilities of symmetric-pair arrays, a 
2D prototype with 3 pairs has been built. The antenna elements were 
monopoles mounted on an aluminium ground plane. The prototype array 
is shown in Fig. 6-2. The amplitude pattern of the array with equal 
phasing for all six elements is shown in Fig. 6-3. It can be seen that there 
is very good accordance between the theoretical and the measured pattern. 
As a simple demonstration of beam forming, manually controlled line 
stretchers were used in the experiment to provide equal and opposite 
phase shifts for each pair. Fig. 6-4 shows the result for a beam steered to 
-30°. Its mean sidelobe level of -7.43 dB is in good agreement with the 
calculated value of -7.78 dB for a 6 element array. The high backlobe at 
120° is a property of the array configuration, not an artefact of the specific 
manner of phase steering. The differences between measurement and

Groundplane

135=

+90'

±180'

• : Monopole
Spacings @10 GHz: 
Pair 1\ 2 X 
Pair 2: 4/3 X 
Pair 3: 1 1

Figure 6-2: Configuration of the prototype array
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Figure 6-3: Amplitude response of the 3 pair prototype array with 
equal phasing at the elements
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Figure 6-4: Amplitude response of the 3 pair prototype array with 
a maximum steered to -30 °
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calculation for rather low sidelobe levels are due to m utual coupling 
between the elements and obscuration effects caused by the neighbouring 
elements.

6.2.3. Beam forming using a bus-bar system and amplitude weighting

A further development of the very simple system introduced in section 
6.2.1. is to use bus-bars combined with amplitude weighting of the Z and A 
signals. This scheme is a modified version of a vector modulator. 
Following the block diagram in Fig. 6-5 bottom up, it  can be seen that the 
required phase shifts are obtained by generating two quadrature signals, 
which are weighted in proportion to the sine and cosine of the required 
phase shift. The 180° hybrid for the summing process at the antenna 
elements finally provides the equal and opposite phase shifts for each pair. 
Sign inverters are used to realise the negative amplitude weights. Each Z 
output of a symmetric-pair is switched to the +X or -X bus-bar and the A 
signals to the 4-Y or -Y bus-bar respectively. The output signal of a bus-bar 
system for one pair is given by (see Fig. 6-5):

Eqn (6.4) clearly shows that weighting of the Z and A signals of the 
hybrid with cos A<j) and sin A<|) yields maximum output signal.

If the amplitude weights are stepped in equal increments of (j), the 
mean reduction of array gain compared to fully co-phasal summation is 
equivalent to the loss of a symmetric-pair array with digitised phase 
shifters at each element as described in the previous section. On top of that 
loss, which is dependent on the step size of the weights, is a bus-bar 
inherent insertion loss of 6 dB. (This assumes that external noise exceeds 
the noise generated by the system.) Fig. 6-5 illustrates how this loss arises.

W ithout any am plitude weighting, the bus-bar system is a 
generalised form of the beam former introduced in section 6.2.1 and 
matches the phases of the elements of each pair to the nearest quadrant 
which entails
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Figure 6-5: Beam forming using a bus-bar system with amplitude weights
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a mean reduction in array gain of 0.91 dB. An advantage of this version of 
the bus-bar system is tha t 'off the shelf components' can be used for its 
realisation. All bus-bar beam formers are broad band, whereas in the case 
of beam forming with phase shifters the bandwidth of the system depends 
on the type of phase shifters used.

6.2.4. Comparison of the beam forming methods

To allow simple comparison of the two beam forming methods, beam 
forming networks th a t match the signal vectors to the nearest quadrant 
have been chosen. Their corresponding average loss compared to fully co- 
phasal summation is 0.91 dB. The beam former with equal and opposite 
phases shifts requires therefore two bit phase shifters, and no amplitude 
weighting is used in the bus-bar system.

Table 6-2 gives a list of the hardware required for a system with p 
pairs. The number of PIN diodes needed in the case of switched line phase 
shifters at the elements is based on the assumption tha t 4 diodes per bit 
(phase shift section) per element are needed. With the bus-bar system, 4 
PIN diodes are required to switch each of the hybrid output signals to the 
appropriate bus-bar, since the unused bus-bar input m ust always be 
terminated with a load. Examining Table 6-2, one can see that the bus-bar 
method requires less hardware for large arrays. For small arrays, phase

Item Phase shifts at elements Bus-bar system

PIN diodes 16 p 8p
Power combiners 1 with 2p inputs 4 with p inputs 

2 with 2 inputs
180° phase shifters 2p 2
90° phase shifters 2p -
180° hybrids - P
90° hybrids - 1
Loads - 2p

Table 6-2: Comparison of the two beam forming methods in terms of
hardware
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shifters a t the elements seem to be an attractive solution, because they 
allow more flexible use of the phased array and no additional 180° hybrids 
are needed.

6.3. SYMMETRIC-PAIR ARRAYS FOR GAIN WITH ISOTROPIC
COVERAGE

6.3.1. Introduction to gain with isotropic coverage

To understand why conventional arrays cannot have gain with 
isotropic coverage (i.e. gain irrespective of the received signal's angle of 
arrival), it  is helpful to consider first of all an arbitrary antenna array 
with a diameter of less than half a wavelength. In such an arrangement, 
the contribution from each antenna element will always increase the total 
array power irrespective of the angle of incidence of the signal. This is 
because the phases of the antenna elements are only distributed over 180°. 
Enlarging the array diameter increases the proportion of the plane 
wavefront incident on the array aperture, but it worsens the phase 
mismatch of the elements. In large arrays with many radiators, the 
phases of the elements are randomly spread over 360°. As a consequence, 
signal cancellations due to phase reversals occur when the contributions 
from all elements are added. Because of these phase mismatches, it is 
impossible to achieve gain with isotropic coverage with conventional 
arrays. The proportion of the incident power tha t couples into such an 
array varies therefore inversely with the aperture.

6.3.2. Gain with isotropic coverage with symmetric-pairs

In symmetric-pair arrays, irrespective of the size and geometry of the 
antenna system, all Z output signals are co-phasal (except for the sign 
ambiguity), and so are the A outputs. After compensating the 90° phase 
shift between the two channels with a broadband phase shifter, all output 
signals of a symmetric-pair array are in phase or anti-phase to each other 
for all angles of incidence.
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The sign ambiguity can be removed by squaring these signals, which 
results in  co-phasal double-frequency components. Combining these 
coherently for N elements (using the Z and A outputs from the pairs), the 
signal-to-noise ratio would improve by the factor of N. Since the frequency 
channels are spectrally distinct, the superposition from either the signals 
or the noise from multiple channels can be avoided. However, the input to 
any such system must be band-limited, to avoid intermodulation products. 
Additional frequency bands therefore need their own set of squarers and 
summing network (Fig. 6-6). To save hardware, the compensation of the 
phase difference between the Z and A channels can be done after squaring 
and adding the signals from the different symmetric-pairs.

LSymmetric- I 
pair I

0° hybrid

Narrow band filters 
for different 
frequency channels

Squaring
circuits

Frequency band 1, 
Z inputs 

from other pairs

Frequency band 1, 
A inputs 

from other pairs
High-pass

filters

Combining network

Figure 6-6: Configuration for isotropic reception-gain

Since the received signal will be squared prior to demodulation, not 
all types of modulation are suitable for this isotropic reception-gain 
principle. On-off keyed signals can clearly still be decoded, and it is also 
possible to recover amplitude modulated signals with small modulation 
indices. AM signals with large modulation indices would be distorted by
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the squaring process. Any continuous frequency modulation is preserved 
in frequency doubling, although the frequency excursions will be doubled 
and it will be subject to an absolute sign ambiguity for large excursions. 
The information contained in a phase reversal keyed signal will be 
virtually lost, since the 180° inter-baud phase transitions will be reduced to 
cusp-like dips in amplitude.

In addition to the squared version of the signal, the squaring process 
produces two coherent cross products: noise x signal and signal x noise. 
As appendix 8 shows, their combination results in a 6 dB signal-to-noise 
degradation for reasonably strong input signals. There is no further loss 
to alternative solutions, since the output signals of the hybrid after 
squaring are in the form of cos^ 4- sin^, which is equivalent to optimum 
weighting. The net gain of such an antenna (relative to the gain of one of 
its elements) would thus be:

G = 101ogioN-6dB ...(6.5)

According to eqn. (6.5), the num ber of elements required to 
compensate the initial loss due to the squaring process is 4 (= 2 pairs). Any 
additional pair will then contribute to the net array gain. When the input 
signal-to-noise ratio a t the elements is smaller than -3 dB (see eqn. (A8.9)) 
the so far neglected noise x noise term becomes larger than the noise x 
signal and signal x noise terms. A square law detector would then further 
degrade this unfavourable input signal-to-noise ratio, prior to its 
enhancement by the array gain.

The gain with isotropic coverage is only relevant to the system's 
in ternal (therm al) noise. When external noise or interference is 
dominant, e.g. a t low HF, the noise of the different symmetric-pairs is 
correlated and a logic based selection from the outputs of a set of 
directional beams would yield a better signal-to-noise ratio at the array 
output. It should be also noted that the non isotropic radiation patterns of 
the elements of each pair introduce a certain directivity in the combined 
array response. However, by using additional pairs and orientating them 
randomly in different directions, a combined array response which is 
virtually isotropic can be achieved.
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6.3.3. Experimental verification of the principle of gain with isotropic 
coverage

Experiments have been carried out to prove the validity of the isotropic 
reception-gain principle. In both experiments, the signals from each pair 
were fed into a crystal detector. Its DC signal is the lower sideband' of the 
squared signal, which was chosen for experimental convenience. The 
resulting DC outputs were then amplified, summed and digitised for 
further data processing.

In the first experiment, the Z output signals of the three pair 
prototype (see section 6.2.) were added after detection. The aim of this 
experiment was to demonstrate that by using just the Z signals of three 
symmetric-pairs, it is already possible to avoid deep nulls in the antenna 
pattern. Fig. 6-7 shows the excellent agreement between simulation and 
measurement. The simulated pattern  was calculated by adding the 
squared output signals of the three pairs without taking the effects of 
mutual coupling into account.

10

5-

-5-

- 20 -

0 45 90 135 180-180 -135 -90 -45
Azim uth [°]

: calculated pattern -------- : measured pattern

Figure 6-7: Patterns o f the 3 pair prototype array after squaring and 
summation o f the L signals

The second experiment demonstrates that it is feasible to achieve an 
omnidirectional pattern from a single pair of elements by squaring its Z 
and A outputs and adding the two signals. Fig. 6-8 shows the measured
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signal after square-Iaw detection and summation of both hybrid outputs 
(1) as well as the L (2) and A (3) outputs of the hybrid prior to summation. 
Curve (1) clearly dem onstrates the generation of an omnidirectional 
pattern  from a single pair of elements. In practice, however, m utual 
coupling with other symmetric-pairs will introduce a certain amount of 
direction dependence in the isotropic pattern for narrow pair spacings.

-40-

-50
-180 -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180

Azim uth [°]

1: Signal after square law detection and summation of both hybrid outputs 
2: Signal of the sum output port of the hybrid 
3: Signal of the difference output port of the hybrid

Figure 6-8: Measured patterns of a symmetric-pair with 2 A spacing in 
isotropic mode
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7.1. SUMMARY

In summarising the material presented in chapters 2 to 6, the 
following statements can be made:

7.1.1. Symmetric-pairs in general

It has been shown that the concept of processing the signals of pairs 
of antenna elements is simple but powerful, and each symmetric-pair can 
be treated as an independent sub-array which standardises and simplifies 
the relevant calculations. The symmetric-pair principle is broadband and 
works therefore over a wide frequency range.

The output signals of symmetric-pairs are ideally ju st in phase or 
anti-phase with each other irrespective of the signal's angle of arrival. 
This inherently binary characteristic eases the extraction and processing 
of the relevant information and makes symmetric-pair arrays quite robust 
against phase and amplitude errors.

Depending on the applied processing technique, symmetric-pairs 
quantise the phase of the received signal to the nearest hemisphere, 
quadrant or octant.

7.1.2. Symmetric-pairs in direction finding

Fully unambiguous 3 dimensional direction finding can be performed 
with symmetric-pair arrays, and both azimuth and elevation angle of the

187
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received signal can be determined. Symmetric-pair DF systems are very- 
wide-aperture direction finders.

The required algorithms and techniques for direction finding with 
symmetric-pairs have been developed, and it has been found that the most 
effective arrangement for direction finding is a set up with three mutually 
orthogonal collinear axes. The accuracy of such a symmetric-pair 
direction finder varies by a factor of only V2 in azimuth and elevation over 
the entire three dimensioned space.

No highly accurate amplitude or phase measurements have to be 
carried out to locate the angle of arrival, since the polarity of the baseband 
signals contains the relevant information. The effects of mutual coupling 
are reduced due to the symmetry of the antenna configuration of the DF 
system.

Symmetric-pair direction finders are susceptible to multi-signal 
conditions. Additional signals in the same frequency band can cause a 
shift of the phase transition angles and lead to incorrect bearings.

Three different possibilities to enhance the system sensitivity at 
baseband have been examined and compared in detail. In conclusion it 
was decided to use the integrate and dump approach, which allows fast 
measurements combined with the best possible signal-to-noise ratio 
improvement and is entirely hardware based.

The introduction of the 'don't know' option as a third possible state for 
the baseband signal allows the system to cope with angles of arrival that 
are close to the nulls in the grating lobe pattern  of a pair. As a 
consequence, the probability of detection of the DF system is virtually 
independent of the angle of arrival.

Two different strategies to set the threshold of the bipolar phase 
detector bank have been developed and assessed. The method where the 
threshold is set for constant signal plus noise power at the AGC output 
proved to be the better solution because it is easy to implement, adapts 
itself inherently to varying noise levels and does not need constant 
recalibration.
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7.1.3. Symmetric-pairs in communications

Symmetric-pair arrays can be used for agile beam forming. Discrete 
equal and opposite phase shifts a t the elements or a bus-bar system yield 
an array gain th a t is close to the gain achievable with fully co-phasal 
sum m ation.

The use of equal and opposite phase shifts to improve the DF accuracy 
or the array  gain in beam forming halves the number of control 
parameters to be calculated.

Gain with isotropic coverage for reception can be obtained with 
symmetric-pairs, which was not possible with any of the previously 
known array  configurations. The experimental results have shown 
conclusively that it is possible to generate omnidirectional coverage from a 
single pair of elements.

7.2. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

In view of the above summary it can be said that the symmetric-pair 
concept for antenna arrays is certainly worth pursuing. It exhibits 
features such as the binary character of the pair output or the relative 
robustness against phase and amplitude errors that make it attractive for 
many applications. Apart from the investigation of the general properties 
of symm etric-pairs, the em phasis of this thesis has been on the 
examination of the potential of this novel type of array for direction 
finding. Initial experiments and theory strongly suggest that symmetric- 
pair direction finders could be an interesting alternative to current DF 
systems. This is mainly due to the fact tha t all known multi-channel 
direction finders need extremely well matched channel responses. (The 
amplitude and phase responses of different channels m ust often be 
matched to fractions of a dB or degree.) Symmetric-pair DF systems do not 
have to meet such stringent requirements since they are more tolerant of 
these errors.

The graphs and tables provided in this thesis allow the design of a 
symmetric-pair DF system to given specifications, such as minimum
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accuracy, average time for a complete bearing, system false-alarm rate or 
system sensitivity.

To see whether the predictions for the performance of symmetric-pair 
direction finders are correct, it is necessary to build a fully operational 
prototype as soon as possible. Since symmetric-pair DF systems are very- 
wide-aperture direction finders, it is recommended to choose an operating 
frequency around X-band, to obtain reasonable dimensions for the 
prototype, which eases construction and testing. Higher frequencies are 
not advisable, because technology becomes more complicated and 
vulnerable, and unwanted side effects are bound to lead to unnecessary 
complications. The initial prototype should only be two dimensional and 
cover not more than one hemisphere, since this is sufficient to prove the 
principles. Because the test array does not need to be very sensitive, short 
non-resonant monopoles are a possible choice for the antenna elements, 
as they are easy to manufacture, yield reproducible identical patterns and 
reduce mutual coupling effects.

A combination of the direction finding and beam forming capabilities 
of symmetric pair-arrays is also worth considering. In communications it 
is possible to have situations where the exact location of a transm itter is 
unknown. The same array could then be used to locate the emitter in the 
first place and subsequently form a beam in its direction to obtain a high 
enough signal-to-noise ratio th a t allows reliable communication between 
the two stations.

Further investigations of the communications aspect of symmetric- 
pair arrays could also include a more detailed analysis of the effects of 
squaring on different types of modulation. This would help to characterise 
the signal requirements for symmetric-pair arrays tha t are used for gain 
with isotropic coverage.
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A l  S e c o n d  M eth o d  TO D e r iv e  THE O u t p u t  
P h a se  o f  a  S ym m etric-F a ir  w ith  P h a se  a n d  
A m p l it u d e  E r r o r s

The alternative derivation of the phase ())pgg of a symmetric-pair with 
phase and amplitude errors explores the relationships between the vectors 
of the symmetric pair as shown in Fig. Al-1.

I (Reference phase)

Reference phase

pae

res

Error affected vectors 
of the symmetric-pair V+AV

Figure Al-1: Vector representation o f phase and amplitude errors o f a 
symmetric-pair

To calculate (j)p̂g, the following relation can be used [Bro 83]:

With Fig. Al-1 and eqn. (Al.l), (j)pae is now defined as:

4>pae = 4) + (|)e- 6  = ()) + ()),-a rc tan V sin(7i-2(j))

= <{) + (j)g -  arctan

V -f AV -  V cos(tc -  2(|))

V sin(2<l)) ^
AV + 2V coŝ ((}))

.(Al.l)

.(A1.2)
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Using the  following form ula [Bro 83],

arctan(x) + arctan(y) = arctan x± y  
1 + xy .(AI.3)

eqn. (A1.2) can be modified to:

4)pae = arctan

.(AI.4)

After some manipulations, it is possible to bring eqn. (A1.4) in the 
following form:

4)pae = arctan
'^(2V +AV)cos(<|))sin((j)e) +AVcos((j^)sin((t) 

(2V +AV)cos((|))cos;(<t)e)-AV sinl((|))sin(<j)g) ...(A1.5)

To be able to compare the above derivation with the result obtained in 
section 2.5.3, it is convenient to rearrange eqn. (2.18). With the help of eqn. 
(A1.3), eqn. (2.18), wbicb was obtained by superposition of the results for 
amplitude and| symmetrical phase error only, can be rew ritten in the 
following form:

4>pae =<|)e +arctan AV
2V + AV

tan((j)) = arctan AV
2V + AV

tan(<l))

= arctan (2V +AV)cos((j))sin(<|)g) +AV cos(%)sin((|) ) 
(2 V + AV) cos(<|)) cos((|)e ) -  AV sin(<j>) sin((j)g )

...(A1.6)

A comparison of eqn. (A1.5) and eqn. (A1.6) shows th a t the two 
expressions are identical, wbicb means tha t both derivations yield the 
same result.



A 2  D e r iv a t io n  o f  t h e  A zim u th  a n d  E lev a tio n  
A n g l e  in  t h e  L ocal C o o r d in a t e  S ystem

In this appendix, the angles and are derived in a local coordinate 
system for given <j)conei> ĉone2 T It can be seen in Fig. A2-1 and Fig. A2- 
2 that the calculations are based on the assumption that the intersections 
take place on the surface of a unity sphere. Furthermore, the variables a,, 
and 0,, stand for the adjacent and opposite of a right-angled triangle with 
the angle a, b and c are auxiliary parameters.

Using Fig. A2-1, the following expression for the elevation angle 
can be obtained:

sin(e^) = h /1  ...(A2.1)

As can be seen in Fig. A2-1, h can be expressed as:

h^=Oi^-c^ ...(A2.2)

where:
Oi =lsin((t)„„^,) ...(A2.3a)

bc =
sin(y) .(A2.3b)

With Fig. A2-2, b can be derived as follows:

b = a2 - a  • ...(A2.4)
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where:
Ej =1C0S((1)^,2)
a = cos(y)

and:
El =lC0s(<|)^el)

...(A2.5e )

...(A2.5b)

...(A2.6)

Using eqns. (A2.3b) to (A2.6), the following expression for c can now 
be derived:

c = (cos((|)^^j)- cos((t)„„.i )cos(y))/sin(Y) ...(A2.7)

Manipulating eqn. (A2.1) with the help of eqn. (A2.2), eqn. (A2.3a) and 
eqn. (A2.7) leads to the formula for the local elevation angle £̂ :

ê i/2 “  -  arcsin C08(<1>̂ „.2 ) -  cos(4)»n.i ) cos(y ) 
sin(y) ...(A2.8)

The ± sign for the elevation angle takes the ambiguity of the 
intersection into account (see Fig. A2-1).

Fig. A2-1 defines the azimuth angle as:

ta n ( a j  =
...(A2.9)

After substitution of eqn. (A2.7) into eqn. (A2.9), the local azimuth 
angle is equal to:

= arctan C0 s(<l>c».e2 ) -  COs(<l>cn.l ) COsCy)
V

cone g /   \  T conei /  \  /

sin(Y)cos(<t)^„) ^ ...(A2.10)
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•  Intersection with the 
rim of the other cone

Figure A2-1: Derivation o f the local azimuth and elevation angle

4̂ conel

•  Intersection with the 
rim of the other cone

Figure A2-2: Derivation of the local azimuth and elevation angle (Top view)



A 3  S o l id  A n g l e  C o v e r ed  b y  th e  In t e r se c t io n  
OF Two C o n e s  fr o m  O r th o g o n a l  A x e s

The area of a (mathematically) smooth surface is defined as [Spi 88]:

where z = f(x,y) is the equation th a t describes the surface. In this 
calculation, the surface under consideration is the surface of a unity 
sphere, and z is therefore equal to:

z = y jl-x ^  -y^

Hence, the integral to be solved has the following form:

1IÎ
yi *1

dx dy

Integrating eqn. (A3.3) with respect to x gives:

arcsin dy

These are now two integrals of the type:

j arcsin
v r :

dz

After integration by parts, eqn. (A3.5) becomes:

z arcsin
V

...(A3.2)

...(A3.3)

...(A3.4)

...(A3.5)

...(A3.6)
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With the substitution u = 1 - , eqn. (A3.6) can be rewritten as:

z arcsin -c  V l - u_ f -c  VI- 
J 2uV u-

du
...(A3.7)

Expanding eqn. (A3.7) with V l - u  finally gives:

zarcsin
V Ï - 7

-     du+ [ ----- 7— £---------
 ̂ 2^-u^ + (ĉ  + l)u -  •' 2ui/-<i^i-7c^i-T)iv-

•du

...(A3.8)

These are integrals containing V ax^ + bx + c tha t can be solved with 
the help of standard integral tables (e.g. [Gra 80], integrals No. 2.261 and 
No. 2.266, or [Bro 83], integrals No. 241 and No. 258).

Equation (A3.4) can now be manipulated with the help of eqns. (A3.5) 
to eqn. (A3.8), which leads to the following expression for the surface 
integral:

ÎÎ
yi *1

dx dy =

y 2 arcsin
ya

y  I arcsin
Yi'

y  2 arcsin

Yi arcsin

y2

arcsin
2

X g+ —  arcsin 
2

X, arcsin
2

X,+ — arcsin 
2

*2̂

Xg^-l-2y2^
2-1

+ —arcsin 
2

X2 - 1
+ —arcsin 

2

(̂ 2̂  +l)(l-yg2)-2x2‘ 
(l-ya")|^a'-l|

(xj’’ +l)(l-yi*)-2x2

*1̂  ~t~2yg'
Xi^-l + —arcsin 

2

x i'-l-2 y ,"
k ' - i |

(i-yi^)|x2^-i|

(xî  + i)(l-y2^)-2x]

+ —arcsin 
2

(xi‘ + l) ( l -y i^ ) -2 x |

...(3.14)
where: I... I means absolute value



A 4  M a x im u m  E r r o r  Ca u s e d  b y  M u t u a l  C o u p 
l in g  AND F e e d  N etw o rk  Im p e r f e c t io n s

To assess the impact of systematic errors on the accuracy of the DF 
system, the m agnitude of the towards the feed network travelling 
corrupted signals (= bj^^) m ust be known (see Fig. 3-18). For the 
calculation of it is necessary to determine the vector bp^, and evaluate 
the mutual coupling coefficients.

A 4.1. CALCULATION OF bp̂ :

The scattering parameters of a 180° hybrid are as follows:

b = H a
or:

^ h l i b i a h i 3 h i s  ^
b F i.a h i 2 h.22 b a s —h a s S F i.a
b F a a l l l 3 b.23 b 3 3 h s 4 a F a a

^ b p a ^ ^ < b i3 —h a s b s 4 h 4 4  > »^aFa,a>

...(A4.1)

By assuming a reflection coefficient of p at the Z and A output port of 
the hybrid, two additional equations can be obtained:

aFu = pbFi,i 
aFu = pbpi^

...(A4.2a)

...(A4.2b)

Manipulation of the above equations yields the formulae for bp  ̂  ̂ and 
bpj 2- Since no information about the exact phases of either the hybrid 
coefficients or the reflection coefficient p is available, bp  ̂  ̂ and bp  ̂  ̂must be 
estimated with their absolute values:
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1 “  2 ) h 2 3 ^ 1 2 P  +  (® F 2  1 +  ® F j 2 ) h l 3  ( 1  -  h g g p )

(1 -  hiip)(l -  b.22p) -  (hi2p)‘
,..(A4.3a)

(“ 2̂.1 " ̂ 2̂,2 + (̂ F2,1 +^F2,2 )h 2 3 ( l-h iip )

(1 -  h iip)(l -  hggp) -  (hi2P)‘
...(A4.3b)

where according to the data sheet of an x-band hybrid:
I h^g I = I h2g I « Ih^^l = lh2 4 l ~ l/VT, I hxx I < 0.2 and 
I h^21 ~ I hg4 1 = I p I <0.1

The expressions for bpgi and bp^^ can be derived using eqn. (A4.1) and 
eqns. (A4.2a/b):

bF2,i = hi3 p bpj, + h23 p bpi 2 + h33 ap̂  j + ap^. ...(A4.4a)

bFz,2 = hi3 p bp, j - hg3 p bp, j + h34 ap  ̂, + ap̂  , ...(A4.4a)

After insertion of eqns. (A4.3a/b) into eqns. (A4.4a/b) and with the 
numbers from above, it is possible to approximate the expressions for bpgj 
and bp2 2 as a function of apg i and ap  ̂g:

bp^,  ̂ 0.3 apg  ̂ +0.1 apg^
...(A4.5a)

bp2 j ^ 0.3 ap  ̂j +0.1 ap„,
...(A4.5b)

It should be mentioned tha t the finite isolation between the two 
element ports of the hybrid and contributions from signals reflected at 
these ports dominate bpg ̂  and bp  ̂g. Hence, low reflection coefficients and 
high isolation would decrease the magnitude of bpg ̂  and bpg g.
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A 4.2. CALCULATION OF THE MUTUAL COUPLING COEFFICIENTS:

The mutual coupling matrix of this five element arrangement has the 
following form (compare with Fig. 3-19 and eqn 3.1?):

bMi.r m i l m i2 m i  2 m i 2 m i2 ^ a M i , /

b M l,2 m i 2 m 2 2 m 2 3 m 2 4 m 2 4 aM i,2

bM l,3 = m i 2 m 2 3 m 2 2 m 2 4 m 2 4 aM i,3

bM i.4 m i 2 m 2 4 m 2 4 m 2 2 m 2 3 aM i,4

bMl,Gy < m i2 m 2 4 m 2 4 m 2 3 m 22> âMl,5y ...(A4.6)

Since the array elements are assumed to be dipoles, the m utual 
coupling coefficients are calculated utilising the data for the mutual 
impedances of two parallel dipoles given by Kraus [Kra 88]. The 
impedances can be converted into scattering coefficients with the 
following formula:

S = ( Z - I )  (Z + I)-1 ...(A4.7)

where Z is the impedance coupling matrix, normalised to 500, S is the 
corresponding scattering matrix and I the identity matrix.

Spacing
Mutual impedance 

coefficients 
(normalised to 500)

Scattering param 
reflection coefficiei

1 Olxxl = 01

leters for different 
[its at the elements

1 oixxl — 0.2

1
2

%
f l
X

zi2 = -0.254 - jO.56 

Z24 = -0.5 

Z23 = 0.076 + jO.36

1 mi2| = 0.143 

1 m24| = 0.048 

1 0123I -  0.017

1 RI12I = 0.169 

1 DI24I = 0.056 

1 ni23l = 0.021

Table A4-1: Impedance and scattering parameters for the coupling 
between two parallel dipoles

Since the exact reflection coefficients m^x of the elements are 
unknown, they had to be approximated by assumed maximum values. 
The mutual coupling coefficients are then calculated for the phase values
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of the reflection coefficient that yield maximum coupling. Table A4-1 gives 
the m utual impedance coefficients and the corresponding worst case 
scattering parameters for the coupling between two parallel dipoles for 
different spacings.

A 4.3. CALCULATION OF THE MAXIMUM ERROR:

To describe the influence of mutual coupling and an imperfect feed 
network on the performance of the system, the signals travelling towards 
the ports of each hybrid and the signal of the reference element must be 
calculated. With eqn. A4.6 and knowing that M21 is an identity matrix (see 
section 3.6.1.), the following equations can be derived:

^Mi.! = ^ 1 1  ^Mi,! + 1̂ 12 (^Mi,2 + ^Mi,3 + ^Mi,4 + 1 ...(A4.8a)

^Mi.2 = 1^12 ^M i.i + ^ 2 2  ^Mi,2 +n^23 % , 3  +"^24 ( % , 4  + ^M i.5  ̂ +  eVi(G)

...(A4.8b)

^ M i ,3 =  ™ 1 2  ^ M i,i +  n^23 ^ M i ,2 + ™ 2 2  % , 3  + ” ^24 ( % , 4  +  +  eV2(^)

...(A4.8c)

where the last term  in every equation represents the signal incident at 
each element. The equations for the second hybrid are similar to eqn. 
(A4.8b) and eqn. (A4.8c).

Because of the symmetry of the arrangement, it can be assumed that 
the signals travelling towards the elements of the two pairs have the same 
absolute value:

I ^Mi,2 • = •^Mi,3 • = I^Mi.4 • = I % ,6  ’ ...(A4.9)

Accepting th a t the signal of the reference element encounters a 
reflection coefficient of p and using eqns. (A4.5) with ajvî  = bp^, it is
possible to obtain two additional equations:

I &Mi,i I = IP ^Mi,i I ...(A4.10a)
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I ajvi,  ̂ I = Iajiis 1 = I 3m,,4 I = IaM,^ I = 0.4 IbMi j I =0.4 IbM,,3 I
...(A4.10b)

Insertion of eqns. (A4.10a/b) into eqns. (A4.8a-c) leads to expressions 
of the following form:

I bMi,i I ^ 111 + + 14 m j2 0.4 bjvii 2 1 ...(A4.11a)

I bMi^ I ^ I eVi(8) I + I (mgg +m23) 0.4 bw,^ I +
I m24 0.8 bMi 1 + ni22 p b ^ n  I ...(A4.11b)

IbMi gl ^ leV2(®)| + I (ni22+m23) 0.4 bMi,31 +
I ni24 0.8 bjvi,, + p b ^ n  I ...(A4.11c)

With I p I = 0.1 and the numbers from above, these equations can be 
solved for bj^i * the worst case magnitudes of the signals travelling
towards the feed network can be calculated. The knowledge of the 
magnitude of allows us now to explain the influence of m utual
coupling and the imperfections of the feed network on the DF accuracy in 
more detail.

The examination of the two signals travelling towards the element 
port of a hybrid shows th a t part of the error signal comes from the 
interaction between the elements of a pair and the other elements of the 
array. Due to the symmetry of the array, this portion has identical 
influence on both elements of a pair and does not affect the DF accuracy, it 
only offsets the phase of the S and A processed pair signal relative to the 
reference phase. This part is given by:

I bMi,2 1 (a) = I eVi(8) I + I ni24 0.8 bM,, + mjg P bM^ I ...(A4.12a)
I bMi,31 (a) = ' ' + I n»24 0 8 bMi,i + m i2 P bMi,i I ...(A4.12b)

The other part, which accounts for the coupling between the elements 
of a pair and the reflection coefficient of the elements can act as opposite 
phase shift between the signals of a pair as well as in phase component for 
both elements, dependent on the phases of I aMi 2 I and I a^ j 3 I. Since the
phase of most of the error parameters is not known, it is impossible to
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predict the portions of these two components. For a worst case scenario, it 
is assumed th a t the error vectors are in quadrature to the signal and
opposite for the input signals of the hybrid. Hence, the maximum portion
which can cause opposite phase deviation is given as follows:

I bMi,2 1 (b) = I (™22 +11123) 0.4 1 ...(A4.13a)
I bMi,31 (b) = I (“ 22 +“ 23) 0.4 bMi,31 ...(A4.13b)

Each of the signals in eqns. (A4.12a/b) and eqns. (A4.13a/b) consists of 
the original signal vector with unity length and an error vector on top of it. 
To calculate the maximum phase deviation of each signal, it is assumed 
th a t the error vector is in quadrature with the signal vector. If the 
maximum amplitude difference between two signals is of interest, it is 
assumed that the error vector is in phase with one and in anti-phase with 
the other signal. Table 3-6 in Chapter 3 summarises the effects of an 
imperfect feed network and m utual coupling on the DF system for 
different reflection coefficients of the dipole elements.



AS N o ise  P o w er  AT TEDE P h a se  D etecto r  
O u t p u t  a f t e r  In t e g r a t io n

The expression for the noise power a t the phase detector output after 
integration over a fixed period T is given by (see eqn. (4.30) in chapter 4):

T = 0 ...(A5.1)

where R^(r) is the autocorrelation function of the noise at the correlator 
output, which is (see eqn.(4.20) in chapter 4):

7Cr>ipT IF
...(A5.2)

Inserting eqn. (A5.2) into eqn. (A5.1) and with the substitution 
X = TcBjpT, the following expression can be obtained:

TnBjp ,

ai = J [c. sin(x) -Cg sin(x) + c sin^(x) sin^(x)^- c dx
...(A5.3)

with:

Cl —- Z lz Z l .  .  -  y i-y 2 . „ _Y2.  ̂ _ y2
n ; Cg =  rr ; C 3 = - f ;  C 4 = 3BipT 7C TĈ BjpT

Applying the relation sin^(x) = ■^(l-cos(2x)), eqn. (A5.3) can be

modified to:

2 _ I I _ sin(x)
= r(= . -  Co sin I \ l-cos(2x) l-cos(2x)

dx
...(A5.4)
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The above integral can be solved using

r cos(ax)^ _  cos(ax) ^ r sin(ax)^  
J  X J  X ([Bey 78], integral No. 405)

and the series representations of two of the integrals:

r d x = ÿ  (-1 )" —
J X "  (2 n + l) (2 n(2 n + l) (2 n + l)! (ggy 7 3 ], integral No. 397)

([Bey 78], integral No. 398)

Integrating eqn. (A5.4) and after few manipulations, o i bas the 
following form:

=
Ÿ  / , Cl ( x f "  +C3 2(x) 
6  (2n + l) (2n

2 n + l

Cg COs(x)-Cj

(2n + l) (2n + l)! 

sin^(x) C4 V  / i\n (2x)
n = l

2n (2n)!

T ltB r

...(A5.5)

After insertion of the bounds of the integral and with:

sin^(x)^'^“P'*“* . 2 sin(x)cos(x) _ bm  = lim —  = 0
x-»0  X  x -*0  1

the noise power at the output of the phase detector after integration over a 
fixed period of time T is equal to:

u(ci + 203) + ̂  (-1 )"
n = l

c ,(u r^ 4 c 3 (2 u r" "  , c,(2u)2 n + l v2n

+
(2n + l) (2n + l)! 4n (2n)

+

Cg(cOs(u)-l)-C 2
^sin^(u)^

u
...(A5.6)

where u = tc BjpT.



A 6  In t e g r a t e d  O u t p u t  o f  a n  A n a l o g u e  Cr o s s - 
C o r r e l a t o r  FED WITH Ga u ss ia n  N o ise

The first five sections of this appendix are based on an unpublished 
note by Milne [Mil 91]. The main derivations and results are reproduced 
here with some additional comments and references. In the remaining 
appendix, it is shown th a t Milne's results can be related to expressions 
obtained by Andrews and Brice [And 83].

A cross correlator is fed with zero mean narrow band Gaussian noise 
and its output signal is sampled after zonal low-pass filtering. Firstly, the 
probability density function (pdf) of a single sample is derived, before the 
pdf for the summation of n independent samples will be obtained. A 
formula for the probability to exceed a certain threshold will also be 
presented. The examined arrangement is shown in Fig. A6-1.

n i(t)

z(t)

Figure A6-1: Examined cross-correlator

A6.1 PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION FOR A SINGLE SAMPLE

The narrow band noise in the two input channels of the correlator is 
represented using the quadrature representation of narrow band noise 
where [Wha 70]:

n i(t) = Xi(t)cos(cot)-yi sin(cot) .(A6.1a)

214
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Hg (t) = Xg (t) cos(o)t) -  y 2 sin(cot)

The signals Xx(t) and yx(t) are quadrature components of the noise, 
which themselves have Gaussian distribution, since nx(t) is Gaussian. 
The noise powers of the two inputs are:

E[n^“(t)] = E[xi^(t)] = E[y,^(t)] = a? 

E [n / (t)] = E[x/  (t)] = E [y / (t)] = o:

...(A6.2a)

..(A6.2b)

For the rest of the analysis, the time dependence of the variables x, y, 
z and n will be dropped for simplification. There is no correlation between 
xi and yi or between X2 and y2, and the modulus of the overall correlation 
coefficient p between the inputs is defined by:

...(A6.3)

Whereby the in-phase correlation coefficient is

E[xiXj] + E[y,y2] E[x^X;] _ Efyjy^]
Po - 2aiaj a, a <j,a ...(A6.4a)

and the quadrature correlation coefficient is given by:

^ E[xiy^]-E[yiX;] ^ _ E [ y ^  ^ E[xiyJ 
2o Ĝ2 C1O2 ...(A6.4b)

After zonal low-pass filtering to remove double frequency 
components, the probability density function for a single sample of the 
output z of the analogue correlator is given by Brice's and Andrews's eqn. 
(16) (for a multipher constant k  = 1) [Bri 82]:

Pl(z) = exp -2z
CiG2 + poj

for z > 0

...(A6.5a)
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or

Pl(z) = exp 2z for z < 0

...(A6.5b)

The subsequent mathematics is simplified by introducing a change of 
variables. Writing

a  =

and

P =
“  Po )

...(A6.6a)

...(A6.6b)

the pdf for one sample can be rewritten as:

Pi(z) = •^j^exp[-ccz] for z> 0

or

Pi (z) = exp[pz] for z < 0

...(A6.7a)

...(A6.7b)

A6.2 PDF FOR TEIE ADDITION OF TWO INDEPENDENT SAMPLES

The PDF for the summation of two independent samples is obtained 
by convolving pi(z) with itself. Thus

P ; W =  J P i ( x ) P i ( z -x ) d x
...(A6.8)
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For positive values of the output z, this becomes

0 z “>

J  exp[(P + a)x]dx + J  dx + J  exp[(P + a)(z -  x)]dxP2(z) =
•» 0 x=z

2

ÿ-exp(-az) [2 + (P + a)z] for z> 0

...(A6.9a)

Similar calculations for negative z give:

.2

P2(z) = 7^ - ^ e x p ( P z )  [2-(P+a)z] for z< 0
...(A6.9b)

A6.3 PDF FOR THE ADDraON OF nBSDEPENDENT SAMPLES

F u rth e r convolutions involve complete Gamma function type 
integrals such as:

J v“"̂  exp(-av)dv = ([Bro 83], §1.1.3.4. No. 1)

and

I v ”-* exp(av)dv =  ̂ J™

After continuing the convolution process for the first few values of n, 
it is possible to deduce a general expression for the PDF for the 
summation of n independent samples of the form:

D (P “ )" f  flzP ft»- Z>0
(p + af" '*  (exp(Pz) f o rz < 0  ...(A6.10)
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where fn (z )  is a polynomial of degree n-1, i.e.:

f . (z) = So + 3; [(P + a)z]+ aj[(p + a )z f  + ... a„_i [(P + a)z]n—1

Further inspection suggests th a t the coefficient corresponding to 
[(|34-a)z]^ is:

(2n — 2 — k)!
a  =  V---------------------------- -̂--------------

k! ( n -k - 1 ) !  (n-1)!

In particular

a -  (2n -2 )i
“ (n -1 )! ( n -1 ) ! ’ * 2 ’ -* (n-1)!

It is now possible to write f^(|z|) in the following form:

f P z P -V  ( 2 n -2 -k ) !  [(P + g)|z|f 
"̂ 1 ^  k! (n - l-k ) !  (n-1)! ...(A6.11)

Milne verified by induction the formula for the addition of n 
independent samples (eqn. (A6.10)).

A6.5 PROBABnJTY OF EXCEEDING A THRESHOLD

The probability of the output exceeding a positive threshold T is:

P (z>T ) = Jp„(z)dz ...(A6.12)
T

which becomes with eqn. (A6.10) and eqn. (A6.11):

_ ( P a ) ^ r  / ( 2 n -2 - k ) l  [(p-t-g)|z|]

...(A6.13)
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The integral can be evaluated as a series of incomplete Gamma 
functions

The above transformations have been made using relations 6.1.6, 
6.5.3, 26.4.19 and 26.4.21 in Abramowitz and Stegun [Abr 70]. The result 
has the following form:

...(A6.14a)

Alternatively, writing p = (n-l-k), the result becomes:

...(A6.14b)

A6.6 PROOF THAT MILNE’S AND ANDREWS’S EXPRESSIONS FOR 
THE PDF AND CDF ARE IDENTICAL

Andrews and Brice derive in their paper expressions for the pdf and 
cdf (cumulative distribution function) at the output of an analogue cross
correlator after the summation of n independent samples [And 83]. For 
the case of no input signals, their results can be related to Milne's. The 
difference between the two derivations is th a t Andrews and Brice 
calculate the pdf and cdf using the characteristic function, whereas Milne 
repeatedly convolves the pdf for a single sample with itself. The proof that 
both results are identical is just given for z > 0, it can be similarly shown
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for z < 0. Andrews’s eqn. (43a) for z > 0 with his "starred" parameters 
inserted and a correction factor of 1/ a j C T g h a s  the following form:

Pn(z) = (n -1)!
exp -2z

+ P o )

„-i (n + m -1)!s
f f  \ 2 Am

1 - P o

\ ^ 0  J

m=0 m!(n —m —1 ) ! 4 ™ ~ j
...(A6.15)

With the index manipulation k = n-m-1 and exploiting th a t = 
^0^+Po^ the previous equation becomes:

Pn(z) = (n-1)!
exp -2z

n—1I
+ P o )

( 2 n -k - 2 ) l  (l-p^)"  ̂  ̂ ẑ

^  ( n -k - l) !k !4 " ^  ^
2 n - k - l

...(A6.16)

Milne's corresponding result for z > 0 is eqn. (A6.11) inserted in eqn. 
(A6.10) which leads to the following expression:

I \ (P®)" -2z
+  p o j X( 2 n -2 - k ) l  (p + g)^z^ 

k! (n - l-k )!  (n-1)!
k=0

...(A6.17)

a  and P are given in eqn.(A6.6). Inspection suggests that eqn. (A6.16) 
and eqn. (A6.17) are identical if it can be shown that:

n —k —1
(Pa)"(P+g)'‘  _______ ( l - p ')

(P + « r ‘
...(A6.18)
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Insertion of a  and p in the above equation shows th a t the two 
equations are identical. It should be noted, that the correction factor of 

for Andrews's expression of the pdf must be also used for
z<0.

The cdf can be derived from the pdf by evaluating the integral:

Z ÛO

F(z) = J p(z)dz = 1 “ J p(z)dz
z ...(A6.19)

Andrews's expression for the cdf for z > 0 (eqn. 44a [And 83]) with his 
"starred " parameters inserted is:

Fn(z) = l - 1 + Po/ 1 -2z
2

V
(n -l) l"^ P ^1^2 ( “  ̂ 0̂  + Pô  )

n—1 n—p—1 

p=o k=o pi kî 2^-^

( n - l  + p)! 1 - Po

1 -
Po
“ V

p+k

...(A6.20)

Milne did not exactly derive the cdf, but the complement of it. Using 
eqn. (A6.19), it is possible to calculate the corresponding cumulative 
distribution function. With the series representation of the incomplete 
Gamma function inserted in eqn. (A6.14b), Milne's cdf is equal to:

exp -2z

+Po)

a \p (n - l  + p)! ẑ
n —1 n —p—1

+ p! (n-1)! k!
<■=<> '"o ...(A6.21)
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Again, inspection suggests tha t eqn. (A6.20) and eqn. (AG.21) are 
identical, if:

r M 1
n ^

vP+® J V

1 + P o / V  
2

...(A6.22a)

and:

a p+k

1 - Po

(Vi~ v )
(a + py 2?- k 1 + Po

p+k

(^1^2 )
...(A6.22b)

Inserting the expressions for a  and p in the above equations and after 
some algebra, it can be shown that relations (A6.22a) and (A6.22b) bold.

The expressions for both the pdf and cdf of the sum of n sampled 
outputs of an analogue cross-correlator obtained by Andrews et al. and 
Milne are therefore identical.



A 7  M e a n , V a r ia n c e  a n d  C o r r e l a t io n  C o e f f i
c ie n t  OF THE E AND A BASEBAND SIGNALS

A7.1 PRELIM IN A RY  REM ARKS

This appendix contains the derivation of the mean and variance of the 
output of the Z and A cross-correlator of the symmetric-pair DF system 
after integration of n independent samples. The correlation coefficient of 
the Z and A baseband signal will also be derived, and some analysis that 
cross checks the expressions obtained for the mean and variance is given 
in the last section of this appendix.

The output signals of the Z and A correlators have been derived in 
chapter 5 and are given by eqn. (5.21) and eqn. (5.22). The Z output has the 
following form:

Zz(t) = I  [2A* cos((|))+2A cos((t))n,3 (t) + A(n., (t) + n.j (t))

+(nc (t) + n ,2 (t))n .3 (t) + (n„ (t) + (t))n ,3 (t)] ...(A7.1 )

and the A output is given by:

(t) = ^  [2A  ̂sin((|)) + 2A sin((t))n,3 (t) + A(n,i(t) -  n,; (t)) 

+(n,i(t) -  n .3 (t))n ,3 (t) + (n,j (t) -  n ,i(t))n ,3 (t)]
...(A7.2)

All the G aussian distributed quadrature noise components are 
uncorrelated and hence independent of each other [Cla 85]. To simplify the 
calculation of the mean and variance, it is therefore sensible to rearrange 
the terms of the correlator outputs in groups of mutually independent

223
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processes. After the separation of the variables, the S and A outputs have 
the following generalised form:

ax + c^U  ̂4-X^U  ̂+ Y^V,
III ...(A7.3)

where the index x denotes whether it  is the E or the A signal. The 
definition of the constants a, b, c and the variâtes X, Y, U, V is as follows:

a^ = 2A^ cos((|)), a^ = 2 A  ̂sin(({)),
bj; = 2Acos((|)), = 2Asin((j)),
Cj = A,  c  ̂ = A,

— ^c3(t)» — ^c3(t)»
-  1̂83 (t)* ^A -  1̂83

Ur = n ,i(t)  + n,2(t), U^ = nsi(t)-n ,g (t),
Vr = n ,i(t)  + n,2(t), = n ,2 (t)-n ,i(t) ,

The following points are a summary of useful rules and relations, 
which have been applied to calculate the mean, variance and correlation 
coefficient of the E and A baseband signals:

(1) The expectation of any of the variâtes X, Y, U and V is zero, since they 
have zero mean.

(2) Since the variâtes X, Y, U and V have zero mean, the second moment 
and the second central moment are identical. (The second central 
moment is by definition the variance of a process.)

(3) The following rules for calculations with random variables are used 
[Cla 85]:

E[aX + b] = aE[X] + b (holds always)

E[X + Y+...] = E[X] + E[Y]+... (holds always)

E[X-Y-...] = E[X]-E[Y]- ... {orAy ÎOT independent variâtes)

x̂+Y+... = Gx +GY+. .. (only for independent variâtes)
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A7.2 MEAN AND VARIANCE OF THE LAND A CROSS-CORRELATOR 
OUTPUT AFTER SUMMATION OF N INDEPENDENT SAMPLES

Applying the above rules, the mean and variance of the three 
independent random processes in eqn. (A7.3) can now be calculated as 
follows:

Process I:

Since the process of type I is a constant, its mean and variance are: 

mj = E[ajj] — a^ ...(A7.4a)

a f = E [ ( a , - E [ a , ] f =  0 ...(A7.4b)

Process II:

= E[b^X^ + c^U  ̂+ X^U^] = 0

<  = E[((b,X, + c,U. + X,U. ) -  E[b.X. + c,U, + X,U. ] f  ]

= E[(b. (X, -  E[X, ]) + c, (U. -  E[U, ]) + (X,U, -  E[X,U, ]))' 

= b /  E[X,»] + c/  E [ u / ]  + E [x / ]  E[u / ]

= b > |

,.(A7.5a)

,..(A7.5b)

Process III:

ĉ .i = e [(Y ,V ,-E [Y ,V J)‘

= e [y ,^V / -2Y .V .E[Y ,]E[V J + (E[Y,]E[VJ)=

= e [y / ] e [v / ]

.(A7.6a)

.(A7.6b)
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Utilising the independence of the three separated processes, the mean 
and variance of the cross-correlator output are then:

= m j-I-m„ + mjii ...(A7.7a)

+^iii ...(A7.7b)

After the summation of n independent samples, the mean and
variance are equal to:

n

i=i ...(A7.8a)

i=i ...(A7.8b)

Resubstituting the actual values of the constants and variâtes into 
eqns. (A7.8a/b), the mean and variance of the E cross-correlator output 
become:

...(A7.9a)

[A^(4cos^(<t>) c l ,  +cl ,  + < J

<. )]+ ̂ .    . .. ...(A7.9b)

Assuming a noise power of a t all antenna elements, the variances 
of the quadrature components simplify to:

= n̂.3 =

The variance at the cross-correlator output can therefore be modified
to:

A  ̂ (7^ ( c o s ^ ( ( |) )  4- 0.5) + yn z , .(A7.9c)
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For the A cross-correlator, the results are:

...(A7.10,)

< ,  + <  + 0

+ < ,  j + oL  ( o : , + ) ]

With equal noise power at the antenna elements, eqn. (AT.lOb) 
reduces to:

1 6
(sin^ (<()) + 0.5) + (a^ )'

. . . ( A 7 . 1 Ü C )

A7.3 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN THE 2  AND A SIGNAL

The correlation coefficient between the Z and A signal of the 
symmetric-pair DF system is defined as follows:

E f(Z ,-E [Z ,]) (Z ,-E [Z j) l
Pea -

...(A7.ll)

This coefficient can be calculated with the results obtained in the 
previous section by letting n = 1. It should be noted th a t the above 
correlation coefficient ought not be confused with the sample correlation 
coefficient, which is defined slightly differently and used to establish the 
correlation between two unknown  processes by obtaining their sample 
mean, variance and covariance. The sample correlation coefficient is 
obviously a function of the number of samples and converges in the limit 
for a large number of samples to the correlation coefficient defined in eqn. 
(A7.11). In the case investigated here, both processes are well known and 
the definition of eqn. (A7.11) can be applied.

With eqn. (A7.3) and eqn. (A7.4a), the covariance of the two 
processes becomes:
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<̂z a = E [(Z ,-E [Z ,]) (Z ,-E [Z J)]

= E g (^z +̂ >2X2; + Cj;Uj; + Xj.Uĵ  + YjVj  ̂-a^)

g (̂ A +c^U^ + X^U^ + -a^ )

Applying the rules given in section A7.1, the expression for the 
covariance reduces to:

64
E [X ,X j = - ^ E [ ( n ,3 ( t ) f ' _  ( _ 2  

-  64

After replacement of the constants by their actual values and for 
equal noise power at the antenna elements, the numerator of eqn. (A7.11) 
is given by:

ZrẐ 64 32  ̂ ^ ...(A7.12)

The denominator of the correlation coefficient can be calculated with 
the help of eqn. (A7.9c) and eqn. (A7.10c), letting n = 1:

16
A  ̂cî (coŝ (<j)) + 0.5) + (o^y 1

16
A  ̂(ĵ (sin̂ (<})) + 0.5) + (a^y

...(A7.13)

Inserting eqn. (A7.12) and eqn. (A7.13) into eqn. (A7.11), the 
correlation coefficient has the following form:

P i A  -

0.5 Â  sin(<l))
^[A^ (cos (̂(|)) + 0.5) + a^] [a  ̂ (sin (̂<l)) + 0.5) + a^]

...(A7.14)
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A7.4 CROSS CHECK OF THE EXPRESSIONS OBTAINED FOR THE 
MEAN AND VARIANCE OF THE CORRELATOR OUTPUT

To test the correctness of the formulae for the mean and variance, the 
signal-to-noise ratio at the cross-correlator output is calculated using two 
different approaches. The first method derives the signal-to-noise ratio 
from the statistics of the signals, which means it uses the expressions for 
the mean and variance. The second approach is to utilise the formula for 
the signal-to-noise ratio of the output of a phase detector (see chapter 4), 
which has been derived in the time domain. The proof will ju st be 
undertaken for the Z signal, the calculations for the A signal follow the 
same arguments.

(1) The statistical approach:

The total power at the cross-correlator output is given by its second 
moment:

E [(Z ,f] = E [Z ,f+ 022
...(A7.15)

As shown before, the noise at the correlator output has zero mean and 
the mean of the output is its signal x signal component. The noise 
power of the output signal is therefore its variance, and the signal 
power its mean squared. Hence, using eqn. (A7.9a) and eqn. (A7.9c) 
and letting n = 1, the signal-to-noise ratio at the cross correlator 
output is defined as:

_S ^ E[Z^f ^ (a 7 4  cos((l))f
Nout a |  (a  ̂ a^(cos^(<j))-t-0.5) + (a^f ) / l6

\  ̂ ^   ̂  ̂ M / ...(A7.16)

With the signal-to-noise ratio of the antenna elements defined as

^  -  A72
N..t , ...(A7.17)
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eqn. (A7.16) for the signal-to-noise ratio at the correlator output can be 
modified to:

Nooi ^  ( l +2 cos’* ((!)))+ 1
N . . r  ’ ...(A7.18)

(2) The time domain approach:

The signal-to-noise ratio derived in the time domain of the output of a 
phase detector (cross-correlator) for uncorrelated input noise is given 
by eqn. (4.11) in chapter 4:

Q S S 2 /a i \

N et ^  +1
Ntai Ni„2 ...(A7.19)

where S/Ni and S/N2 are the signal-to-noise ratios at the inputs of the 
cross-correlator and <j)i and ^ 2  the respective relative phases. In the 
case of a 4 channel symmetric-pair DF system, as introduced in 
chapter 4.4, the signal-to-noise ratio of the Z input to the correlator is:

I  = 1  S ,
Nz Ninl Nant ...(A7.20)

The signal-to-noise ratio at the reference element input is:

Nr Nin2 Nant ...(A7.21)

Since the signals of the symmetric-pair and the reference element are 
ideally always just in phase or anti phase, (̂ i - (|>2 is only 0 or 7C and 
coŝ ((})l - (j)2) consequently always one.
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After insertion of eqn. (A7.20) and eqn. (A7.2I ) into eqn. (A7.19), the 
following expression for the signal-to-noise ratio a t the cross
correlator output can be obtained:

(l+2cos^((t))) + l
iN ant

N  out
ant ...(A7.22)

Comparison of eqn. (A7.18) and eqn. (A7.22) shows th a t the two 
expressions for the signal-to-noise ratios are identical. The formulae for 
the mean and variance of the cross-correlator output are therefore correct.



A 8  D e g r a d a t io n  o f  t h e  N o is e  P e r f o r m a n c e  o f  
A S ig n a l  S q u a r e r

The analysis presented in this appendix is based on similar work 
done by Brennan [Bre 90]. Fig. A8-1 shows the input and output signals of 
the squarer.

Input: 
Carrier f.

( )
Squarer 

(Frequency doubler)
+ band limited noise 

Figure A8-1: Signals o f the squarer

Output:
Carrier 2fc 
+ band limited noise

The input to the squarer consists of a carrier signal a t f̂  with 
amplitude and band limited noise around the carrier frequency with 
bandwidth B^ and a double sided noise power spectral density T|/2. The 
input signal ŝ (̂t) can be written as:

Si„ (t) = A, cos(co.t) + i/2tiB„ cos(o).t+ <t>„ (t))

The input signal-to-noise ratio is therefore:

S  ( A V V â f ________

Nin (.,/2ÏÏB7/V2)" 2tiB„
— c

...(A8.2)

The squared output signal can then be written as:

Soui(t) = (a , cos(o),t)f+2A ,^2tiB„ cos(o),t + (|),(t))cos(m.t)+

2'nB„(cos(o),t + <t)„(t)))’“
...(A8.3)
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Ignoring the 'lower sideband' DC terms, eqn. (A8.3) becomes: 

Sow (t) = - y  cos(2co.t)+ A, V2T|B„[cos(2co.t + (|)„ (t))+ cos(<>„ (t))] +

TlB„cos(2co,t+2(|)„(t)) (A8 .4 )

The output signal power is now equal to:

s -A 2
8 ...(A8.5)

and the output noise power is given as:

N»ut = A,“ TlB„+(iiB„f ...(A8.6)

The first term in eqn. (A8.6) is the contribution from the two signal x
noise cross products in the output signal of the squarer and the second
term is the noise x noise component.

With the help of eqn. (A8.2) it is possible to write the signal-to-noise 
ratio at the output of the squarer in terms of the input signal-to-noise 
ratio:

s _ A //8  _ A //8  _ { m J
N c. A /n B .+ (n B .r  A /  I A / 4S/N,„+2

2S/N,„ 4(S/N|„) ...(A8.7)

It can be seen from eqn. (A8.7) that there is a 6 dB degradation in 
signal-to-noise ratio for reasonably strong input signals:

S _ S/N,„
Nout 4 ...(A8.8)

The extra 3 dB loss in signal-to-noise ratio, compared to a mixer with 
equal signal-to-noise ratio at its inputs, is due to the fact tha t the noise 
sources of the squarer are correlated which entails the total loss of 6 dB.
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As a corollary, it is interesting to see for which signal-to-noise ratio at 
the input of the squarer the two noise terms in eqn. (A8.6) are equal. With 
eqn. (A8.2), eqn. (A8.6) can be modified to:

Inspection of eqn. (A8.9) shows that the two noise terms are equal for 
an input signal-to-noise ratio of 0.5 or -3 dB respectively.


